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FROM THE EDITORS
The “Third Sector“ (Trzeci Sektor) Quarterly is an integral part of the KOMPAS project - Building a
friendly legal and social environment for non-governmental organisations - carried out by the Institute of
Public Affairs.
Although the “Third Sector” is a journal targeting the non-governmental public, the articles published
meet scholarly standards. The major aim of the magazine is to provide non-government organisations (and
other circles relevant to the functioning of civil society) with a broader knowledge of the conditions and
development prospects of the NGO sector. The “Third Sector” Quarterly not only disseminates theoretical
knowledge, but also supports the understanding and interpretation of intricate aspects (especially legal) of
NGO operation. It is also a meeting place of the academic circles and other actors involved in the
development of the third sector.  The Quarterly stimulates debate and research on the NGO sector. It offers
a place for the publication of scientific interpretations, expert analyses and research results, and serves as a
discussion forum in which different parties, research approaches, experiences and viewpoints are
represented.
Particular issues of the “Third Sector” Quarterly serve - to some extent - as independent monographs, each
focussing on a single selected problem. However, besides the leading theme discussed in Prism and
Viewpoints, in each issue the reader will find other sections as well: Law, Management, Varia, Reviews &
Comments as well as Conference & Seminar Reports.
The content of particular issues of the ”Third Sector” is outlined at the end of this publication. The Reader
will find there short descriptions as well as the abstracts of the texts in the Prism and Viewpoints sections
in all of the twelve issues of the quarterly published to date.
This publication offers a selection of articles published in the “Third Sector” Quarterly, sharing the main
focus on social economy and on the perception of the third sector as an important segment of the labour
market. We hope that this publication will help to broaden our audience – and we welcome you to our
readership. We also invite you to visit our website: http://www.isp.org.pl/kompas and to contribute texts for
publication.
Marek Rymsza
Editor-in-Chief
Magdalena Dudkiewicz
Deputy Editor
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Marek Rymsza
The Social Economy and the 
Third Sector. Poland Compared 
to European Experiences1
1 The following text introduces the main topics of this volume. The text is based on two articles that were published in Polish by the
author, M. Rymsza, Stara i nowa ekonomia społeczna. Polska na tle doświadczeń europejskich, ”Trzeci Sektor” 2005, no. 2, pp. 2–9; and
Trzeci sektor a druga fala ekonomii społecznej w Polsce, „Trzeci Sektor” 2007, no. 9, pp. 2–8. These articles were introductions to two
issues of the quarterly journal “Third Sector“ (“Trzeci Sektor”) that were devoted to the social economy.
2 See The Enterprises and Organisations of the Third Sector. A Strategic Challenge for Employment, CIRIEC, Liège 2000.
3 S. Kelly, Ekonomia społeczna i przedsiębiorczość społeczna w Unii Europejskiej, in T. Kaźmierczak, M. Rymsza (Eds.), W stronę
aktywnej polityki społecznej, Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warszawa 2003.
4 See R. van Berkel, I.H. Møller, Active Social Policies In EU, Inclusion through participation?, The Policy Press, Bristol 2002.; M.
Rymsza, Aktywna polityka społeczna w teorii i praktyce, in T. Kaźmierczak, M. Rymsza (Eds.), W stronę aktywnej..., op. cit.
The Old and the New Wave of the Social
Economy in Europe
Carrying out economic activities in order to
fulfill social objectives is uniquely associated with the
social economy sector. Social economy institutions
(increasingly called social enterprises) should be
financially profitable and simultaneously have a
built-in organizational mechanism that limits the
distribution of profits between shareholders (the co-
owners, members, founders, etc.). On the one side,
social enterprises take on typical service and goods
production; on the other hand, they comply with
regulations on the amount of profit they make, the
way that the profit is distributed (to whom it goes)
and how it is used) which is unusual in the
commercial sector.
The term not-for-private-profit could possibly
be the best description of the kind of institutions that
fit into the social economy. Social enterprises are
located in the sphere between the non-government
organization sector and the private sector. It is a
question of convention whether we include social
enterprises as part of the non-government sector
(and thus significantly enlarge the size of the “third
sector”) or in the private sector. It depends on
whether we consider the activities of not-for-private-
profit organizations as closer to that of non-profits or
for-profits.
The social economy is a popular subject at
present; much is written and spoken about it,
particularly in the context of searching for effective
methods of social and economic activation of people
who are socially excluded. There are many initiatives
that straddle the fence between business and social
activities and many of them are organized by non-
government organizations.2 European countries are
introducing new legal regulations and the European
Union gave the social economy the green light in the
1990s.3
A reorientation of social policy is one of the
fundamental conditions for the development of the
social economy in Europe. Reorientation in this
context means changing welfare programs so that
they effectively activate the beneficiaries.4 This
process leads us to rediscover the phenomenon of
social entrepreneurship and the achievements of the
European cooperative movement that emerged
between the 19th and the 20th centuries and during
the inter-war period, both of which involve not only
4
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The Old and New Social Economy (SE)
Characteristics of the traditional European model of the social economy (the old SE):
● The SE fills market niches that are unattractive to traditional commercial enterprises;
● Participation in SE enterprises is based on the principle of mutuality;
● A key role for voluntary leaders and social activists in initiating and promoting SE activities;
● The initiatives are grass-roots based and financially self-sufficient;
● No legal privileges for SE institutions in the context of low-regulated economy;
● Typical SE institutions: cooperatives, mutual insurance companies, credit unions.
Characteristics of the contemporary SE model in member states of the European Union (the new SE):
● SE buffers the “normal” market economy;
● The basis for involvement in SE initiatives: inclusion of people who are socially marginalized, the
concept of “mixing risk groups” (in social enterprises, fully able employees motivate and help improve
the performance of the disabled employees);
● The significant role of managers, but also of the state as establisher and promoter of SE initiatives;
● SE job placement offered for less effective workers (disabled, etc.) often subsidized by the state; 
● Significant legal advantages for SE institutions in the context of a relatively highly regulated economy;
● Typical SE institutions: social enterprises, social cooperatives, non-government organizations that
engage in economic activities.
Source: author’s comparison.
The differences between the old and the new
social economy are particularly visible in Poland.
Poland has a rich tradition of the social economy,
which developed during the Partition period7 and
during the Second Republic of Poland (the period
between the First and the Second World War). The
communist period (1945–1989) caused a break in the
social economy movement. Although the communist
ideology formally censured only private enterprises
and supported cooperative forms of economic
workers’ cooperatives, but also insurance mutualities
and credit unions.
Cooperatives constituted a significant part of
the economy in the south of Europe (Italy, Spain,
and France) after WWII. In the “Third Sector”
journal, we define the concept of the social economy,
which was rooted in this European tradition that
favored cooperative (mutual) forms of activity on the
market, as the old social economy. We distinguish it
from the contemporary social economy, the new
social economy, which promotes new institutional
and legal forms such as social cooperatives (that refer
to the idea of “vertical inclusion” rather than the
principle of “horizontal mutuality“5), associations
and foundations that engage in business activities,
and not-for-profit companies.
There are many differences between the old
and the new social economy.6 One of the key
characteristics that distinguish the new wave of the
social economy is cohesive grassroots-based activities
(often initiated by NGOs) with the active support of
the state (which is often called an active social
policy). The new social economy that arrived at the
break of the 20th and the 21st centuries is
simultaneously more and less citizen-based than the
old social economy that dates back to the break of the
19th and the 20th centuries. The comparison in the
box below illustrates this difference.
Marek Rymsza
The Social Economy and...
5
5 For more on the differences between vertical and horizontal social links that are developed by social policy programs, see M. Rymsza,
Social Policy and Social Ties, in On Solidarity, post-conference publication, Institute for Human Science, Vienna 2006.
6 See T. Kaźmierczak: Zrozumieć ekonomię społeczną, in T. Kaźmierczak, M. Rymsza (Eds.), Ekonomia społeczna. Kapitał społeczny,
Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warszawa 2007.
7 During the 19th century and the first years of the 20th century (until the end of WWI in 1918), Polish territories were partitioned
between three neighboring countries: Russia, Prussia and Austria (the Habsburg Empire). Activities in the realm of the social economy
were then developed in order to maintain the economic potential of the nation.
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activity, in reality both the latter and the former types
of economic activity were destroyed as a result of the
centralized economic system. The deformation of
the cooperative idea created a negative perception of
the social economy and an unfavorable climate for
the social economy during the first years of
transformation after 1989. In the 1990s, cooperatives
and other forms of collective economic activity were
looked upon as remnants of communism from
which the country was in the process of emerging
and considered suspicious.
The attempt to revive mutual insurance
schemes, in particular, which were the most popular
form of insurance in Poland before WWII was
exceptionally unsuccessful. Reforms of the social
insurance system, which introduced incentives (e.g.,
tax deductions) for people to join non-commercial
insurance schemes that were based on the idea of free
association and solidarity between the insured, were
viewed as an opportunity for the development of
mutual associations. Most of the “reform inertia,”
however, went into the creation of commercial
schemes of individual savings as part of the second
pension pillar.8 Consequently, mutual insurance
schemes based on mutuality play a marginal role on
the Polish insurance market.
Of the attempts that were made in the
previous decade to promote traditional social
economy institutions, the restoration of cooperative
savings unions (called in Poland spółdzielcze kasy
oszczędnościowo-rozliczeniowe – SKOK) was the
only success. The management of these quasi-banks,
however, has become over-commercialized and there
is considerable skepticism about whether these
institutions should be considered a part of the social
economy sector. A large part of the workers’
cooperatives that were functioning during the
communist period did not survive the process of
economic restructuring; those that did remain on the
margins of the market. Thus, non-government
organizations, social cooperatives and not-for-profit
enterprises give the new social economy its dynamic
potential.
The Direction of Hybrid Solutions
A characteristic phenomenon in the new
social economy is the emergence of institutions that
are on the border between NGOs and the private
sector. Initiatives in the new social economy seem to
“bracket” traditional social institutions from both
sides. On the one side, there are associations and
foundations that engage in economic activities not in
order to gain financial resources for their work, but as
a part of their statutory mission (creating job-places
for the socially marginalized). On the other side
there are institutions with an organizational
structure strictly resembling the business sector,
which link social goals with economic ones and are
not wary of open competition with commercial
entities. These include social enterprises such as not-
for-profit companies. As a result, new institutional
and legal forms have emerged as part of the new
wave of the social economy, which transcend the
traditional division between sectors.
The social co-operative, modeled after the
Italian example, has emerged in Poland as an
institutional form that falls somewhere between
institutions of the third sector and traditional workers’
co-operatives. While workers’ co-operatives were
created as an “intermediary” institution between the
association and the enterprise (the co-operative
functions on the market as an enterprise but is
governed as an association), the social co-operative is
a “hybrid” institution9 that links the characteristics
typical of non-government organizations with those
of traditional co-operatives. In other words, we can
view the social co-operative as an institution that is
“3/4 non-government organization.”
New initiatives that are on the border between
the social economy and the private sector, and are thus
“half way” between a cooperative and a commercial
enterprise, are also emerging. One example is the
British local community enterprise,10 which we can
describe as an institution that is “¾ business.” How
do we distinguish this local community enterprise
from a normal commercial enterprise? A social
8 Reforms in Poland were introduced in accordance with the World Bank’s 1994 proposals (see Averting the Old Age Crisis, Oxford
University Press, Oxford 1994), which pushed mutual insurance schemes into the “Third” pillar in the complementary system of pillars.
For an analysis of the reforms, see M. Rymsza, Urynkowienie państwa czy uspołecznienie rynku?, TEPIS and Uniwersytet Warszawski,
Warszawa 1998.
9 A term used by Hubert Izdebski. See H. Izdebski, Spółdzielnie socjalne a organizacje pozarządowe – przewidywane skutki Ustawy o
spółdzielniach socjalnych, ”Trzeci Sektor” 2006, no. 7.
10 See M. Aiken, Przedsiębiorstwo społeczne w ekonomii społecznej. Rozwiązania brytyjskie na tle tradycji europejskiej, ”Trzeci Sektor”
2005, no. 2.
Special Edition 2008
6
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11 See W. Kwaśnicki, Gospodarka społeczna z perspektywy ekonomii liberalnej, ”Trzeci Sektor” 2005, no. 2.
12 See M. Aiken, Przedsiębiorstwo społeczne…, op. cit.
7Marek Rymsza
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enterprise is an institution that fulfills both economic
criteria, such as employing staff, taking economic risk,
carrying out a business activity, and social criteria,
such as grass-roots based, participative governance,
acting for the common good, working with employed
staff as well as volunteers.
Business and Social Activity: Separate 
or Linked?
The growth of the social economy has raised
concerns in seemingly opposite camps: those
subscribing to classical economic theory, as well as
those preferring the traditional concept of the third
sector argue for a separation of business activity from
public benefit work. In their view, the philanthropist
should earn an income on the open market and carry
out social activities “after-hours” in the non-profit
sector.
Entrepreneurs from the commercial sector are
afraid of “unfair competition.” They often suggest
that social economy institutions can “ruin the
market” by taking advantage of exemptions,
subsidies and other forms of state support as non-
commercial institutions. Classic liberal economic
thought is categorically against such privileges and
underlines that private sector entities also realize
social goals. In other words, market economy is
social-oriented by definition.11
Critics of liberal economic theory stress that the
free market will always marginalize “high risk” social
groups outside the sphere of the exchange of goods
and services. Those who do not have the money to pay
will not be able to buy on the open market, while those
who are less efficient will not be able to sell their labor.
The traditional role of non-government organizations
(and also the welfare state) was meant precisely to
correct the market in order to ensure a fair allocation
of goods and services. NGOs have to provide
necessary goods to those who cannot afford to buy
them. Third sector organizations that participate in
the new social economy transcend the traditional
limits of charity activity. They complement the
redistribution of material goods with the redistribution
of job opportunities by helping the unemployed and
people from the above mentioned “high risk” social
groups to enter the labor market, a process that we
currently term labor market re-integration.
Liberal economists see a place for social
economy institutions exclusively in the specific areas
where they can help counteract market failure (e.g.,
social services for the poor). Supporters of the new
social economy movement, however, are not satisfied
with limiting their activity to specific niches. Some
social enterprises enter the “normal” market of goods
and services exchange and take on the challenge of
competing on the open market with commercial
firms.12
I would like to emphasize again that the
essence of the social economy is a perfect link between
economic and social activity. The success of the social
enterprise depends on the quality of this union and
must be achieved by both being competitive on the
market and fulfilling a social mission.
Does the not-for-private-profit institutional
form offer enough security from being fully
commercialized? Conversely, what is the danger of
remaining a part of protectionist state policies that keep
social economy institutions from commercializing,
impose a logic and structure specific to public
institutions and destroy the entrepreneurial spirit?
Developing Employment in the Third 
Sector: New Job Places or a New Division
of Labor? 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the
social economy, it is very important to carry out
empirical studies on whether it creates new job
places as an “added value.” Can we measure the
development of the social economy by a growth in
employment indicators and a decrease in
unemployment? Or, as skeptics would claim, does
the access to public funding allow social enterprises
to create new job opportunities, but at the cost of
pushing local companies, which do not benefit from
subsidies or preferential contracts, out of the market?
In short, the question is whether investing in the
social economy produces a net profit or whether it is
a zero sum game?
It is not easy to answer this question. The
situation is different on different labor markets;
undoubtedly, it is more desirable to create additional
job places and sustain them without the structural
support of public funding. The zero sum game can
also be evaluated positively, but this requires de facto
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“job sharing” with people from marginalized social
groups.
High costs of regular (typical) employment are
an important factor in the high employment rate that
we observe in European social enterprises and the
third sector broadly conceived. Increasing job
opportunities in the third sector are in a large part
atypical forms of employment and cheaper as a result.
Flexible employment arrangements, such as part time
employment, employment for concrete tasks, and
short-term contracts are popular in this sector.
Estimates of the employment potential of the
social economy sector, however, should be realistic. It
would be idealistic to expect that the social economy
will resolve the problem of unemployment. The
social economy creates a real opportunity to
professionally activate those who work less effectively
as a result of physical or mental disability, sickness
and other issues and are pushed outside the
“normal” labor market as a result.
The employment potential of non-
government organizations, meaning the third sector
in the limited sense of the term, is weaker, at least in
Poland, which results from the general economic
weakness of this sector. The third sector fulfills an
important innovative function in Poland by
promoting new forms of support and activation for
people who are socially marginalized, testing new
approaches learned abroad and creating new
legislation (Polish law is relatively liberal with respect
to allowing non-government organizations to  engage
in business activities). Nevertheless, the sector has not
created significant job opportunities. The level of paid
employment in the Polish third sector is estimated to
be around 100,000–120,000 job places.13
The Social Economy in the Quarterly 
Journal, the “Third Sector”
The topic of the social economy, and
especially the new wave of the social economy, is one
of the issues that are most frequently considered in
the Third Sector quarterly journal. It was the main
topic of two issues of the journal: No. 2 in 2005 and
No. 9 in 2007, which were warmly received by the
public (additional copies of No. 2 needed to be
printed and No. 9 has already sold out). Moreover,
the topic of the social economy was broached in
articles published in the following issues of the
journal: Nos. 3, 4, 7, 10 and 12, as well as No. 13,
which is currently being prepared.
Our goal in broaching the topic of the social
economy in the journal was to make an attempt at
analyzing the development of the social economy in
Poland from a comparative perspective. We wanted
to clarify old terminology, introduce new forms of
the social economy that exist in Europe and analyze
the conditions that are necessary for their
implementation in Poland. In accordance with the
main approach of the journal, we focused especially
on the growing importance of the non-government
sector to the social economy by analyzing the
developing interest among NGOs in engaging in
business activities and creating job places for socially
marginalized people. We described the process of
third sector organizations entering the open market
as an institutional conversion from non-profit to not-
for-profit and finally to not-for-private-profit.
The following publication includes
translations of selected articles about the social
economy that were previously published in the
journal. We divided them into two parts: the first
includes articles about the new wave of the social
economy in Europe; while the second comprises
texts about the development of the social economy
in contemporary Poland with a particular focus on
the relationship between social enterprises and non-
government organizations.
The first part includes four papers, beginning
with Ewa Leś (The New Social Economy and  Social
Entrepreneurship), who describes the new social
economy movement in Europe. She suggests that the
development of this movement is a response to the
crisis of the welfare state (we cannot forget that the
first wave of the social economy at the break of the
19th and the 20th centuries was one of the reasons
for the creation of the welfare state during the period
of rapid industrialization). Initiatives in the new
social economy, compared to the “old” social
economy are oriented not only toward the benefit of
members (based on the principle of mutual support),
but more broadly for the common good, such as for
the benefit of local communities or socially
marginalized people. Leś emphasizes that non-
government organizations became a part of the new
social economy through their search for new funding
sources that would make them more independent
from public funding and private donors. This aspect
13 See J. Herbst, Trzeci sektor na rozdrożu – kondycja organizacji pozarządowych w Polsce w świetle badań, ”Trzeci Sektor” 2006, no. 8.
Special Edition 2008
8
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is significant particularly in Poland, where the
possibilities for financing the non-government sector
are, as mentioned earlier, relatively limited.
Mike Aiken (Non-governmental Orgnisations
and Social Enterprises: Their Role in Employment)
analyzes the phenomenon of British social
entrepreneurship, which has developed especially in
Scotland. The author underlines that in Great Britain
the decisive factor in whether an institution is part of
the social economy sector is above all the type of
activities that it carries out, not its legal form or its
organizational structure. The social enterprise is an
institution that, through its business activities, works
for the benefit of the common good as an added value.
The specific quality and the strong aspect of the
British model of social entrepreneurship is, according
to Aiken, its diverse range of legal and institutional
forms as well as types of support from the state: from
strictly social to strictly business solutions. It is difficult
to disagree with the author’s conclusion.
In her article, Social Cooperatives in Italy,
Monica Loss describes Italian social cooperatives,
which can be of two types: Type A social cooperatives
which provide social and educational services, and
Type B social cooperatives which run employment
re-integration programs for their members. The
former are enterprises that produce goods and
services in selected market niches reserved for social
services; the latter are reminiscent of activation
training programs. The idea of social cooperatives
reached Poland in a large part thanks to the “good
practices” that were promoted through the European
Union’s EQUAL Community Initiative. The Polish
2006 Act on social cooperatives was modeled after the
Italian regulation on Type B social cooperative.
Dominika Skwarska’s text (The Culture of
Social Entrepreneurship in Spain – Traditions in the
Autonomous Regions) describes the tradition of
cooperatives in two regions of Spain, the Basque
region and Andalusia, based on Spanish-language
source literature. The author also presents the
internationally recognized Basque cooperative,
Mondragón, and underlines that social economy
initiatives do not have to be limited to local activity.
Mondragón is de facto a cooperative production
company on an international scale. It is worth noting
that Mondragón is also a shareholder of
WROZAMED, a Wrocław-based equipment factory
that is popular on the Polish market. Skwarska also
discusses the meaning of social entrepreneurship for
the agricultural sector, based on examples of
Andalusian cooperatives.
Italian and British traditions of the social
economy are well known in Poland. The Italian
concept of the social cooperative, on the one hand, and
the British concept of the local community enterprise
on the other, frame the discussion about the
development of social enterprise in Poland. In contrast,
the Spanish traditions are not well known in Poland.
The second part of this publication comprises
six texts about the social economy and the third sector
in Poland. The first of these (Marek Rymsza, State
Policy towards the Civic Sector in Poland in the Years
1989–2007) presents a historical overview of the
development of social policy with regard to the third
sector after 1989. The years immediately following the
fall of communism opened up a space for grass-roots
based initiatives that were independent of the state.
Tax regulations and registration procedures that were
favorable to non-government organizations were also
introduced. Social services and non-government
organizations, however, functioned parallel to each
other. The state did not treat the third sector as a
partner in resolving social problems. Only in recent
years, a legal framework was created that would
support inter-sector cooperation; NGOs are willing to
transcend traditional forms of charity work by
engaging in social entrepreneurship. The social
economy is thus an important field of cooperation
between the state and the third sector.
Andrzej Juros (Social Co-operatives and the
Third Sector) describes the creation and functioning
of social cooperatives in Poland. The author
discusses the short tradition of the cooperative
movement from the break of the 19th and the 20th
century and points to the current crisis that faces the
movement as it is unable to “return to its roots” after
the communist period. Thus, the developing social
cooperatives in Poland do not benefit from the
support of a strong cooperative movement, as is the
case in Italy, but hang in a sort of institutional
vacuum. For this reason, Polish legislation treats
them as quasi-non-government organizations and
allows them to undertake activities financed by
public grants in addition to their own business
activities. Nevertheless, Juros emphasizes the
important role of these institutions in supporting the
social and employment reintegration of people from
marginalized social groups.
Dobroniega Trawkowska (Barriers to Inter-
Sector Cooperation: The Lublin Local Partnership
Project “Building a New Lisków“) analyzes the
development of a culture of partnership and inter-
sector cooperation in Poland by discussing in detail
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one local partnership that was formed as part of an
initiative to establish a social enterprise. On the one
hand, the author shows how social services, which
limit their activities to distributing welfare benefits,
need to cooperate with non-government
organizations, which are significantly more oriented
toward activating beneficiaries of welfare. In such a
way, inter-sector cooperation allows innovation to
spread to social services. On the other hand,
Trawkowska shows the strong resistance on the part
of public administration to develop partnership with
non-public institutions.
The next two texts are devoted to the
employment function of the third sector in Poland
with respect to selected social groups that are
particularly threatened by unemployment: youth and
the disabled. Until recently, the unemployment rate
among youth in Poland was dramatically high: twice
as high as the average rate for the Polish population
of productive age. When at the break of the 20th and
the 21st century the level of unemployment in Poland
rose to 20%, the unemployment rate among youth
between the ages of 18-24 was over 40% (!).
Currently, the level of unemployment among youth
is decreasing, which results in part from the general
improvement of the economic situation, massive
economic migration as well as the increasingly
popular option of entering the labor market through
non-government organizations. Ewa Giermanowska
analyzes this third phenomenon (The Third Sector:
Permanent or Fleeting Youth Employer?). Based on
empirical studies, she analyzes to what extent the
third sector is an attractive employer for young
people, how they perceive the development of their
professional career and for how long they link
themselves with NGOs. She also points to
volunteerism as a transitional experience between the
lack of employment and professional activity.
An even greater problem than the
unemployment of youth in Poland is the
unemployment of the physically and mentally
disabled. Only one in five Poles with a disability is
employed. Moreover, in contrast to the case for
young people, improvement in the economic
situation of the country does not translate into a
higher employment of the disabled. Many of them
are permanently outside the labor market; even
though Poland has a relatively developed
employment activation system for the disabled that
includes supported employment workshops,
sheltered employment units (zakłady pracy
chronionej), occupational therapy workshops
(warsztaty terapii zajęciowej) and vocational
activation units (zakłady aktywizacji zawodowej).
Ewa Bogacz-Wojtanowska (Forms of Employment
of the Disabled in NGOs – Results of Empirical
Research) shows that the third sector is generally a
favorable employer for the disabled and that the
flexible forms of employment and organization of
work take into consideration the interests of both the
employer and the employee.
This volume concludes with an article by
Tomasz Schimanek (The Influence of External
Financing on Recruitment and Employment in
NGOs), which provides a diagnosis of the financial
situation of non-government organizations in
Poland. The article presents conclusions and
recommendations for management level staff of non-
government organizations, grant-making
institutions and donors, from both the private and
the public sector.
The following selection of texts was created as
part of the project “Toward a Polish Model of the
Social Economy – Building a New Lisków,”
financed by the EQUAL Community Initiative,
which places a strong emphasis on promoting and
disseminating information about practical
experiences amongst European countries. We hope
that this volume will be an introduction to the
specificities of the development of the social
economy and the third sector in Poland. We would
like to thank our team of translators Katarzyna
Kubin, Aleksandra Lercher-Szymańska, Agnieszka
Rymsza, Jan Weinsberg and proof-reader Elena
Rozbicka, who played a significant role in achieving
this goal, for their contribution.
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This text presents definitions of the social economy, the new social economy and social entrepreneurship and
looks at typical areas and forms of the new social economy, including social enterprises in selected countries of
the European Union. It also provides preliminary remarks about the development of these institutions in Poland.
In particular it underlines the innovative values of social enterprises such as the introduction of new quality of
services, new methods of organization and goods production and service provision, as well as the changing role
of voluntarism and paid work in the field of social entrepreneurship.
I
n Europe and in other regions of the world social
economy institutions, also called institutions of
civic economy, have constituted an important
sector providing both commercial and non-
commercial goods and services for almost two
centuries. For more than a quarter of a century,
however, in many Western European countries,
Canada and Australia one can observe a clear
renaissance of social economic initiatives called “the
new social economy movement.” Post-war
transformations of social systems in terms of budget,
effectiveness and credibility of social benefits had a
significant impact on its development.
One of the ways to limit budget deficits was to
search for more socially and economically effective
methods of carrying out public works (in the field of
social services). In the countries of the European
Union, the development of new social economy
institutions was also influenced by the significant
spread of the phenomenon of the so-called new
poverty. All these factors gave impetus to the
development of initiatives of the new social
economy, most often taking the legal forms of
foundations, associations, co-operatives and social
enterprises.
In European Union countries, the new social
economy is perceived as an expansion of the idea of
entrepreneurship with social obligations. In the case
of new social economy initiatives, profit from
investments does not constitute the sole aim. The
business conducted not only contributes to
achieving economic benefits but also to the
creation, maintaining and development of social
bonds.
Initiatives of the new social economy exist in
many areas of the economy and social life,
encompassing a wide variety of activities. At first
there were mainly initiatives related to labor market
policies, especially to the social and work
reintegration of people touched by social exclusion,
initiatives against unjustified income disparities in
society. This is described, also in Poland, as social
employment. Its function is the creation of
workplaces outside the mainstream labor market.
Initiatives to protect the environment by waste
recycling have also arisen within the framework of
the new social economy and proposals have been
made to treat household work as a profession and to
duly appraise that effort to provide grounds to
determine old age pensions and disability pensions
for women who run their own households. Another
field of initiatives of new social economy is the
promotion of economic ethics (looking at economic
activity not only as a source of individual profit, but
also a source of positive outcomes for the whole
community) and the promotion of economic
democracy (the restoration of forms of worker and
group ownership and promoting alternative forms of
11
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credit based on the principles of solidarity), as well
as rebuilding of idea of citizenry.1
New institutions of the social economy have
entered the field of social and work reintegration of
people without qualifications, both temporary and
long-term, with individual and group social services
(centers for youth, services for old-people, help for
groups with particular problems, such as children,
victims of violence, refugees, immigrants), as well as
minor residential services and professional training.
Definitions of the social economy, 
the new social economy and social 
entrepreneurship
In the European literature there exist many
terms used to describe the social economy and the
new social economy. The social economy is
sometimes described also as the economy of
solidarity, as well as the economy of local
communities or civic economy. A structural and
operational approach is usually taken when defining
the social economy; that is, the main features and
entities comprising the social economy are described.
According to the definition of the Permanent
European Conference of Co-operatives, Mutual
Societies, Associations and Foundations (CEP-
CMAF – AR) from 2002, “Organizations of the
social economy are economic and social entities
acting in all sectors. They are distinguished by their
goals and a particular form of entrepreneurship. The
social economy encompasses organizations such as
co-operatives, mutual insurance societies,
associations and foundations. Their activity is visible
especially in the fields of social protection, food-
support, banking, insurance, agricultural production,
consumer affairs, activities of unions and trade-based
organizations, craftwork, housing, residential
services, education, culture-related training, sports
and leisure activities.” 2
The term “new social economy” has appeared
in recent years in the literature and international
debates on this issue. This term emphasizes that the
characteristic feature of this sort of economy is a
departure from activities directed solely at their own
members, as with traditional institutions of the social
economy (co-operatives, mutual insurance societies,
folk banks) and the redirection of activities towards
external beneficiaries. It seems that an appropriate
definition of the new social economy has been
provided by the Flemish Consortium for Social
Economy (VOSEC) from 1997.3
The “new social economy” refers to initiatives
and enterprises that have the benefit of society as one
of their main goals and abide by elementary
principles: the priority of work before capital,
democratic decision making, and realization of
services for local communities as a priority as well as
strengthening the credibility, quality and
sustainability of their work. The VOSEC document
also points to the quality of internal and external
relations in the institutions of the new social
economy as an important feature of the group of
social economic entities and to the significance of
economic efficacy and the need to obtain funds from
both market (selling of goods and services) and non-
market sources (subsidies, grants, volunteering).
It should be noted, however, that in spite of
attempts to create an explicit definition of the new
social enterprise, both its concept as well as subject
and object range are still presented in various ways,
causing terminological ambiguities. The concept of
social entrepreneurship developed by the European
Research Team EMES has been much more
precisely elaborated. Thanks to this research, a
definition was formulated and a comparative
analysis of the existing forms of social
entrepreneurship in the countries of the old
European Union was conducted.4 However, here as
well we face a dualism when defining social
entrepreneurship and social enterprises.
Social enterprises are perceived as a market-
oriented subgroup of the social economy and are
treated as a separate and totally new institution of the
social economy - one which aims to achieve economic
balance through the successful combination of
1 J. Defourny, M. Simon, S. Adam, The Co-operative Movement in Belgium: Perspectives and Prospects, Edition Luc Pire, 2002.
2 B. Roelants (ed.), Un essaie d’introduction a l’economie sociale en Europe, Praha, 2002, p. 7.
3 Jacques Defourny, Michel Simon, Sophie Adam, The Co-operative Movement in Belgium: Perspectives and Prospects, Editions Luc
Pire, 2002.
4 J. Defourny, From Third Sector to Social Enterprise, in C. Borzaga, J. Defourny (eds.), The Emergence of Social Enterprise, Routledge,
2001.
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market and non-market financing sources as well as
non-financial resources (volunteering) and income
from donations. Sometimes social enterprises are
conceived as new generation non-profit
organizations, which in response to the challenges of
the market environment are guided in their activities
by the entrepreneurial spirit, combining classical
solidarity and market orientation.
Social entrepreneurship is also often conceived
as an institutional response of third sector
organizations to their problems in securing funding for
their activities. Definitions also emphasize the
innovative character of social entrepreneurship and the
financial risk undertaken by some social enterprises.
According to the definition of the EMES
research group,5 social enterprises are initiatives that
meet the following economic and social criteria:
Economic criteria: 
● Continuous activity with the goal of producing
goods and/or providing services (social enterprises,
to a lesser extent than classical third sector
organizations, engage in advocacy or
redistribution).
● A high degree of autonomy in activities: social
enterprises are set up freely and managed by groups
of citizens (they are not managed indirectly or
directly by public authorities or other institutions,
such as private firms or federations), although they
can profit from public subsidies. Their share-
holders have the right to vote as well as the right to
their own position and the right to leave an
organization.
● Taking a significant economic risk in conducted
activities (the financial basis of the functioning of
social enterprises depends on the efforts of their
members and employees, who are responsible for
assuring adequate financial resources, as opposed
to public institutions).
● Activities of enterprises - similarly, as in the case of
traditional social organizations - the activities of
social enterprises can be based on both financial
and non-financial resources and can be based on
both paid and unpaid work.
Social criteria:
● The activities of social enterprises are explicite
directed at the support and development of local
communities and towards promoting a sense of
social responsibility at the local level. One of the
fundamental goals of social enterprises is serving
local communities or selected groups and the
production of goods and services which are
produced by neither the market nor the state.
● Social enterprises are distinguished by the fact that
their activities have a local character and are a
result of the collective efforts of engaged citizens
belonging to a given community or group, having
common needs or goals.
● The democratic management of social enterprises
is based on the principles of one place - one vote;
the process of decision making does not depend on
capital shares. Although in social enterprises the
capital owners play an important role, they have
the same role in decision making as other interest
groups.
● Social enterprises are characterized by the fact that
the recipients of their services are represented in the
enterprises’ structures. In many cases one of goals
of such enterprises is the strengthening of
democracy at the local level through economic
activities.
● The scope of the notion of the “social enterprise”
includes both organizations that are characterized
by a total ban on profit distribution, as well as
organizations (e.g., co-operatives) that can
distribute profit only to a limited extent, avoiding in
this way activities directed at profit maximization.
Features of the new social 
entrepreneurship
J. Defourny presents social enterprises as
entities distinct from both non-profit organizations
and social economy institutions and attributes to
them the following features, which, on the one hand,
make them similar to ordinary enterprises and on the
other, constitute a manifestation of the new
entrepreneurship:
New products or new quality of produced goods
The characteristic feature of new
entrepreneurship undertaken by institutions and
organizations of the new social economy is its
particularly innovative character in comparison with
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traditional initiatives of this type. The results of new
entrepreneurship within the social economy sector
are new methods of organization and/or production
of goods and social services, together with new
relations on the market and new forms of
entrepreneurship.
New methods of organizations and/or production of
goods and services
The new methods of organizing the
production of goods and social services initiated by
social enterprises are characterized by their efforts to
include many various categories of partners and not
only owners in cooperating in the production of
goods and services. This is manifested in the
watchword: from shareholders to stakeholders. The
following belong to the category of shareholders: paid
workers, volunteers and users/consumers/addressees
of products and services, as well as supporting
organizations. The role of local authorities deserves
special emphasis, which cooperating with many
social actors and economic entities and promoting
such partnerships play a major role in combating
unemployment and poverty. The cooperation of all
parties does not revolutionize the way of providing
services. Yet it changes the method of conducting
activities and allows for combining various types of
financial and non-financial resources at the disposal
of various partners in order to create new workplaces. 
The changing role of voluntarism and paid work in
undertakings of the new social entrepreneurship
Volunteering constitutes a very important
factor in the activities of new social enterprises in the
E.U countries. Yet its role has been visibly changing:
from the traditional charity culture and “combative
volunteering” of the 60s and 70s of the twentieth
century towards a more pragmatic attitude of
“productive and socially useful goals” and civic
activity directed at concrete needs.
In the initiatives of new type, collectively
referred to as “social entrepreneurship,” volunteers
often perform roles seen up to now as typical for
entrepreneurial endeavors and not necessarily in the
field of social activities, such as, for instance,
conducting commercial activities.
The role of paid staff in social enterprises is
also changing. This has to do with, among others,
non-typical forms of employment, such as non-full
time employment. What is more, in social enterprises
the traditional status of a worker is additionally
enriched by the factor of democratic participation.
Employees in social economy institutions are at the
same time members of the governing bodies of the
enterprises where they are employed and play
decision-making and controlling roles. The mixed
structures of personnel in social enterprises -
profiting both from paid staff and volunteers -
requires special skills in human resources
management (participatory management) and
constitutes a new quality in itself.
As it was noted before, financial profit from
investment does not constitute the sole goal of social
entrepreneurial initiatives. New social enterprises are
co-shaping economic models, which, through their
activities, contribute not only to achieving economic
profit, but also to create, maintain and develop social
bonds. 
Legal regulations affecting social 
enterprises
In the old EU countries social enterprises
adopt various legal forms: associations and co-
operatives (Sweden), co-operative societies and
co-operatives of social solidarity (Italy), not-for-profit
companies (Spain), industrial societies and savings
unions (Great Britain). In many EU member
countries there is no legal definition of social
enterprise and there exist many legal forms of such
enterprises. However, in most of these countries
social enterprises adopt three main legal forms (co-
operatives, associations, foundations). Legal
regulations governing the function of social
enterprises in selected countries of the old European
Union are presented below. 
Belgium
Since 1995, social enterprises can select
between the status of a non-profit association or
enterprise with a social purpose. 
According to the Belgian Act on enterprises
with social purposes, any enterprise can adopt the
status of such a company as long as it meets the
following seven criteria:
● the partners agree to function not for profit or to
limit the attainment of profit;
● the enterprise precisely defines social goals, which do
not bring the partners profit, even in an indirect way;
Special Edition 2008
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● the policy of the enterprise with regards to
allocation of profits and the creation of reserves has
to correspond with its social goals;
● the enterprise is obliged to publish annual reports
including information on how its social goals were
realized and data on the costs of investments,
operating costs and cost of the staff;
● each employee, after a year of impeccable work has
the right to become a partner in the enterprise;
● each employee, who terminates a contract with the
enterprise loses the status of a partner;
● in the case of liquidation of a social enterprise any
surplus remaining after paying all outstanding
debts of the enterprise has to be allocated to social
goals through transfer all such remaining funds to
another social goal enterprise.6
Great Britain
In accordance with the definition of the
British government, a social enterprise is an
institution running an economic activity, which also
has as an aim the realization of social duties and
which invests surplus for social goals instead of being
governed by the principle of achieving maximum
profit for share-holders or owners.7
Social enterprises exist in the form of co-
operatives or voluntary organizations. There is no
separate law concerning co-operatives and social
enterprises, which most frequently take the form of a
limited liability company or industrial or credit
union (voluntary organizations) which can also be
registered as charities. Social enterprises also exist in
the form of social firms (the employment of the
mentally ill), supported by EU funds and through
public-private partnerships as well as community
businesses, mainly in the form of non-profit
organizations based on group ownership directed
originally towards mobilizing rural communities and
strengthening their structures to organize transport
and trade services (members of local communities
have shares in community businesses and in this way
they are their owners and control them). Currently,
community businesses are also coming into being in
urban regions. 
Ireland
In Ireland social enterprises adopt the legal
form of limited liability companies, industrial or
savings societies, co-operatives or trusts. Most often
these are: social enterprises for work integration,
social enterprises meeting needs connected with
building social housing, savings and credit-related
co-operatives, social enterprises providing individual
and neighborhood services and social enterprises of
local development.  
Finland
Finnish social enterprises exist in the legal
form of associations, building societies, housing co-
operatives and rural co-operatives. The latter operate,
among others, rural stores, postal services, bank
services, primary schools and health services. 
Table 1 presents the fields of activity and types
of social enterprises in the countries of the old
European Union. 
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Table 1. Types of social enterprises in the countries of the old European Union
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Field of activity Country Types of social enterprises
Services for the
dependent and socially
excluded
Return to employment
through work
Austria
France
Denmark
Great Britain
Sweden
Italy
Portugal
Belgium
Italy
Germany
Luxembourg
Children’s Groups: organizations for the care of small
children with parents’ participation.
Parents’ crèches (day care centers): organizations
providing care for small children partially managed and
governed by the parents. These crèches are organized
within the national network: Association des Collectifs
d’Enfants, de Parents et de Professionnels (ACCEP)
(Association of Children, Parents and Professionals).
Opholdssteders (social housing): housing structures
conceived as an alternative to traditional institutions for
children and youth with difficulties. The stress is placed
on education and care.
Home Care Co-ops (cooperatives of in-house care)
employing their members, mainly women having
familial responsibilities for less then full time contracts
LKUs: cooperative agencies for local development
organized on the national level (FKU) were established
for the rehabilitation and social integration of people
with mental disabilities.
Type A social cooperatives providing health services
and training under the 1991 Act on social cooperatives.
CERCIs: cooperatives providing education and
rehabilitation for children with disabilities.
Training through Work Enterprises (EFT) and
Inclusion to Employment Enterprises (Invoegbedrijven)
in the northern part of the country. The latter,
supported by regions are strongly market-directed and
offer long-term employment.
Type B social cooperatives: active in the field of
bringing groups in a difficult situation back to the
workforce (under the 1991 Act on Social Cooperatives).
Soziale Betriebe: market-oriented “social enterprises”
eligible for public aid for a limited period of time. Their
aim is to create workplaces and support economic
development with simultaneous efforts towards social
and work integration of the long-term unemployed.
Workplaces are created either in already existing private
enterprises or in enterprises that are newly created for
this purpose.
Associations (sometimes cooperatives) for return to the
workforce through work and economic activities; active
in many fields (environmental protection, farming,
building, waste recycling); the majority are pilot
projects subsidized by the state.
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Source: J. Defourny: Social enterprise in broadened Europe: Concept and the Reality, paper prepared for the International Conference
on Social Economy, Krakow, Oct. 28-29 2004.
Local development
Spain
Finland
Holland
Greece
Ireland
Enterprises for integration through work of people with
disabilities or excluded from the traditional labor
market. The activities of social firms consist in offering
access to temporary employment, to offer the long-term
unemployed work integration instead of providing
long-term “sheltered” workplaces.
Labour co-ops: Workers cooperatives organized at the
regional level in nine Cooperative Development
Agencies (CDA) constitute an important factor in the
development of the local and regional economy. These
cooperatives differ from traditional workers’
cooperatives in that they take subcontracts from other
enterprises for work appropriate to the skills of their
members.
BuurtBeheer Bedrijven (BBB): independent enterprises
of local development offering inhabitants of
underprivileged districts the opportunity to perform
paid work connected with maintaining and renovating
private housing and common infrastructure or
providing social services in the neighborhood.
Tourist cooperatives: created by women from rural
regions with a potential for tourism, offering rooms to
rent, running restaurants and performing small
handicrafts.
Enterprises of diversified legal character aimed towards
local development of the community through activities,
among others, in the field of building social housing,
work inclusion, credit unions and so-called close range
services.
The new social economy movement 
in Poland
In Poland, the rich tradition and
achievements of social economy institutions among
low-income social groups dates back to the period of
the Partition of Poland (translator’s note: end of the
18th century) and the Second Republic (translator’s
note: the interwar period 1918-1939). Unfortunately,
the co-operative movement and self-organized civic
organizations were nationalized during communism
and the process of the gradual rebuilding of
institutions of the Polish social economy began only
after 1989.8 Institutions constituting the Polish social
economy include public benefit organizations, credit
unions, social co-operatives, non-profit
organizations and centers of work activity for people
with disabilities.
One should point out the pioneering and
original initiatives of the Foundation of Mutual Help
“Barka” from Poznan which created prototype social
enterprises such as ecological farms and trade services
activating social and professional groups at risk of
long-term unemployment and social exclusion. It is
also worth mentioning the social co-operative
movement of the Warmińsko-Mazurski region. It can
also be added that apart from integration initiatives a
significant success of the new Polish social economy
is the spectacular development of credit and savings
co-operatives (SKOKs).
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The development of the national social
economy is conditional both politically and
economically and is progressing slowly yet steadily.
Several factors and phenomena contributed to this.
One the one hand, one can point to grassroots
initiatives of the new Polish social economy of the
last 15 years, often conducted with the help of
international institutions and more and more
frequently with the support of local authorities and
entrepreneurs. On the other, one can point,
especially in recent years, to legislative initiatives of
the Polish government, namely the Act on Public
Benefit and Volunteer Work, the Act on Social
Employment and the Act on Employment Promotion
and Labor Market Institutions as well as projects of
programs for accessible housing and continuing
education. All this points to the emergence of a
comprehensive politics towards the development of a
national social economy. As a matter of fact, the
noted regulations and government programs came
into being with the cooperation and at the
inspiration of the non-profit organizations
themselves.
Institutions of the new social economy have
contributed to the stabilization of the political system
of the Third Republic of Poland (translator’s note:
post-1989) through alleviation of the social and
economic consequences of the transformations
(increasing qualifications and bringing to the labor
market people with low qualifications and who are at
a disadvantage on the labor market and creating for
them workplaces; developing markets of various
services provided to local communities). The social
co-operative movement in Poland has gradually
crossed certain barriers of social employment,
encompassing such dimensions of social life as
environmental protection and accessible housing. So
far, organizations of the Polish new social economy
have undertaken initiatives in the field of social and
work integration for the poorest, social housing, as
well as assistance in the form of credits for less
wealthy households and small firms. They have also
developed a rich network of social services, in this
way creating the basis for the realization of a new
social model based on welfare partnership between
public, social and private institutions. Many of them
have already assured and can in the future assure
transitional and permanent workplaces and in this
way contribute to reducing current unemployment
levels and constitute a driving force for the local
economy and local development9.
So far the experiences of the new social
economy, including social entrepreneurship
achieved both in Poland and abroad, point to clear
benefits in overcoming social exclusion, supporting
local development and developing local
employment. The development of institutions and
programs of the new social economy and social
entrepreneurship also creates a real chance for
overcoming the myth of free market economy as the
only mechanism of development in Poland, as well
as a departure from the non-solidarity vision of social
order towards a participatory and democratic concept
of market economy and a model of Polish social
politics based on public-social-private partnership.
Ewa Leś is a professor at the University of Warsaw  
9 E. Leś, S. Nałęcz, Praca dla grup wykluczonych…,  op. cit.
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Non-Governmental Organisations
and Social Enterprises: Their Role
in Employment1
This paper explores the role of the third sector in providing employment with particular attention to the
United Kingdom. There are many different types of organisations dealing with social integration through work,
including employee cooperatives (such as social cooperatives), local enterprises, social companies, job centres,
social enterprises with state participation and volunteer organisations working to foster employment. These third
sector organisations face multiple problems and dilemmas working towards integration in the job market.
The UK voluntary sector is estimated to have anincome of around ₤26.3 billion with a paidworkforce of around 608,000 persons whilevolunteer labour, if counted in financial terms,
contributes around  ₤25.4 billion to the wider
economy.2 The scale of the sector needs to be seen in
terms of the particular current boundary between
welfare state and third sector. This has never been
permanently fixed, and is currently shifting as
government seeks to harness the third sector to deliver
social and public services which were previously
considered to be part of the state.3 In that sense part of
the recent growth in the sector and its corresponding
increase in employment can, arguably, be interpreted
as due to the transfer of work between sectors alongside
an overall growth in public sector employment and a
buoyant economy.
Within the third sector a sub-set of voluntary
organisations, social enterprises and co-operatives
also play an explicit role in placing, training, or
employing disadvantaged people in order to provide
them with routes out of poverty and social exclusion.4
These “work integration” organisations aim to offer
a social integration role through providing work
which may also have a social or environmental
benefit. Such “work integration” organisations are a
common feature of the third sector landscape in
many western European states such as Belgium,
France, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Italy and the
UK to mention only a few.5 These organisations
often draw their resource mix from a cocktail of
public, private and voluntary income streams in
differing configurations depending on their
organisational orientation, the type of work they do
and the level of disadvantage of the unemployed.6
This paper considers the different kinds of
work integration organisations found in the UK
which in some cases have analogues in other
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European states. They can often be highly successful
in being “closer to the client” and able to provide a
more flexible service and may have a particular
specialism in working with particular client groups
(e.g., with women with low skills who have pre-
school children, or the disabled, or young people
with no qualifications, or ex–prisoners, or those with
addictions to drugs or alcohol).
Such third sector work integration
organisations are often seen and harnessed by the
state as delivery agents to provide training and
temporary employment within a particular
management regime.7 Indeed many of these
organisations tend to draw an important part of their
income base from such sources particularly when
they are working with the more disadvantaged who
require greater support and social interventions.
New Deal (in the UK), and One-Euro jobs schemes
(in Germany) are recent - and at times controversial
- examples of some of the recent programmes which
arise from more active labour market policies.8 Many
of these organisations are thus highly dependent on
a public policy environment which sets the terms and
conditions of the public programmes they utilise.
This paper thus argues that the role of third sector
organisations in providing work opportunities is
dependent on specific national contexts and so needs
to take into account both active public policy
programmes targeted at disadvantaged groups and
the particular current settlement on the boundary
between state and third sector activity.
UK Unemployment: scale and policy 
Unemployment still remains at historically
low levels in the UK with the ILO rate standing at
5.4% in July 2006,9 which, despite a recent slight
increase, remains lower than the 9% average rate
recorded for the EU-25 in 2005.10 Falling
unemployment has benefited many but others have
not gained from an equal share of the country’s
wealth. Those groups which remain unemployed
face particular and intractable disadvantage in the
labour market. This is underlined by findings from
the UK National Action Plan 2003-5 (2005), Social
Exclusion Units (2004) and New Deal11 concerning
the pockets where poverty and exclusion remain.
These consistently show the pattern of particular
groups which need special support: disabled people,
lone parents, ethnic minorities, people over 50, or
those with low qualifications. Certain people, for
example, young disabled women with low
qualifications, may face multiple disadvantages.
Groups such as ex-offenders, the homeless, and those
engaged with substance misuse have always faced
even greater barriers in the job market.12 Those who
are in households or neighbourhoods where there
has been an intergenerational history of poverty and
worklessness also face significant social exclusion as
there is a particularly high rate in the UK of
households where no-one works.13 Demographically
there is also a growth of the groups of the population
that are at greater risk of social exclusion – lone
parents and working age adults from Pakistani or
Bangladeshi backgrounds being notable examples
here14 and their employment rates tend to be lower
than the median. 
Policy environment around unemployment and social
exclusion
Employment is still seen in UK policy as the
best route out of such poverty and the record high
employment rate is seen as important in this
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endeavour.15 In the UK the traditional tendency was
to favour passive, rather than active, labour market
approaches.16 This has meant strategies aiming at
improving the efficiency of the market through:
improving information for employers and
employees; increasing skill levels through training;
improving access and mobility by making relocation
easier; and using advice services to improve the
match of jobs to people. Third sector organisations
have often played some role in these. However, some
active “job creation” programmes were nonetheless
developed and used from the 1970s by voluntary
organisations which aimed to combine local
improvements for the community with providing
temporary jobs for the unemployed with some
programmes offering over 20,000 jobs in total.17
From the 1990s provision was more targeted at
particularly disadvantaged unemployed people in
deprived neighbourhoods. This was undertaken
under City Challenge and then Single Regeneration
Budget government programme funding often
combined with European Social Fund monies. There
has, however, been a tendency in the last 15 years to
develop both more “active” labour market policies,
under the influence of models from mainland
European models,18 as well as more “passive” and
conditional approaches to welfare, derived from the
Unites States. This represents perhaps a typical anglo-
saxon style compromise. The New Deal programme
initiated by the incoming Labour government of 1997
is the most notable “active” example. However, it also
represented a new departure in UK welfare state
provision towards US style “welfare to work” schemes
in that rights to benefits were made conditional on
clients taking up certain work integration
programmes.19 The numbers of long-term
unemployed disabled people on Incapacity Benefit
are, for example, likely to face increasing attention in
2007 to move them towards employment by bringing
them within the remit of such schemes.
The policy rationale has frequently been that
a major cause of social exclusion was unemployment
although there is some recognition now that for the
“working poor” and that for those facing multiple
disadvantage employment is not the only problem.20
Child poverty has been a key target of government
policy and the approach here has been to devise a
system of tax credits for families. There has also been
an increase in child care provision, from a low base
by mainland European standards, which has been
supported by the government’s Sure Start
programme funding and delivered by a range of
statutory, not-for-profit and partnership bodies.
These programmes have been accompanied by
other developments which need to be noted. Despite
the introduction of a minimum wage in 1999, the UK
has one of the most highly de-regulated labour
markets in the developed world, after the USA. In
addition a “modernising” labour administration has
set in place a range of measures to change the
governance pattern. There have been decentralising
measures which has meant elected assemblies in
Scotland and Wales with their own powers, but even
in the English regions “devolved Government for the
regions” has meant specific responsibilities around
strategic planning, regeneration of deprived areas,
and employment with budgets and powers which
vary according to the region. At the same time “public
service reforms” have explicitly favoured statutory
services being contracted out for delivery by not-for-
profit, or even private sector organisations, in a new
“marketised” local environment.21
The changed policy environment has
emphasised more horizontal connections between
local or regional organisations to engage in
combating poverty. There have been initiatives to
bring the previously separate arenas of health and
care together; partnerships involving different
providers of social projects – particularly local
government and third sector organisations - and a
move from “reducing poverty” to the more complex
idea of “combating social exclusion” all of which has
implied a wider range of actors being involved in
planning services.22 In summary the anti-poverty
15 Ibid., 4; 6.
16 M. Hill, op. cit., 131.
17 R. Spear, United Kingdom: Labour Market Integration and Employment Creation, in R. Spear, J. Defourney, L. Favreau,  J-L. Laville
(eds), Tackling Social Exclusion in Europe, Aldershot, Ashgate 2001, p. 244.
18 M. Hill, op. cit.
19 A. Daguere, op. cit..
20 Tackling Social Exclusion: taking sock and looking to the future, emerging findings, Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, March 2004,
1.
21 M. Aiken, Towards market or state? Tensions and opportunities in the evolutionary path of three types of UK Social Enterprise, in: M.
Nyssens (ed), Social Entreprises in Europe: Between Market, Public Policies and Communities, Routledge, London 2006.
22 J. Kendall, The Voluntary Sector, Routledge, London 2003, 59.
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strategy in the UK has been seen to be around
developing a strong economy and maintaining a
flexible deregulated labour market and developing
quality and accessible services.23 Mobilising a range
of professional agencies, municipalities and
voluntary bodies to build participation is taken to be
an important part of the delivery strategy.24
Third sector organisations working in the
field
The above discussion on the current policy
environment illustrates the context within which
third sector organisations are currently operating.
Historically, third sector organisations have always
played a specialist role in aiding the employment of
disadvantaged groups. The WISE (work integration)
initiatives in Scotland in the 1970s25 were an early
UK example, and have often been associated with
community businesses and social enterprises. More
recently, this work integration activity has been taken
forward enabled by Development Trusts as well as
the PEP work on deprived estates.26 Charities such
as SCOPE, MENCAP and the Shaw Trust have
been engaged in this work through job broker
contracting services with local Job Centres and by
initiating social enterprises for their particular client
groups.27 However co-operatives engaged in care,
recycling, or cleaning and maintenance work, have
also become important players (SEL 1999).
Intermediate Labour Market organisations (ILMs)
and Social Firms have also contributed as have area
based community development and regeneration
initiatives. In some cases independently managed,
but state sponsored organisations, such as
REMPLOY have been significant providers of such
work integration routes for disadvantaged groups.28
These types are now examined in more detail.
Different Types of work integration initiatives in the UK
One of the major difficulties in researching
this area in the UK has been to identify the range of
social enterprises and other third sector
organisations engaged in work integration activity.
Enabling disadvantaged people into work is rarely a
stand-alone activity amongst UK third sector
organisations. It is, rather, an activity occurring on
differing scales, amongst a range of organisations all
with contrasting legal forms. Firstly, there are no
third sector organisations in the UK with both their
own legislative framework and which are exclusively
concerned with work integration (such as type B
social co-operatives in Italy). Secondly, where there
are organisations exclusively engaged with work
integration they do not have their own unique legal
form in the UK, and are few in number (European
examples here would include social integration
enterprises in Ireland, insertion companies in
Portugal, enterprises d’insertion in France and
Belgium, and labour co-operatives in Finland).
Thirdly, there are recognisable types of
organisations which, again, do not have their own
specific legislation and where some but not all are
engaged in work integration. UK worker co-
operatives, some of which undertake work
integration, would be an example here. The new
legal form of a Community Interest Company
(CIC) had surpassed over 428 registrations by
August 2006 and this aimed to provide a simplified
legal form for many social enterprises.29 However
while some work integration organisations may
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have taken this form not all CICs are necessarily
organisations involved in this activity.
In the UK six types of third sector organisations
can be identified as having a substantial area of activity
concerned with work integration. The boundaries are
flexible and subject to debate and some types overlap
with each other. Nevertheless, in identifying these UK
types the attempt has been to recognise the majority of
third sector work integration initiatives. 
Worker co-operatives (including social co-ops)
A new wave of worker co-ops was formed in
the 70s and 80s out of alternative and radical social
movements, but during the 80s and 90s activists
associated with these co-ops, turned more towards
work integration as a major motivation for creating
new co-ops. Their legal form(s) and structure of
ownership are: Industrial and Provident Society or
Company limited by guarantee, or (less frequently)
Company limited by shares with shares wholly or
majority owned by workers. The number of jobs
created was approximately 10,000 at their peak in
1988-1992. The total number of worker co-ops was
very approximately estimated to be 419 in 2002.30
Only a proportion, albeit an important proportion,
of these co-ops are concerned with work integration.
Examples include Magpie recycling co-operative in
Brighton, and Daily Bread, a wholefood co-operative
shop in Northampton.
Community Businesses
Community Businesses were first started in
the 1980s in the rural Highlands and Islands of
Scotland and the model was transferred successfully
to inner city Glasgow, and other parts of the UK.
Community Businesses are small businesses and
projects owned through a holding structure by the
local community and managed by a voluntary board
of directors which is elected from the community.
The legal structures used are company limited by
guarantee or Industrial and Provident society, where
community members own and control the holding
structure. In 1995, it was estimated there were 400
community business providing 3,500 jobs (a majority
of these would be work integration jobs); this showed
considerable growth from the previous available data
in 1989.31 Latest aggregated estimates from the Social
Enterprise Unit would put the numbers of such
organisations much higher although there remain
some difficult definitional and methodological
debates around such survey data. Examples include
community businesses such as ECT Group, a
recycling and transport social enterprise which
competes with private sector organisations, and
Glasgow Works – a childcare training programme
which works by using public sector contracts.
Social Firms
Most social firms have been sponsored or
developed through public and voluntary sector
partnerships, often with EU funding. In the UK,
Social Firms aim to achieve more than 50% of their
income through sales, and of having more than 25%
of their paid workforce on employment contracts
who are people with disabilities or other
disadvantage. The legal structures used are
Companies Ltd by Guarantee and Industrial and
Provident societies. There were 49 social firms with
70 more emerging in a 2005 review.32 Examples of
social firms include Springboard which provides
work around repairing and renovating old goods
with ex-offenders in Surrey, Recycle IT near Luton
which seeks to re-use old IT equipment, and
Greenfingers in Fratton which provides work for
disadvantaged groups by offering gardening services.
However, in terms of typology social firms were often
not found to be distinctive organisational types but
may have resembled voluntary organisations, ILMs
or community businesses.
Intermediate Labour Market organisations (ILMs)
The ILM model originated in Scotland.
Glasgow Works was, in July 1995, co-ordinating 19
projects employing 232 people and there are clusters
of such activity in other older industrial areas. The
goals of ILMs are to provide “...full or part-time jobs
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with training, which are only available to
unemployed people for a limited time period, and
where the product of their work has either a direct
social purpose or is trading for a social purpose...”33
The legal structures used are: companies limited by
guarantee and Industrial and Provident Societies. A
Joseph Rowntree Foundation study, by Marshall and
MacFarlane,34 argued that ILM projects can not only
enable long-term unemployed people to obtain the
motivation, skills and work experience to work their
way permanently out of welfare, but can also deliver
new local services, or add value to existing services.
The same study identified 5,300 ILM places (jobs)
in the 65 operating programmes (although there are
probably more jobs and programmes now). These
schemes involved around 9,000 people per year.
Some examples of ILMs include Enprove, in
Mansfield, Create in north London and Necta in
Nottingham.
Quasi-state social enterprise: Remploy
Remploy’s first factory opened in 1946 and by
2003 employed over 3,564 people, 90% with
disabilities. Remploy trades with many top UK
companies and public sector organisations, such as
the National Health Service, and had a turnover of
₤165 million in 2005. Remploy’s primary task is the
creation of employment opportunities for people
with severe disabilities. Since 1992 it has had
freedom to raise and use funds from other sources,
but it is accountable to Government and Parliament.
The jobs provided in its own workshops are
permanent jobs, but it also operates a division
managing transfers to mainstream enterprises
(through Interwork). Remploy is a non-
departmental government body and received an
annual government grant of ₤111m in 2005 when it
also helped 4,300 disabled people into work in other
organisations. With around 80 factories it remains
the largest UK direct employer of disabled people. 
Voluntary organisations with employment initiatives
Many voluntary organisations provide
employment for their target groups. Save the
Children in London, for example, undertook training
and apprenticeship work for disadvantaged women
in some of its London child and family centres in the
1990s. In some cases, these kinds of initiatives have
led to some of the other types of work integration
initiatives discussed here. Most voluntary sector
initiatives have links with public policies, and make
use of government programmes such as New Deal,
Workstep, and may also make use of state benefits,
such as Incapacity Benefits and Severe Disability
Allowance. Their aims are to provide additional
support services of training, and employment for their
target disadvantaged groups. Different organisations
have different innovative features so Rethink and
Richmond focus on mental disabilities and illnesses;
the Prince’s Trust focuses on young people; and St.
Mungo’s and the Big Issue serve homeless people;
Settlements, like Oxford House in east London,
support disadvantaged communities; charities such
as SCOPE, MENCAP and the Shaw Trust, are
engaged with people with disabilities.
There are no specific legal forms but
companies limited by guarantee would be the most
common form. The work integration component
may not be formally independent and may fall on the
boundary of social enterprise. Summary cumulative
statistics are not easily available on the scale of this
activity within the voluntary sector, although each
charity has its own figures. Organisations like
Greenfingers (part of Shaw Trust) and Springboard
in Surrey are examples here.
Resource mix of third sector work 
integration organisations
Many third sector organisations involved in
work integration categorise themselves, or are
categorised as, social enterprises. This applies
particularly to community businesses and ILMs, as well
as to certain social firms and worker co-operatives, and
increasingly to voluntary or charitable organisations.
The term can provide a convenient conceptual way of
understanding organisations that have a social benefit
(such as training and/or employing disadvantaged
workers) alongside a trading role (selling the products
or services those people deliver to a wider community).
Indeed, the social enterprise model has been widely
championed across the political spectrum and since
July 2002 has had a governmental Social Enterprise
Unit to research and promote the sector. Since 2006,
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this has been based in the Office for the Third Sector in
the Cabinet Office. The notion of social enterprises as
financially sustainable organisations trading in
commercial markets is deeply embedded in perspectives
about the sector. This may arise from the helpful litany
which describes them as “organisations trading for
social purposes.” This can, however, lead to an
oversimplification of both the kind and degree of
trading that is taking place. In looking at third sector
work integration organisations it is important to
understand the kind of resource mixes they actually
have in the UK context. This can avoid a simplified
view of how they might be promoted elsewhere in
Europe and also aid an understanding of the varied
tensions they face as organisations supporting the
disadvantaged.
Authors close to the sector have often been
cautious on the exact nature of trading and the
markets. Pearce, for example, sees social enterprises
as having social purpose and achieving these at least
in part through trade.35 Social Enterprise London36
argues that social enterprises, as well as having social
goals, would be “economically viable”; the
Development Trusts association talks about “aiming
for sustainability,”37 while the co-operative principles
talk of “economic participation.”38 Borzaga and
Defourney’s39 framework sets out nine criteria for
establishing the credentials of a social enterprise and
two of these are that social enterprises “engage in
economic risk” and that they are “trading for goods
and services.” Nevertheless, in research in the UK,
there are often pervasive normative and analytical
arguments against the idea of “subsidy” in such
organisations.40 Subsidy is seen differently by various
actors: for some it means grant income from local
authorities as traditionally given to voluntary
organisations; for others it means drawing monies
from any government special programme such as
Single Regeneration Budget, New Deal or Sure
Start; for others subsidy means any form of “public
sector contract” even when this was won in direct
competition with a private sector supplier. 
Research by Aiken and Spear41 developed
profiles of the financial mix from different cases and
concluded that there was not one ideal type of social
enterprise operating solely with commercial trading
income. Instead, different models of third sector
organisation could be discerned which had different
mixes of income according to their purposes and their
location in a social and economic context. For example,
one type were co-operatives and community businesses
trading in goods which might operate directly in
commercial markets although even here some were
engaged in contracting with local state. Another type
were organisations engaged in activities such as
childcare training and employment which were
operating in socially orientated markets, utilising up to
twenty streams of public contracts, with very little direct
trading income. Somewhere in between the researchers
found a wide variety of organisations with a mix of
income streams including public sector contracts,
government social inclusion programme funds and
income from sales. We can conceptualise these
differences as seeing different work integration
organisations as operating in different kinds of
markets.42
Understanding the different configurations of
resources used by third sector work integration
organisations can help us understand the differing
pressures they face and how this affects the kind of
disadvantaged worker they engage in. These issues
are explored further in the next section.
Tensions and dilemmas around third 
sector work integration activity
The policy regimes under which third sector
work integration organisations operate, and the
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extent to which they gain their resources from
markets that are either “social welfare” or
“commercial” in orientation, has a significant effect
on what activities they can undertake and the type of
disadvantaged worker with whom they can engage.
It is likely, for example, that severely disadvantaged
workers will always need to be in third sector
organisations where there is some form of public
support for a training and orientation programme
and to compensate for lower productivity. Highly
disadvantaged workers are, therefore, most likely to
be in third sector organisations whose resource mix
includes some degree of “social welfare” funding.
Those work integration organisations trading in
“commercially orientated” markets may take on less
disadvantaged workers who can undertake
productive work closer to commercial norms. Some
of the issues this raises for the disadvantaged worker,
the local community and the third sector
organisation are now explored.
Threats to independence
Activities such as the provision of
employment, childcare and housing services usually
take place in the context of “social welfare markets”
which are fed by monies from public sector
programmes designed to benefit targeted
disadvantaged groups.43 The organisation operating
in this kind of market develops tenders to bid for
these pieces of work and, if successful, gains a
contract to deliver to a certain specification. There is
usually a significant degree of involvement of the
public authority in managing and monitoring such
work. Macintosh44 described this kind of resource
environment as similar to a “franchise” offered by the
state whereby a “voluntary specialist organisation”
becomes “a public supplier subject to higher levels of
formal functioning.” Meeting the requirements of
public contracts in this way can be more demanding
for some social enterprises than simply trading in the
market for commercial goods and services.45 Such
processes can sometimes lead to a stifling of the
innovatory potential of such organisations, damage
the special flexibility such organisations have towards
project beneficiaries and subvert their independence.
Such outcomes can risk undermining some of the
original reasons why the work integration
organisation can be useful in the first place.
At the other extreme work integration
organisations may be engaged in activities such as
recycling, building works and gardening projects or
selling refurbished consumer goods and running
shops in niche markets, such as wholefoods. These
activities tend to be located in a different kind of
market environment, resembling the private
commercial sector, where goods or services are sold
on businesslike terms to individuals, private
companies, voluntary organisations or public
authorities. This can be referred to as a “commercial
market” environment.46 Here, however, there can be
pressures to compete with private sector organisations
which may mean too many “less productive” workers
may undermine the organisations’ financial viability.
Importance of local networks and actors
Much of the support to work integration
organisations is intangible – drawn from
relationships and positioning in networks, an ability
to access information or opportunities at an early
stage. Assessing the financial value of such “trust”
relationships is not easy to determine and outcomes
may depend crucially on local actors’ connections
and experience. For example, the development of
Local Strategic Partnerships to arrive at coherent
social delivery in a locality, and the operation of local
compacts between voluntary and local government,47
illustrate the way apparently similar models function
in vastly different ways in different localities. Third
sector organisations and actors may adopt a wide
range of roles in a dynamic local network which
enable projects to be successful or not but this
complexity may go unseen by funders. 
As a concrete illustration, a voluntary project in
East Sussex (Newhaven Community Development
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Association Ltd) as one of its activities operated a
highly energetic placement service of disadvantaged
people into local businesses alongside sending people
to training programmes, social firms or even helping
them start up in self-employment. The placements in
private companies may have succeeded because a
mutual trust had been built up between the
development worker and the businesses because she
could also, by chance and her own construing of her
role, advise these relatively small businesses on
legislative matters (e.g., health and safety, personnel
matters) which were important to them. These local
contextual factors can crucially affect outcomes as
Pawson and Tilley’s48 work points out.
Special expertise and trust
Discussions with specialist advisors in
government run Job Centre suggest that third sector
organisations like SCOPE, which specialise in work
with disabled people, worked very successfully in
enabling disabled people to gain access to work.
However in doing this they were drawing on a much
wider stock of knowledge and resources and staff
expertise about the beneficiary group than a rather
narrowly defined “add on” contract to their main
advocacy work. They also have significant brand
recognition which may inspire trust and loyalty from
the disadvantaged group. Nevertheless this extra
knowledge and experience was not necessarily
recognised in funding a narrowly defined work
placement contract.
Wider pathways out of social exclusion
In many cases work integration organisations
have grown from grass roots origins or other forms
of civic engagement. Community based
organisations have a wider reach into the locality and
are positioned differently to government agencies in
their relations to the disadvantaged people with
whom they engage. They may also have a wider
range of activities. A community-based organisation
like Chase49 in Nottingham has a centre building
that has been physically built by local young people
and which offers community launderette, café,
welfare benefit advice alongside learning and leisure
activities. Such an organisation offers a wide set of
entry and progression routes for socially excluded
people: including volunteering, learning and short-
term or temporary work at a pace and variety
governed by the individual’s choice. Again, this
wider expert knowledge and variegated offer to
disadvantaged people may not be recognised when
contracts are offered on the simplistic basis of only
valuing and measuring “people into work.”
Organisations like Chase undertake important roles
in pre-work skills and connection to their locality can
be missed in narrowly specified contracts.
Some dilemmas around work integration
There are dangers of work integration
organisations providing a “work ghetto” so that
disadvantaged unemployed move into becoming
marginalised workers. This is a process whereby
disadvantaged workers only find work in “special
projects” in low paid temporary work. This is an
argument that has sometimes been applied to
Intermediate Labour Market (ILM) organisations.
Such workers may leave their job placements at the
end of one temporary contract and then join another
such temporary project. In this way they are simply
recycled through short-term placements and never
find permanent work. They could be then seen to
operate in a niche labour market which is low
paid/temporary albeit with a training element
included. These are then not seen as “proper jobs.”
This, it is argued, is a kind of employment “ghetto”
from which they cannot break out. The high degree
of such “churn” of some unemployed people through
New Deal has been observed in programme
evaluations of New Deal for 25+ where around 66%
of leavers end up back in the benefits system.50
Meanwhile a Social Exclusion Unit report suggested
that even the lowest level of employment
programmes are failing up to 200,000 young people
who are too far from being able to start either
employment or training.51 Such arguments may
apply less to the co-operatives which offer permanent
employment with workers as equal participants in
organisational decision making. 
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There are tensions here around social exclusion
for the individuals. So work integration initiatives may
be effective in the short-term in building collective
bonds between disadvantaged individuals, but in the
medium to long-term disadvantaged people may, in
effect, be maintained within another form of
exclusion, but this time an economically active one.
Alternatively, it could be argued that for extremely
disadvantaged workers these projects may offer the
only realistic work alternative. If some of these projects
are “ghettos” perhaps there could be more
acknowledgment and valuing of the skills and support
people gain in these niches? 
For the organisation and the individual there
is also the issue of “creaming” – the tendency to
select the best or more “job-ready” workers eligible
for a particular funding regime. In this way an
organisation can meet targets around recruitment
and retention but fail overall to engage with the
really needy disadvantaged person. There may be a
tendency to exclude the most problematic potential
type of worker because they may require more
resources, in the form of support and training, which
would then endanger a third sector organisations’
ability to meet its financial or productivity targets.
Community Benefits
There are arguably wider collective benefits
from the work of these work integration organisations
which, if recognised and acted upon, could enhance
local solidarity for the public good. In areas of
deprivation work integration organisations can do
more than simply assist a target group of
disadvantaged workers in a narrow way as specified
by a contract. Firstly, these organisations can help
with the wider circulation of money and resources to
the local economy as described by Douthwaite.52 This
can have spin-off benefits for other small or marginal
businesses in the locality which trade with the third
sector. Secondly, the growth of these organisations
implies building the capacity of local organisations’
business and community development skills which
can have a long term benefit in the area.53 Thirdly,
another outcome can be stronger local networks
within the third sector and allied organisations which
could provide sufficient critical mass to take on more
ambitious financially self-sustaining projects. There
is evidence that suggests where there are networks of
such organisations in a locality they can support each
other with much greater efficacy.54 In that sense
providing finance to work integration organisations
can be seen as a strategy of “investment” in the skills
and community infrastructure of the locality and not
simply “spend.”55 Support for such organisations in
this light is doing more than tackling the immediate
integration issue of particular disadvantaged workers,
important though that is, but rather it is also part of a
broader strategy for tackling the longer term problems
of deprivation and disadvantage in a locality.
A central issue with regard to collective
benefits is the extent to which public authorities
recognise these, and take them into account in public
contracts through social clauses in their procurement
policies and procedures. The contracting out of
services by local authorities may offer opportunities
for services to be procured without direct competitive
tendering if this is in the best interests of the client
group.56 Funding regimes could, and in some cases
already do, take deliberative steps towards the above
strategy of investing in skills and community
infrastructure. One idea here is for public bodies to
negotiate preferential contracts with such third sector
organisations in recognition of the added benefit they
may bring to the locality. There has been some
progress towards this in procurement processes by
the Department of Trade and Industry in 2005.
***
Within the UK a major public policy shift is
taking place around the contracting out of public
services. This is happening alongside a growing
regime of regulation and governance of the third
sector. This can be seen by the plethora of recent
initiatives including the increased role of the
voluntary sector in delivering public services (the
National Audit Commission57 and the Local
Government White paper in 2006 which promises
Trzeci Sektor
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further devolution to civic level). All this is leading
to important changes to the procurement structures
which will have significant effects for funding
relations at a local level for all types of third sector
organisations.58 Guidance and advice on these
processes is now becoming available.59 Meanwhile
regulators such as the Charity Commission have
introduced an annual Summary Information
Return, including questions on quality and impact.
There are also promises to strengthen compacts at a
local level to govern relations between the third
sector and the local state.60 Locally, some third sector
organisations are taking on an intermediary funding
role at a sub-regional level (Councils for Voluntary
Service, Local Strategic Partnerships, etc.). All these
developments will tend to stretch the shape and
move the boundaries between the third sector and
public sector.
Third sector work integration organisations
are operating in the context of this changing shape of
the UK welfare state. This offers particular
opportunities and threats for many of these
organisations. Meanwhile the notion of independent
non-state organisations that may take on the financial
risk of delivering welfare provision is seen as attractive
to policy makers. For third sector organisations
generally there are questions about to what extent
they can maintain the special nature of the relation
with their communities and disadvantaged people
and whether they can resist being converted into
simple arm’s length deliverers of state services. In
some cases the story is already moving on with public
sector contracts being bundled into very large
contracts covering wider areas and a range of services
which makes them harder for even medium sized
third sector organisations to tender for. There is
evidence of this occurring in recycling and waste
contracts and also with aspects of work integration.61
In such situations third sector organisations are now
tendering for small portions from large private sector
organisations who have won a total contract from the
public authority.
In other European states faced with similar
shifts in welfare state regimes, third sector
organisations may be faced with similar pressures.
For example, Bode and Aiken62 suggested there was
some convergence between the welfare regimes in
Germany and the UK. So, although, in the UK,
there was less emphasis on the corporate and social
solidarity model of Germany and more on a
marketised model with local level partnerships, there
were similar managerial processes developing
around contracts, targets and a tendency to view
third sector organisations as simple “delivery” agents
either to the state or to private market imperatives.
Work integration organisations, when viewed as
delivery agents, are positioned at the sharp end of
such changes, whether they are operating in social
welfare, or commercial market environments. Their
fate might provide an indicator of how the third
sector more generally may fare in this newly
emergent welfare mix.
Mike Aiken is associated with the Open University (United
Kingdom), where he conducts research regarding  non-
governmental organisations. 
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1 The article was first published (in Polish) as M. Loss, Spóldzielnie socjalne we Włoszech, “Trzeci Sektor” 2005, no. 2,  pp. 45–59.
Origin and development of the third 
sector in Italy
Until the end of the nineteenth century, the
market and the state played a very minor role in the
production and delivery of income in Italy; other
actors were much more important, namely
households and private non-profit organisations. The
most important among the latter were the Opere Pie
(charities), the Società di Mutuo Soccorso (mutual
insurance societies), co-operatives, and the Casse di
Risparmio and the Monti di Pegno (savings banks). 
From the end of the nineteenth century,
suspicion and aversion began to grow against
charities. Legitimacy was denied to intermediate
bodies and the third sector was scaled down. The
first phase in this process was revision of the
legislation governing the Opere Pie, which were
converted into IPABs (charitable and philanthropic
public institutions) and placed under the control of
the local authorities. In the years that followed, the
activities of charities and voluntary organisations
were gradually replaced with direct intervention by
the public authorities.
After half a century of suspicion and aversion
against these organisations, the first reversal of the
negative tendency began in 1948 with the approval of
the Constitution of the Italian Republic. In fact, the
Constitution explicitly recognised the role of private
non-profit organisations, giving them freedom of
action, especially in social activities, according to a
model in which public and private complemented and
completed each other. Nevertheless until the end of
the 1980s, there was no significant item of legislation
intended to recognise and reinforce third sector
organisations or to expand their role in social policies. 
The situation of the third sector began to change
in the 1970s. The shortcomings of the Italian welfare
model became increasingly evident and the role of the
family in providing social support declined as a result
of the greater numbers of women entering the labour
market. The slowdown of economic growth pushed up
unemployment levels, especially among young people,
and fuelled demand for income support.
At the same time the elderly population started
to grow, and new needs connected to the so-called
“post-materialist poverties” arose (e.g., mental
disability, homelessness, drug abuse, immigrants,
and long-term unemployment). In this context, the
demand for both traditional and new social services
started to grow.
These new problems could hardly be tackled by
traditional policies. Given the set-up of the welfare
system, the public sector was supposed to meet this
demand through the increase of service supply. But it
was prevented from doing so by, on one side, a lack of
While the first social co-operatives sprang up in Italy towards the end of the 1970s, it wasn’t until 1991 that
legislation was enacted which created the legal framework making allowances for the social and productive
objectives of such entities. The Italian statute no 381, which comprises the definitive regulation of this matter
in Italian law, distinguishes between two types of social co-operatives. The first of these, type A, includes
organizations providing social and educational services, while type B enterprises pursue agricultural, industrial,
or commercial activities while furthering the integration of disadvantaged persons into the labour market. Thus,
the first type is more of a business enterprise even if it can only operate in the area of social services; the second
is concentrated on vocational integration of the long-term unemployed.
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financial resources and, on the other side, the poor
management of public units. While social expenditure
(especially on pensions) automatically grew, financial
manoeuvres to curb public spending resulted in a freeze
on recruitment in the public sector which prevented the
social services from adapting to the new demand.
It was in this situation that a number of
groups, many of which were connected with the
Catholic Church and heavily reliant on volunteers,
attempted to bridge the gap between the demand and
availability of social services by innovating the
provision of services and by testing new
organisational forms, which subsequently were
legally recognised. The action of these groups
increased the autonomy of the third sector. 
Phases of development
The development of the Italian third sector
after the 1980s can be divided into three phases: start-
up, recognition and consolidation (some authors add
a fourth one called “political recognition”):
Start-up: this occurred between the end of the
1970s and the end of the 1980s, when a large number
of small voluntary organisations were created. Tied
to specific local contexts, these organisations
concerned themselves mainly with the “new poor”:
teenagers with family problems, the elderly, the
handicapped, the homeless, drug addicts and
immigrants. These initiatives were initially organised
as free associations and relied heavily on voluntary
work. Public support was limited to the provision of
financial aid, generally in small amounts and not
correlated with the amount of services delivered. The
success of many of these organisations in meeting
services demand explains their growth in size and
number and the transformation of several of them
into better-organised units providing services on a
more stable basis and employing staffs of paid social
workers. This development, however, came up
against a legal restraint in Italy since associations
could not permanently engage in productive
activities. To circumvent this restraint, some groups
started using the legal form of the co-operative to
organise their activities, given that the cooperative
had the status of an enterprise, was characterised by
member participation and democratic management
(like many voluntary organisations) and could be set
up with a very small amount of capital. In Italy,
moreover, the co-operative was regulated not only as
an alternative form of enterprise on a personal and
non-capitalist basis being self-managed and
democratic, but also as an organisation that could
perform a social function. As a consequence, the legal
form of the co-operative was regulated as a hybrid
between a firm and a quasi-non-profit organisation,
since it was subject to strong constraints as regards
profit distribution and was the only type of enterprise
exempt from tax on undistributed profits. 
Recognition: this stage occurred between 1988
and 1991. Recognition of the legitimacy of private
initiatives in the social services sector began with a
decision by the Constitutional Court which declared
Section 1 of the law that converted the Opere Pie into
IPABs contrary to Section 38 of the Constitution,
since the latter stated that “private care is free.” This
decision gave full legitimacy to any initiative by
citizens to establish and manage private organisations
to provide social services. There followed, in 1991,
two important laws which recognised and regulated
the two main non-profit forms that had developed in
previous years. These laws were:
Law 266/91 on “voluntary organisations,”
which acknowledged the role of organised voluntary
work, regulated it, provided for enrolment on special
registers and granted some tax benefits; 
Law 381/91 on “social co-operatives,” which
defined the form of co-operatives operating in the
social services sector.2
These two laws added two further forms to the
two traditional organisations with social purposes
envisaged by the Italian Civil Code (the association
and the foundation). They recognised the right of
private individuals to organise themselves for the
benefit of third parties and of organisations other than
public ones to organise the permanent provision of
social services. The difference between the two
organisational forms is that, unlike voluntary
organisations, social co-operatives can also employ
their members and have entrepreneurial status. In this
legislative evolutionary process, other new laws played
an important role, mainly those regulating local public
administration. With the new legislation, public
administrations gained the financial autonomy to
externalise some social services in favour of private
non profit organisations.
Consolidation: since 1991, approval of the
above two national laws has been followed by
2 This law will be discussed in detail in section 2.1.
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enactment of several regional ones to support the
development of the two new types of organisations
and to regulate their contractual relationships with
the public authorities. In addition, many other
references to these new organisations were made in
national and regional laws passed to implement and
finance services for particular groups of users (the
handicapped, drug addicts, the elderly, etc.). 
At the same time, the central and the local
public authorities and their agencies were allowed to
contract for the provision of services with social co-
operatives and voluntary organisations, since they
perceived that they could cope with the growing
demand for services by helping independent
organisations to meet it. The practice of contracting
for services therefore spread but developed without
a clear legal frame and adequate preparation on the
part of either the local authorities or the third sector
organisations. However, these policies helped
promote and strengthen the two new organisational
forms – especially that of the social co-operative. 
Social co-operatives in Italy: 
characteristics and dimension
The first social co-operatives started to grow
during the end of the 1970s.
However, the lack of specific legislation (the
legal framework of these organisation was the co-
operative, regulated, according to the Italian Civil
Code, as other firms, such as shareholders firms, etc.)
designed for co-operatives pursuing both social and
productive goals caused a number of difficulties
(mainly related to fiscal regulation). The need for
specific legislation became ever more pressing.
Finally, after a long period of debate, Law 381 was
enacted in 1991.
The law defines social co-operatives as
organisations aimed at acting in the general interest
of the community in human promotion and the
social integration of citizens. The law recognised a
new form of co-operative - the social co-operatives -
able to combine both social and productive goals.
The law recognises two types of social co-
operative depending on whether they manage
social-welfare and educational services (type A social
co-operatives) or undertake other agricultural,
industrial or commercial activities or deliver services
for the work integration of disadvantaged people
(type B social co-operatives). The former therefore
can pursue productive ends and have an
entrepreneurial nature although they can only
operate in social services. The latter have a specifically
occupational focus on “disadvantaged workers,” who
must constitute at least 30% of their employees.
Looking at the governance structure of the
social co-operatives, the law establishes that voluntary
workers may be full members of social co-operatives,
but may comprise no more than 50% of the total
workforce. As a consequence, the ownership structures
of social co-operatives may simultaneously comprise
several categories of members. In other words,
according to Law 381/92, a social co-operative may
have:
● worker members: practitioners and managers who
receive remuneration in monetary form or in kind
(board, lodging);
● user members: the recipients of the services supplied
by the co-operative as users (the elderly, the
handicapped, etc.) or their family members;
● voluntary members: members, who on the basis of
art. 2 of Law 381 work in the co-operative “freely,
spontaneously and personally, without receiving
any form of recompense,” - these may not
constitute more than 50% of the total workforce;
● subsidising members: contributors of capital with
limited rights of participation in the decision-
making and governance structure of the
organisation;
● legal persons: according to art. 11 of Law no. 381,
“eligible as members of social co-operatives are
public or private legal persons whose statutes
provide for the funding and development of co-
operative activities.”
In order to give an idea of the dimension of the
social co-operative phenomenon in Italy, the
following section presents first some data concerning
non-profit organisations and later some figures
relating to social co-operatives.
The most recent and most reliable source of
data with which to quantify the non-profit sector in
Italy is the census conducted by ISTAT in 2001.
According to this source, 221,412 non-profit
organisations operated in Italy in 1999. Their
distribution by macro-regions is highlighted by their
heavy concentration in the north of the country:
51.1% (or a total of 113,172 non-profit organisations)
in the north, 21.2% in the central regions and 27.7%
in the south.
Analysis of the distribution of non-profit
organisations by legal form show that the most
common type is the non-recognised association
(63.6% of the entire non-profit sector), followed by
recognised associations (27.7%), while social co-
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Recog-
nised 
associa-
tion
Founda-
tion
Non-
recog-
nised as-
sociation
Commit-
tee
Social 
co-op
Other
form Total
Culture, sport and recreation 60.7 28.8 69.4 60.9 10.2 22.2 63.4
Education and research 4.3 23.7 4.0 5.3 2.9 29.2 5.3
Mental health 8.7 5.6 2.5 1.7 7.8 3.3 4.4
Social assistance 10.7 25.7 5.7 8.4 51.5 15.3 8.7
Environment 2.1 0.5 1.2 4.0 1.4 0.4 1.5
Trade union relations 
and interests representation 5.9 - 8.4 2.0 - 1.3 7.1
Economical development and
social cohesion 1.6 2.7 1.6 5.3 14.9 1.5 2.0
Other activities* 5.7 13.0 7.1 12.3 11.3 26.8 7.7
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 00% 100%
Table 1. Distribution of non-profit organisations by sector of activity and legal form
Source: Our elaboration on Istat data
* The classification “other activities” includes activities such as: rights tutelage and political activities, philanthropy and voluntary
promotion, co-operation and international solidarity, religious and other minor activities.
An analysis according to the year of
foundation makes it possible to plot the evolution of
the sector. The figures confirm that the economic,
social and legislative changes of the 1990s
significantly influenced the development of the
sector and of the various organisational types of
which it is composed. The 1990s, in fact, saw a large
increase in non-profit organisations: fully 122,216
new organisations were created in that decade,
representing more than half (55.2%, to be precise) of
non-profits present in Italy at the end of the century.
This growth occurred both in the northern regions
(where 48.2% of non-profit organisations formed
since 1990 are located) and in the southern ones (the
south, in fact, accounts for fully 30.2% of non-profit
organisations created in the last ten years).3
As far as the employment is concerned, the
data highlights that, at the end of December 2001, a
total of around four million people were active in the
non-profit sector (table 2), the majority of them
being voluntary workers (3,220,000), although there
were significant numbers of dependent employees
(531,000 or 13.4% of the total workforce) and other
paid collaborators (circa 80,000). 
Most use is made by non-recognised
associations and committees, while recourse to
operatives make up only 2.1% of the total. The vast
majority of non-profit organisations active in Italy
(table 1) deliver cultural, sports and recreational
services (63.4%), followed by social work and trade
unionism/interests representation (with 8.7% and
7.1% of the total, respectively).
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3 In absolute values, non-profit organisations in the south have more than doubled in the last decade (from less than 24,000 units
created prior to 1990 to more than 61,000 organisations at present). Compared with the other macro-regions, the percentage of southern
non-profits in the national total is greater among organisations set up in the last ten years (increasing from 17.4% of non-profits situated
in the south and founded before the 1950s to ca. 31% of non-profits created in the 1990s and located in the south).
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paid personnel is particularly common in social
co-operatives, where employees number 122,000.
Social co-operatives employ fully 23% of the non-
profit sector’s total labour force, even though they
represent only 2% of non-profit organisations.
4 The data are furnished to the Ministry of Labour by the Provincial Labour Offices, which gather them from auditing reports compiled
by the cooperative central agencies (for organisations belonging to an association) and the ministerial inspectors (for cooperatives which
do not belong to associations).
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Table 2. Persons employed on 31.12.1999 by legal form (percentage values)
Subordinate % Collaborator % Volunteer % Others* % Total
Recognised association 116,553 9.0 22,745 1.8 1,107,498 85.7 44,906 3.5 1,291,702
Foundation 50,674 41.7 4,333 3.6 63,226 52.0 3,344 2.7 121,577
Non-recognised association 102,423 4.8 39,378 1.9 1,931,590 90.8 53,149 2.5 2,126,540
Committee 767 1.9 1,000 2.4 38,743 94.4 527 1.3 41,037
Social co-op 121,894 79.7 7,558 4.9 19,119 12.5 4,426 3 152,997
Other form 139,615 58.0 4,926 2.0 61,009 25.4 35,030 14.5 240,580
TOTAL 531,926 13.4 79,940 2.0 3,221,185 81.0 141,382 3.5 3,974,433
Source: Our elaboration on Istat data
* The category “others” includes detached workers, religious and political activities, etc..
An idea of the evolution of the phenomenon
of the social co-operative in quantitative and
qualitative terms can be gained from data published
by the General Co-operation Department4 since the
early 1990s (table 3). According to this source,
between 1993 and 2000 social co-operatives
expanded in numbers from 1,479 to 6,952, with an
increase of between 500 and more than one
thousand organisations per year.
This growth differed greatly between the north
and south of the country. In the northern regions, the
average three-year growth was around 20% for each
period considered, while the southern regions (and
the islands in particular), where social co-operatives
had been under-developed in 1993, saw considerable
percentage increases in such organisations, with their
numbers sometimes rising by more than 100%,
especially between 1995 and 1997.
Table 3. The development of social co-operation between 1993 and 2000
Absolute value Triennial mobile average (%)
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 -1996 -1997 -1998 -1999 -2000
North-west 624 811 880 1177 1314 1485 1572 1755 29.5 20.7 22.9 11.2 11.2
North-east 194 360 442 503 528 589 630 702 53.1 15.6 11.1 8.4 11.0
Centre 359 589 799 1142 1328 1563 1726 1935 72.7 41.8 31.9 17.0 15.2
South and Islands 302 552 713 1035 1529 1765 2323 2560 80.9 59.0 49.2 41.5 22.5
Italy 1479 2312 2834 3857 4699 5402 6251 6952 54% 34% 30% 21% 16%
Source: Direzione Generale della Cooperazione – Elaboration in G. Marocchi I dati ministeriali: una fotografia della cooperazione sociale,
in “Comunità Cooperative. Terzo rapporto sulla cooperazione sociale,” 2001
* North-west includes: Piemonte, Valle d’Aosta, Lombardia and Liguria; North-east includes: Trentino-Alto Adige, Veneto and Friuli-
Venezia Giulia; the Centre includes: Toscana, Emilia-Romagna, Umbria, Marche, Lazio and Abruzzo; South and Islands include:
Molise, Campania, Puglia, Basilicata, Calabria, Sicilia and Sardegna.
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Data from the Ministry of Labour regarding
social co-operatives show that at the end of year 2000,
approximately 7,000 social co-operatives were active
in Italy: 
● 58% provided social and educational services
(according to the national legislation they are type
A social co-operatives)
● 2,549 (or 37%) provided work integration for
disadvantaged people
● while 377 (or 5%) were a mix of the two
aforementioned types and pursued both goals. 
Although type B social co-operatives have
been a minority, they have increased at quite a fast
pace in recent years.
The main sector of activity in which social co-
operatives operate is social services: social
co-operatives (type A) provide services (homecare or
managing protected houses or day centres) to elderly
people, minors with family problems, the
handicapped and others. Recently many co-
operatives attend to the needs of subjects affected by
both traditional (drug addiction, mental illness) and
newer forms of disadvantage, such as prisoners on
probation, alcoholics, the homeless.
Since their early years of development, a main
strategy of social co-operatives has been, not to increase
the size of the single co-operative to match the growing
demand for services, but instead to spin off new
initiatives, thereby also pursuing a specialisation strategy
and to reap the advantages of large size by grouping into
local consortia. These are formed mainly at the
provincial level and then again at the national level. 
From this it follows that an integrated
entrepreneurial system has been developing in recent
years.
Consortia perform one or more of the
following functions:
● delivering support services to single co-operatives,
mainly in the form of training services, technical-
administrative services and knowledge and
information transmission services;
● representing the interests of co-operatives; the
consortium intervenes in the development of
policies and guidelines for the creation and
expansion of social co-operatives;
● promoting economic policies; consortia take
various forms of action to foster the productive
activities of their members. 
Social co-operative consortia have been
developing since the 1980s. In 2000 the Regional
Registers listed a total of 207 such consortia in Italy,
with an increase of 50% since 1998. They have
developed mainly in the regions of the north, where
52% of them are located (107 organisations),
followed by the south (59 consortia, or 28% of the
total) and the centre (with 20% of the total).
Recent developments
Recent studies (Marocchi, 2004), tried to
define perspectives for development of social co-
operatives in Italy. During the past few years (table
4), such growth was approximately 10% per
annum. 
Table 4. Social co-operatives in Italy
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
DGEC Number 3857 4699 5402 6251 6952 7679
Growth in absolute terms 842 703 849 701 727
Growth in % 22% 15% 16% 11% 10%
ISTAT Number 4651 5515
Growth in absolute terms 414 450
Growth in % 8.9% 8.9%
Conf Number 1756 1933 2189 2493 2766 3025 3373 3646
Growth in absolute terms 177 256 304 273 259 348 273
Growth in % 10% 13% 14% 11% 9% 12% 8%
Sources: Direzione Generale per gli Enti Cooperativi (DGEC), Istat, Federsolidarietà – Confcooperative (Conf)
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This positive trend is a result of the low
failure rate of social co-operatives (2 to 4%),
witnessing a model of growth characterised by
consolidation and sustainability in the market. At
the same time this trend is strongly influenced by
the territorial distribution of the phenomenon: the
number of social co-operatives in the north has
seen a decrease, while the social co-operatives in
the southern regions are increasing at a very fast
pace (table 5). 
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Table 5 – Co-operatives by macro areas
1996             1999 2001
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
DGEC Conf DGEC Istat Conf DGEC Istat Conf DGEC Conf Popolazione
North 63% 59% 51% 49% 59% 41% 49% 59% 40% 57% 45%
Centre 16% 15% 19% 17% 15% 18% 17% 15% 20% 15% 19%
South 11% 11% 17% 18% 11% 20% 18% 11% 23% 15% 24%
Islands 10% 16% 12% 16% 16% 20% 16% 16% 18% 14% 12%
Italy 1,479 2,493 3,857 4,651 2,493 6,251 4,651 2,493 7,697 3,646 58,045 M
Sources: Direzione Generale per gli Enti Cooperativi, Istat, Federsolidarietà – Confcooperative
Alongside the increasing number of social co-
operatives, there is also a dimensional growth of such
organisations and their major impact on the
economic system and on the welfare system in
particular. This is evident with reference to the
economic data, but more notably with reference to the
occupational data: the occupational rate of the social
co-operative is approximately 6%. Table 6 highlights
that there are approximately 15,000-20,000 more
workers entering social co-operatives every year.
Table 6 – Number of workers
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
Total workers – in thousands 92 108 127 148 165 183 196
Average increase of workers in type A social co-ops 0% 6% 9% 5% 3% 3%
Type A social co-ops with increasing workers 57.2% 55.5% 50.8% 53.9% 50.9% 43.3%
Average increase of workers in type B social co-ops 13% 6% 1% 3% -4% -6%
Type B social co-ops with increasing workers 55.0% 52.2% 57.9% 47.6% 45.5% 50.5%
Workers per 100,000 inhabitants 160.5 187.3 220.8 256.4 285.6 316.6 338.1 
% of employment 0.3% 0.5% 0.5% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.8%
% of employment in health and social sector 3.2% 3.5% 4.2% 4.7% 5.2% 5.7% 6.0%
% of employment in non-profit sector (Istat) 11.9%
% of employment in non-profit sector 13.7%
(Istat, no collaborators)
Source: Federsolidarietà – Confcooperative. Le stime sui dati complessivi sono basate sulla proporzione tra cooperative di Federsolidarietà
e cooperative accertate dall’indagine Istat su dati 2001. 
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The new labour market regulation provided by the Law also concerns social co-operatives and labour market integration of
disadvantaged people (art. 14). 
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Work integration social co-operatives
The 1980s saw the development of innovative
and previously unseen ventures targeted to the
integration of disadvantaged people into the
workforce in Italy. The roots of these initiatives came
from both the process of de-institutionalisation
(especially of people affected by mental disorders, but
also of young people with domestic problems or
orphans) and the increased demand for work
integration for disabled people who in past years had
followed educational and training paths. Besides
these factors, the roots of work integration came from
the limits of the legislation supporting disabled
people, Law 482/68. This law was based on too
highly fixed compulsory quotas and did not foresee
alternative modality and supports for work
integration. It was based on a highly bureaucratic
management system and did not consider the extent
of the population in need (such as the drug addicted
and people with mental illness), while at the same
time, people not in need could benefit from the law. 
These new ventures developed as an
alternative to the traditional framework supporting
the integration of disadvantaged people (as tried in
other European Countries) - an example being
sheltered workshops. These new forms of enterprise
were created with the goal of providing stable
remunerated employment to the disadvantaged (if
possible) and, as opposed to protected workshops,
the percentages of disadvantaged employed were, at
the beginning, quite low. From the very beginning,
the legal form of these organisations was for the most
part the co-operative, and the production activities
differed according to the territorial productive
context and to the sensibility of the public
administrations. Sectors of activity included services
(laundry, green area maintenance, restaurants and
food services in general), manufacturing, and
handicraft (glass, wood working, etc.).
After some years of free development, these
organisations, as mentioned earlier, were recognised
by act of law in 1991 (Law 381/91, Disciplina delle
cooperative sociali).
According to this legislation, type B social co-
operatives are aimed at:
● providing job opportunities to disadvantaged
workers (the types of disadvantaged workers are
defined by law – art. 4 of Law 381: drug addicts,
alcoholics, disabled people, low-skilled workers,
low-qualified women and elderly men, prisoners
on probation); 
● promoting social integration of the workers by
means of professional and personal growth: the
employment experience inside the social enterprise
allows workers to improve their professional skills
and more importantly their personal abilities (in
terms of personal relations, behaviour, attaining
autonomy in every day life).
More recently, with the evolution of national
labour legislation and in order to better respond to
community needs, these organisations provide new
services, such as training, placement and an
intermediary to work.5
The law defines precisely the types of
disadvantaged people covered, limiting them to those
with physical or mental disabilities, drug addicts,
alcoholics, minors with families at risk and prisoners
on probation. A proper public authority (Municipality,
Public Health Agency, Region or Labour Office) must
certify the disadvantage. Such certification of
disadvantage issued by a public administrational body
is valid for a set period of time and is temporary, except
for people with certified permanent disabilities.
An important article of the law establishes that
at least 30% of the total labour force engaged in a
type B social co-operative must be disadvantaged
labour force. The law provides an exemption from
the payment of social security contributions for all
disadvantaged workers employed if such disability is
certified by a public authority. 
As regards economic-financial matters, Law
381 states that co-operatives of both type A and B
may stipulate contracts with public bodies for the
delivery of services or work integration activities. As
regards work integration, and social co-operatives in
particular, the law states that public bodies, “in
derogation of the law on contract procurement by the
public administration, may stipulate agreements
with co-operatives undertaking the activities set out
in art. 1 of the law.” Indeed, Public Administrations
are allowed to introduce a so-called “social clause”
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in the conditions of contracts, providing the
contractual obligation to employ a certain amount of
disadvantaged people. The workers employed must
also enter a specific work integration path.
The law thus explicitly recognises an affinity
of mission between public bodies and social co-
operatives and emphasises the possibility of
collaboration between them. However, this principle
found many difficulties in implementation and
recently the financial system of type B social co-
operatives has changed. The enterprises, in order to
be able to guarantee their economic sustainability,
started developing a process of gaining autonomy
from public financial resources. As a consequence,
entrepreneurial assessment is becoming more
specialised and strategic efforts are addressed to the
development of economic relationships within the
private sector. A recent survey on the socio-economic
performance of work integration social enterprises
carried out at the European level6 showed that Italian
work integration social co-operatives are increasingly
raising financial resources on the private market, even
though their main financial sources are public funds.
The role of work integration social co-operatives in
the context of public policies
During the 1990s, social co-operatives dealing
with work integration for the disadvantaged became
increasingly specialised, especially in economic and
managerial terms. As a consequence, the image of
the enterprises has changed as well, and they are
increasingly considered as labour policy tools,
instead of simply programmes supporting social
inclusion.
The evolution of the work integration social
co-operative from a tool of social inclusion to a
labour policy tool is coherent with some aspects:
● According to the collective agreement, work
integration social co-operatives can derogate from
minimum wages, taking into account the
productivity of the disadvantaged worker
employed. This can be seen in the propensity of
type B social co-operatives focusing more on on-
the-job training rather than permanent work
integration.
● The development of local agreements between social
co-operatives and firms, according to which the
former take charge of the on-the-job training of the
disadvantaged workers, while the enterprises
undertake to guarantee job orders to the social co-
operatives and stable occupation for the
disadvantaged people at the end of the training
programme.
● Usually type B social co-operatives can employ, in
addition to the 30% quota regulated by law (art. 4,
c.2 of Law 381/91), other workers who have
problems being integrated into the open labour
market, but are not defined as disadvantaged under
the law. They can be workers employed in “socially
helpful jobs.”7 In this case, however, the social co-
operatives do not have any special benefits (i.e.,
they are not exempt from paying social security
contributions8).
● The increasing interest of the authorities governing
labour market policies in the work integration social
co-operative experiences and in the support that
these enterprises give to on-the-job training activities.
As to integration policies, work integration
social co-operatives can work as supported
employment policies, services of targeted
employment and individualised employment
services. These policies are applied directly to
training and hiring costs, but, because of the high
costs connected with their implementation, have
involved mainly public administrations and non-
profit institutions in most countries. 
In Italy the work integration public policies for
disadvantaged people were and are heavily based on
regulatory policies relying mainly on the quota
system, according to Law 468 of 1968. A new law
(Law 68 of 1999) introduces some attempts towards
compensatory policies, providing some benefits to
firms employing disadvantaged people.
In this context the work integration social
enterprises are promoters of alternative programmes,
such as on-the-job training, related to supported
employment strategies.
6 This research is called the PERSE project and is carried out by the Emes Network and financed under the Fifth Framework
Programme of the European Commission.
7 The “lavori socialmente utili” are measures of active labour market policy.
8 The Government, by means of the Finance Act of 2001, introduced some subsidies for enterprises employing people who are not
declared disadvantaged by law, but who are hardly employable (e.g., the long-term unemployed). In monetary terms, the subsidy is a
sum of money (more or less €400) paid to every kind of enterprise (profit or non-profit, co-operative or joint stock company) for each
such person employed.
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of Welfare or the National Social Security Institute (INPS).
10 INPS is the National Institute for Social Security Contribution, to which the work integration social co-operatives have to report the
number of disadvantaged people they employ (in order to obtain contributions).
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Looking at the evolution of the enterprises in
terms of their purposes, it can be said that in its early
stages, the goal of the type B social co-operative was
on one hand, the stable integration of the
disadvantaged into the organisation and, on the
other hand, the use of such work as a form of support
in the social intervention of the social co-operative.
More recently, social co-operatives have been for the
most part engaged with on-the-job training of
disadvantaged workers, culminating in their external
employment (or in case of major disabilities, a
permanent job inside the social co-operative).
Dimension of the phenomenon
When attempting to quantify the phenomenon
of the work integration social enterprise (WISE) in
Italy, it is necessary to look at the National Institute of
Social Security Contribution9 (INPS) data: in fact, all
work integration social enterprises, in order to benefit
from the exemption from payment of the social security
contribution have to declare to INPS how many
disadvantaged people they employ. This data is limited
in that they underestimate the number of
disadvantaged people involved in work integration
paths because the following groups aren’t taken into
account:
● the number of disadvantaged people employed in
WISEs by means of stages or work grants;
● instances where work integration social enterprises
employ a number of disadvantaged people higher
than 30% of the labour force (according to Law
381/91);
● disadvantaged workers whose disability has not
been certified by a public administration because
their disability is not defined by Law 381/91.
The first social co-operatives were created
towards the end of the 1970s. They developed during
the 1980s and most intensely after the approval of
Law 381. Looking at INPS10 data referring to the
years 1994-1998, it is easy to note the strong growth
of the sector (table 7).
Table 7: Social co-operatives for work integration: 1993-2000
1993 1994 1995 1996 1998 1999 2000
Number of co-operatives 287 518 705 754 1,463 1,787 1,915
Annual rate of growth (%) 80.5 36.1 6.9 39.3 22.1 7.2
Total employment 4,501 7,115 9837 11,165 23,104 28,079 32,939
Annual rate of growth (%) 58.1 38.3 13.5 43.8 21.5 17.3
Disadvantaged workers employed 1,675 3,204 4,686 5,414 11,319 12,310 13,569
Annual rate of growth (%) 91.3 46.2 15.54 54.5 8.8 10.2
Employees by co-operatives 15.7 13.7 13.9 14.8 15.8 15.7 17.2
Disadvantaged workers in co-operatives 5.8 6.2 6.6 7.2 7.7 6.9 7.1
Disadvantaged workers in total workforce (%) 37.2 45.0 47.6 48.5 49.0 43.8 41.2
Source: National Institute of Social Security (INPS)
From 1993 to the present, there has been
substantial growth in work integration social co-
operatives in Italy, both in the number of
organisations and in the number of people
employed. The rate of growth of the organisations
was very high initially due to the process of
separating those co-operatives which had been
managing both the provision of social services and
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work integration before the approval of Law 381
into two types (type A and type B).
From these data it is interesting to notice:
● the stable and continuous rate of growth of the
number of co-operatives, of the total employment
and of the number of disadvantaged workers
employed11;
● the stability of the average size of these co-operatives;
● the stability of the percentage of disadvantaged
workers in the total workforce.
According to a recent study on social co-
operatives (Marocchi 2004), this trend has been
confirmed also for more recent years and has
stabilised since 2002. 
11 The data of INPS tend to underestimate the number of disadvantaged people employed in type B social co-operatives. This is due
to the fact that enterprises benefit from the social security exemption only for the employment of the disadvantaged defined by law. If
they employ for instance the long-term unemployed (who are not defined as “disadvantaged” under the law), they receive no fiscal
benefit. In most cases, what happens is that the co-operatives do not declare the new employees to the social security contribution
institute (INPS).
12 The sample investigated in this analysis involved 11 European countries. For each of these countries a sample of 15 work integration
social enterprises was investigated. For each WISE a sample was chosen of approximately 7 disadvantaged workers who entered the
social enterprise in year 2001. The database created with the questionnaire completed by each country team accounted for a total of 949
disadvantaged workers employed in the WISEs. The Italian sample numbered 85 disadvantaged workers.
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Table 8 – Number of disadvantaged workers
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
Inps 11,319 12,310 13,569
DGEC 18,113 20,151 22,748 22,619
Estimate from Confcooperative data 7,786 10,691 13,406 15,220 17,313 18,116 18,141
Rate of increase 37% 25% 14% 14% 5% 0%
Percentage of disadvantaged people 36.5% 38.3% 39.6% 39.3% 40.7% 40.7% 40.7%
Source: Federsolidarietà – Confcooperative; Estimates are based on the proportion between co-ops of Confcooperative and co-ops assessed
by the Istat census on data in 2001. DGEC, INPS, Istat 
Table 8 shows that the rate of disadvantaged
people employed in tyep B social co-operatives is
stable (approximately 40%), while the number of
disadvantaged workers employed has reached about
18,000. 
The European research cited above (Perse
project) (Loss, 2004) also investigated the
trajectories of the workers employed by the work
integration social enterprises in the sample,12
focusing on the workers’ improvement of personal
abilities. According to the data collected and
elaborated, most of the workers who were or had
been employed inside a work integration social
enterprise attained a significant improvement in
their personal abilities as measured in terms of their
relations with colleagues and supervisors, gaining
autonomy for everyday life, etc.. These results,
though important for the Italian work integration
social co-operatives, are also a significant sign of the
positive impact that the work integration services
provided by these organisations have made on both
the community and the workers themselves.
***
Finally, it is possible to point out some
particularities of social co-operatives which aid in
identifying the social co-operative as a social
enterprise.
Recently the dimensions achieved by the social
co-operative phenomenon demonstrate that these
organisations are fully a part of Italian social policies,
active labour market policies and, more generally, of
the Italian welfare system. In the near future social
co-operatives and their representatives will be more
and more involved in the “tables” of local
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community planning. They will be more policy
makers rather than merely providers of services.
Social co-operatives pursue goals in the
collective interest but at the same time have a
management style more similar to for-profit
organisations: they work with efficiency and efficacy
in order to be competitive in the market. This they
can do thanks to their ability to combine an explicit
aim to benefit the community with an
entrepreneurial spirit.
Their multi-stakeholder nature is recognisable
when looking at the governance of these enterprises:
their boards of directors are composed of various
categories of stakeholder (workers, volunteers, public
sector, people from the community). This multi-
stakeholder nature constitutes a competitive advantage
for the social co-operatives, allowing them to be deeply
rooted in the community and lending them legitimacy,
so that the supply of services is contained and well-
suited to community needs. The consequent challenge
for these organisations is the improvement of their
entrepreneurial assets through enhancing both the
qualifications of the workers and management and
their ability to manage the complexities involved in the
multi-stakeholder nature of these organisations.
Monica Loss works in the Istituto Studi Sviluppo Aziende
Nonprofit ISSAN Trento (Italy).
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The dynamic development of its social economy and third sector is characteristic for Spain, particularly since
the early 1990s. Spain’s specific culture of cooperation and solidarity makes it much easier to conduct social
initiatives, especially at the regional and local level. Spaniards fight exclusion of the disadvantaged from the
labour market with a particular zeal, hence the proliferation of community associations focused on improving
the social and economic condition of their members. The backbone of the Spanish social economy is the 
co-operative enterprise. In addition to countless small cooperatives, Spain is home to collective enterprises with
turnover comparable to large commercial corporations. One that has gained a great deal or respect both within
and without Spain is the Mondragón Cooperative Corporation situated in the Basque Country.
D
espite the fact that heated discussions, meetings
and even demonstrations concerning
important social issues are a daily occurrence
in Spain, they nonetheless find wide coverage
in the Spanish media.2 Examples of social
participation and community activism are common
and involve large numbers of citizens. In today’s
Spain, community initiatives have the backing of the
largest trade unions and President Zapatero’s
government alike. Such public spirit also fosters social
entrepreneurship initiatives - an important element of
the Spanish economy.
Tradition of the social co-operative 
in Spain
Spain has a rich and strong co-operative
tradition – strong enough to have survived countless
domestic political upheavals and economic crises.
And today yet again there is an upsurge of collective
forms of economy. To better understand the
distinctive nature of social entrepreneurship in Spain
we should take a closer look at its source.
The beginning of the Spanish co-operative
movement dates back to the second half of the 19th
century and the earliest edicts governing co-operative
economy of the 1890s. Collective enterprises were
chiefly a creation of the workers’ movement -
particularly in Catalonia and, to a lesser degree, in
rural Spain where they assumed the form of farmers’
credit unions.3 They were most often based on
German models (Raiffeisen financial institutions),
but also on French, Italian and Belgian ones. 
The beginning of the 20th century also saw the
dynamic expansion of the trade union movement
among co-operative workers; indeed, by 1935, there
had already been five National Co-operative
Congresses. The first national government bill that
promoted co-operativism and consequently gave it a
strong impetus was adopted in 1931. Sadly, the Civil
War period (1936–1939) inflicted serious damage on
that process and weakened the co-operative
1 The article is an English version of the paper published in Polish as D. Skwarska, Kultura przedsiębiorczości społecznej
w Hiszpanii – tradycje regionów autonomicznych, “Trzeci Sektor”2007, no. 9,  pp. 46–57.
2 See the study La participación ciudadana (http://www.iniciativasocial.net/participacion.htm).
3 A.P. Martínez Soto, Los Orígenes del cooperativismo de credito agrario en España, 1890-1934, CIRIEC-España, Revista
de Economía Pública, Social y Cooperativa, 2003, no. 44, pp. 93-95.
Dominika Skwarska 
The Culture of Social Entrepreneurship 
in Spain – Traditions of the Autonomous 
Communities1
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4 A.C. Morales Gutiérrez, La democracía industrial en España: Orygenes y desarrollo de las empresas de trabajo asociado
en el Siglo XX, CIRIEC-España, Revista de Economía Pública, Social y Cooperativa, 2003, no. 44, p. 150.
5 Ibid., p. 155.
6 Confederación Empresarial Española de la Economía Social (CEPES).
7 R. Chaves, J.L. Monzón, Economía Social, in A. Ariño (ed.), Diccionario de la solidaridad, Cuadernos de solidaridad,
Tirant lo blanch, Valencia 2003, pp. 187-197. 
8 B.C. Milán, Dimensión económica del sector no lucrativo en las regiones españolas, CIRIEC-España, Revista de
Economía Pública, Social y Cooperativa, 2005, no. 50, pp 233-235.
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community to the point that its productivity was
reduced to a minimum. Under General Franco’s
dictatorship, the growing co-operative movement
survived at the grassroots level despite a strong
centralisation policy. The most important event of
that period was the birth of Mondragón, known as
the pearl of Spanish co-operativism, a venture
founded in the 1950s in the Basque Country. We will
take a closer look at this economic marvel later in this
paper.
The 1960s saw a consolidation of the co-
operative movement marked by intense growth of the
agricultural co-operative sector and the development,
somewhat more subdued, of industrial co-operatives.
Labour associations created during those times were
treated by Franco’s government with a great deal of
suspicion for political reasons – it was thought that
they could easily transform into a “hotbed of socialist
ideas.”4 The following period of 1971–1975 was a time
of raising cooperation between co-operatives and when
growing unemployment gave rise to a great number of
new co-operatives – a trend that persisted even when
the economic situation improved in subsequent years. 
The transformation from dictatorship to
democracy and the ensuing consolidation of the new
system were accompanied by rapid social changes.
The new climate was also reflected in the activities
of the co-operative movement. The provision of the
Constitution of 1978 on supprot to and promotion of
co-operatives provided a legal framework that
greatly helped the collective sector of the economy.
In the 1980s, co-operatives became an important
player on the labour market and a major tool in the
struggle against unemployment. In some provinces
more new jobs were created in the social (third)
sector than in the commercial one. For example,
Andalusia lost over 30,000 jobs in the commercial
market while at that time its co-operatives created
5,000 – more than 50% of all new jobs created in the
region.5 Then, after Spain joined the European
Community, a new form of collective self-
employment, an alternative to co-operatives,
appeared in 1986 - worker companies. 
In addition to Spain’s national legislation, each
of the 17 autonomous regions created by the
administrative reforms of 1978 has its own legal
system that governs the development of social
economy enterprises on its territory. Traditions of co-
operativism vary from one community to the next
because each region is distinct culturally and
historically and hence has different customs and
social determinants. We will focus on two distinct
paths of development of the co-operative sector in the
two communities where the Spanish tradition of
social entrepreneurship is the strongest: the Basque
Country in the industrialised north and the typically
rural southern autonomous community of Andalusia.
Definitions of social economic units
The term “social economy” was popularised
in the 1990s by the CIRIEC-España International
Center of Research and Information on the Public,
Social and Co-operative Economy and used mainly
among Spanish academicians. The term began to be
applied in the social enterprise community through
the CEPES Spanish Social Business Confederation
of the Social Economy.6 Today it is universally used
by both the central administration and the
governments of the autonomous communities.7
The definition of social economy adopted by
CIRIEC-España applies to two subsectors:
● Market sector – co-operatives, mutual aid societies
and worker companies; and
● Non-governmental sector – restricted to
associations, foundations and other third-sector
organisations that do not depend on the private
sector and function for the benefit of people rather
than for profit.8
Public administration institutions, on the
other hand, have adopted a narrower definition of
the social economy that excludes foundations and
associations.
Spanish law defines a co-operative as a
participatory partnership which brings together
natural or legal persons who have common socio-
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9 Based on the relevant by-law of the autonomous government of Andalusia - Ley 3/2002 of 16 December 2002, Anuario
Estadístico de CEPES-ANDALUCIA, 2005, pp. 55-57. 
10 A.C. Morales Gutiérrez, op. cit., p. 139.
11 Anuario Estadístico..., op. cit., p. 31 (www.cepes-andalucia.es).
12 Observatorio Español de la Economía Social, based on data provided by Dirección General de la Economía Social.
13 Anuario Estadístico..., op. cit., pp. 55-57 (www.cepes-andalucia.es).
economic objectives or needs and who, for the
purpose of satisfying them and in the interest of the
community, pursue any type of entrepreneurial
activity consistent with the principles and guidelines
set forth in the Law on Co-operatives (Ley 27/1999
of 16 July 1999).
Spanish co-operatives are divided as follows:9
● First degree co-operatives (cooperativas de primer
grado) – the union of natural or legal persons with
shared socio-economic objectives achieved
through activities of an economic nature. These
include associated labour co-operatives
(cooperativa de trabajo asociado); consumer and
user co-operatives (cooperativa de consumidores y
usuarios), such as credit, insurance, teaching or
housing co-operatives; and service co-operatives
(cooperativa de servicios), including agricultural,
communal exploitation of land and transport co-
operatives.
● Second (or highest) degree co-operatives
(cooperativas de segundo o ulterior grado) – these
are made up of at least two co-operatives that join
to achieve common economic objectives and
assume a uniform model of integration or
entrepreneurial concentration.
● Integration co-operatives (cooperativas de
integración) – these group other co-operatives or
legal entities (public or private) for the purpose of
achieving and developing shared economic
objectives.
Labour societies (sociedades laborales) are
another innovative form of social entrepreneurship.
In these enterprises, a majority of shares belongs to
employees working under open-ended employment
contracts. The services they perform are for the
benefit of the company. These enterprises are
managed like joint-stock or limited-liability
companies. No employee can own more than one
third of the overall company capital, except in public
companies where the maximum shareholding is 50%.
Spanish social enterprises (which may
assume one of two basic forms: co-operative or
labour society) are becoming an important
alternative to self-employment. They are largely
controlled by employees and are egalitarian and
oriented towards strengthening social capital. In
addition, co-operatives are obliged and labour
societies are free to follow the principles of co-
operativism, i.e., democratic voting and a fair
division of profits.10
The role of the social economy 
in today’s Spain
Statistical studies show a substantial growth
of interest in social entrepreneurship, with such
enterprises providing an increasingly common path
to achieving the socio-economic objectives popular
among the inhabitants of the Iberian Peninsula.
Employment at social enterprises has been growing
steadily since the 1980s, achieving in 2004 and 2005
an annual growth rate of 3.5%. On the national
scale, 3% of all job-holding Spaniards work in the
social economic sector. The Basque Country has
been the invariable leader in this area for years, with
a rate nearing 7%.11 Andalusia holds first place
among communities with the largest number of
social enterprise employees, where 89,000 people
worked in that sector in 2005. The Basque Country
holds second place (66,500 social economic sector
employees). They are followed by Valencia,
Catalonia, and the Autonomous Community of
Madrid (Table 1). The social economy has also
grown substantially in the northern regions of the
country - in Asturias, Cantabria and Navarre -
where the highest employment growth rate in that
sector (exceeding 5%) has been observed.12
Andalusia itself is home to 25% of all Spanish social
enterprises (11,566), whereas the Basque Country
has less than 5%.13
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* Includes co-operatives, labour societies and self-employed people working with co-operatives.
** Autonomous cities located in Africa.
Source: Anuario Estadístico CEPES-ANDALUCÍA, 2005. 
Region
Number of
employees
in social
economy*
% of coun-
try total Ranking Region
Number of
employees
in social
economy*
% of coun-
try total Ranking
Andalusia 89,832 20.44% 1 Aragon 11,178 2.54% 10
Basque
Country 66,577 15.15% 2
Canary 
Islands 10,794 2.46% 11
Valencia 64,621 14.70% 3 Ex-tremadura 10,042 2.28% 12
Catalonia 54,628 12.43% 4 Navarre 8,840 2.01% 13
Community
of Madrid 27,050 6.15% 5 Asturias 6,628 1.51% 14
Murcia 25,980 5.91% 6 Balearic Islands 3,686 0.84% 15
Castile-La
Mancha 23,518 5.35% 7 Cantabria 2,641 0.60% 16
Castile and
León 16,438 3.74% 8 La Rioja 2,451 0.56% 17
Galicia 14,127 3.21% 9 Ceuta andMelilla** 551 0.12% 18
Spain 439,582 100%
Mondragón – the driving force of the 
co-operative culture in northern Spain
The Mondragón Co-operative Corporation
(MCC) is a Basque corporation of co-operatives, the
largest co-operative group in Spain, with a long-
standing worldwide reputation. The name
Mondragón comes from a village in the Basque
Country (Euskadi). The Basque community is
culturally distinct from the rest of Spain; its
inhabitants speak the Basque language, have a
distinct history and traditions and share the sense of
being a separate national community. Mondragón is
situated in the central part of the region, in the
mountainous terrain of the Guipuzcoa province, in
the Alto Deba valley. The region has a strong
tradition in the metallurgical industry, particularly
in steel production.
When the founder of the co-operative, a young
priest named José María Arizmendiarrieta, arrived in
the local parish in 1941, he found a community trying
to pick itself up from the destruction of the Civil War,
dominated by a failing metallurgical enterprise
managed hierarchically and inclined towards worker
exploitation. Ideological divisions between the
inhabitants seemed insurmountable and effectively
obstructed mutual understanding and cooperation.
At the same time, the iron-fisted dictatorship of
General Franco imposed its own order on the locals
through military presence and centralised
administration, evoking a great deal of dissatisfaction
among the autonomy-minded Basques.
The roots of the Basque co-operative movement
The following elements should be taken into
consideration when analysing the extraordinary
blossoming of the ideology of co-operative “social
involvement” in the above-mentioned socio-political
context:15
Table 1. Employment in the social economy in 2005 in Spanish autonomous regions14
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14 Official social economy sector figures include self-employed individuals working in co-operatives (autónomos de
cooperativas).)
15 P.A. Narvarte Arregui, La Experiencia Cooperative de Mondragón: studio de su viabilidad organizacional en el contexto
de Euskasi, “CIRIEC-España, Revista de Economía Pública, Social y Cooperativa” 2006, no. 54, pp. 237–238.
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● the entrepreneurial nature of the Basque people;
● a demand for new ideas that to fill the ideological
vacuum left after the ravages of the Civil War
(hence providing an opportunity to a leader
originating from the Catholic Church and able to
attract young people);
● the persistent hunger and abject poverty rampant
after the Civil War; and
● the urgent need to reconstruct the local community.
All these factors stimulated the local population
to become involved in the realisation of the ideals
promoted by the young Catholic parish priest. His
vision gave young people hope for the future. The plan
for social reconstruction proposed by the leader unified
the inhabitants in the cause of improving their
economic situation. His vision soon filled the existing
social void. The motto of Father José María
Arizmendiarrieta was: “ideologies divide, needs unite.”
Toward a social change in the local community
The first co-operative established by the
charismatic leader was called ULGOR. The
ideological foundation of that enterprise still serves
as the point of reference for today’s gigantic
Mondragón Co-operative Corporation (as the basis
of its “co-operative experience”). This phenomenal
example of successful co-operativism originated in
the intricately elaborated and thoroughly analysed
concepts of co-operativism and social mobilisation,
combined with a strictly applied catalogue of
pragmatic rules. Father Arizmendiarrieta was a
thinker, “shepherd” and co-operative activist all in
one. His greatness lies in having put Christian social
teachings into practice.16 He was both a visionary and
a pragmatist who emphasised the significance of
cooperation and preached respect for human dignity,
man’s right to work and learn, employees’ right to
have a say in matters concerning their workplace and
everyone’s right to live in a democracy.17
Father Arizmendiarrieta’s disciples and hired
employees made an extremely important contribution to
the development of the co-operative movement. Young
people who congregated around the priest received work
training in a school run by the largest local metallurgical
enterprise, La Unión Cerrajera, located in the village of
Mondragón. Arizmendiarrieta’s role was to show them
available directions of personal growth and fields of
further education. He is quoted as saying: “Those who
opt to make history and change the course of events
themselves have an advantage over those who decide to
wait passively for the results of the change.“18 He
established a secondary technical school where he taught
mainly subjects oriented at occupational training as well
as sports and cultural development. In addition to
teaching theory, the school also focused on practical
training and was a forum of free debate.19
With the support of the parish priest five
young people decided to put their jobs on the line
and promote the values of democratic participation
in the metallurgical enterprise. The economic crisis,
employment reductions and the absence of jobs in
local plants for graduates of the occupational school
attached to La Unión Cerrajera motivated them to
advance a new type of enterprise “that would
promote social activism.” Thus, 14 years after the
arrival of Father Arizmendiarrieta in the community,
the ULGOR co-operative was opened (its name was
made up of the initial letters of the surnames of its
five founders). Today the co-operative is known as
Fagor Electrodomésticos and is the largest Spanish
co-operative producer of home appliances and
entertainment equipment. 
The social, cultural and economic changes that
occurred as a result of Mondragón’s co-operative
experience have four principal dimensions. In the case
in study, the successful establishment of the co-
operative culture was based on four decisive factors20:
● the social group (the broad local community);
● an innovative idea backed by a strong leader;
● imitators and managers who put the process of
change to work; and
● effective management of the community
transformation.
To sum up, the initial situation which
provided a receptive ground for growing an
exceptionally strong and effective co-operative
culture had the following features:
16 See J. Azurmendi, El Hombre Cooperativo, Otalora, Aretxabaleta 1992.
17 A. Piechowski, Alternatywne modele rozwoju spółdzielczości w krajach Unii Europejskiej (http://www.spoldziel-
czosc.pl).
18 See P. Bielski,  Mondragon: spółdzielnie na smoczą miarę, “Magazyn Obywatel” 2005, no. 6 (http://www.obywatel.pl).
19 Based on MCC, Mondragón Corporación Cooperativa, Historia de una Experiencia, 2001 (http://www.mcc.es/).
20 P.A. Narvarte Arregui, op. cit., p. 236.
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● The inhabitants of Mondragón and neighbouring
villages were affected by the economic crisis that
engulfed Spain after the Civil War.
● A charismatic leader appeared in this setting with
a clear concept of social transformation.
● The leader’s initiatives found imitators and
disciples willing to bear the risk of organising the
social change and pursuing the leader’s ideas.
Stages of the Mondragón co-operative 
experience
Researchers identify three historical stages in the
development of the Basque Mondragón co-operative
group.21 During its more than 50 years of existence it has
experienced institutional, organisational and qualitative
changes that contributed to its spectacular success.
Stage 1 - Beginnings (1955-1970)
The first stage in development was a time when
the co-operative experience took root in the local
community. More co-operatives were established and
by the late 1950s and by the early 1960s, a group of co-
operatives was already in place. A great impetus to the
development of the group was the establishment of its
own bank, Caja Laboral Popular, which, in addition to
providing financial assistance, handled social security
and corporate promotion. A subsequent cornerstone of
the co-operative experience was the creation of a
polytechnic school which implemented the ideas
preached by Arizmendiarrieta in educating technicians,
conducting research and assisting the social
environment, particularly through economic activities.
A social welfare system, Lagun Aro, was established in
1959 which embraced all co-operative workers in the
region. During this early stage, 41 co-operatives were
founded giving employment to 8,743 people. These
developments were accompanied by a growing
common identity and regional co-operative culture
under the aegis of Mondragón. 
Stage 2 - Focus on loyalty (1970-1990)
The phase of creation and growth was
followed by one of consolidation of the co-operative
group. The group continued to grow rapidly, with
more stress placed on building regional
independence and stability, both economic and
technological. The economic crisis of the early 1980s
put the entire co-operative system to a difficult test
and at the same time was a gauge of the strength of
the collective experience. In the case of Mondragón,
that experience focused on supporting the social and
economic development of enterprises located in the
Alto Deba valley. By 1990 there were already 109 co-
operatives in the region jointly employing 21,100
people. These were consolidated into 14 local co-
operative groups (grupos comarcales) governed by the
following mechanisms of cooperation:
● redistribution of a part of the profits;
● establishment of reserves used solely for
reinvestment;
● support for the creation of new jobs;
● interchange of personnel between co-operatives in
crisis situations;
● joint access to various services; and
● vocational education and job training.
This stage also featured the building of a
common financial system: the co-operative bank and
the insurance system were joined and the new
structure was set up apart from the technical,
educational and agro-food production areas of
business. The entire undertaking was transformed
into a single Co-operative Group managed by an
entity called the Congress.
Stage 3 - Globalisation and focus on marketplace 
and products (1990 - present)
When Spain joined the European Community
in 1986, its regional markets began a period of
transformation due to the influx of foreign companies.
Co-operatives were forced to become more competitive
as well, especially in terms of exporting their products.
To meet the challenges of globalisation, the Co-
operative Group was restructured and became the
Mondragón Co-operative Corporation (MCC) - a
formula still in existence today. The year 1997
witnessed the creation of Mondragón University which
now educates more than 3,000 students in three main
areas: technical studies, economics and the
humanities/pedagogy.
The policy of expanding into foreign markets,
focusing on product quality, while emphasising the
importance of the social and economic environment
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Philosophy and mission of Mondragón
The philosophy present at the founding of the Mondragón co-operative system is still reflected in MCC’s
ideology of today. The MCC corporate culture is encapsulated in ten basic principles:24
1. Open membership – the corporation is open to all people regardless of their religion, race, gender,
political convictions or origin. The only criteria for acceptance are professional capability and a
willingness to accept existing regulations.
2. Democratic organisation – all members are equal within a democratic organisation governed by
the concept of “one person one vote.” Each person’s vote carries the same weight regardless of
seniority, position in the company, professional category, accumulated capital, etc.
3. Worker sovereignty – work is treated as a value in and of itself; it is the key to transformation of society
and personal growth, hence the commitment to widening the scope of job opportunities for all members.
4. Instrumental and subordinate nature of capital – while its value to business development is
acknowledged, capital is always considered subordinate to labour. Contribution to the share capital
does not give members the right to participate in management but only ensures a fair return on
investment.
5. Participation in management – the democratic nature of the co-operative organisation implies active
participation of all members in the management of the company. The development of appropriate
channels for participation requires a departure from traditional organisational structures,
professional and social training of members, transparent information policies and internal
promotion.
6. Wage solidarity – wages should be sufficient and comparable with those of other salaried workers
in the region and within the means of the co-operative. Payment should correspond to an internal
framework based on solidarity, reflected in a smaller difference between the top and bottom of the
pay scale than in the business market. 
7. Cooperation between co-operatives – cooperation is a basic requirement for an efficient social
enterprise. It should take place at two levels: between individual co-operatives and between co-
operative groups, thus contributing to common growth.
8. Social transformation – supporting positive social changes towards the goal of a society based on
solidarity and justice. This is achieved through reinvesting the majority of profits, supporting
community development initiatives, cooperating with other Basque social and economic institutions,
promoting local culture and a social security policy based on solidarity and responsibility.
9. Universal values – strong local roots and universal solidarity with all those who work towards
economic democracy in the field of social economy.
10. Education – the development of the above principles is only possible if sufficient attention is paid
to education, particularly of young people on whose shoulders the co-operative movement will rest.
It is vital to pay attention to employing qualified staff and ensuring adequate educational resources.
48
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22 Ibid., p. 247.
23 M. Węgorz, Inwestor z Kraju Basków, “Gazeta Prawna – Przegląd Gospodarczy Plus,” April 27, 2001.
24 Based on MCC, Mondragón Corporación Cooperativa: Historia de una Experienca, 2001 (http://www.mcc.es/).
and simultaneously supporting education and
investing in research, gave the Co-operative Group
a position of leadership in the Basque Country and
in Spain as a whole. In 2003, the Mondragón
Corporation was the seventh largest Spanish
enterprise and one of the 150 largest business groups
in Europe. At that time MCC comprised 168
companies, exported to 16 countries and operated 37
production plants abroad.22 In 2005, it had 57 plants
outside Spain, including ones in Poland. In 1999, its
Fagor Electrodomésticos co-operative became the
principal investor in the WROZAMET enterprise
located in the Polish city of Wrocław, which as a
result joined the MCC family of companies.23 Polish
higher educational institutions have also begun to
cooperate with Mondragón University, known for
its top-notch specialised technical research and
education. 
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The co-operative movement - the 
experience of communality in the 
Basque Country 
Inspired by Mondragón’s co-operative
experience and backed by local legislature, the co-
operative movement of the autonomous community
of the Basque Country has been institutionalised.25
Its objective is to unify Basque co-operatives and
reinforce their cooperation with a view to promoting
regional products and representing common interests
in dealings with the local and national authorities. It
brings together co-operative unions, federations and
confederations, and - directly - start-up (basic) co-
operatives. The practice of several entities associating
and jointly articulating their common needs is very
popular in the region.
The Department of the Social Economy of the
Basque Government was established in 198626 to
provide legal supervision and support to social
enterprises.
When studying the elements of the Basque
co-operative success, sociologists point out the
following factors jointly with those mentioned earlier
(significance of leadership, entrepreneurial nature of
the population, permanent support of education as
the basis of social growth and appreciation of the
value of social cooperation):27
● independence from the state with a concurrent
willingness to cooperate with legislators;
● innovation, continued education and strategic
transformation of co-operative structures; and
● multilevel cooperation and the creation of joint
operating strategies among several enterprises.
This is in step with the Spanish saying that
“unity gives strength.” It is precisely thanks to the
social solidarity, partnership and focus on
cooperation (in other words, the Basque co-operative
culture), as well as the reliance on novel
management solutions and a well-planned internal
structure that the success of the Mondragón group
was possible on such large scale. MCC was able to
combine the “personalised nature” of the co-
operative with an “entrepreneurial approach” based
on profitability and effective management.
Agricultural Andalusia - a new wave 
of co-operativism
Andalusia, a rural community in southern
Spain, stands out today by the dynamic growth of
its social economy. As in other regions in the 1980s,
Andalusia experienced a turnabout in the direction
of the development of co-operative forms of
business which became an important part of the
response to growing unemployment and work
instability. The intensive growth of Andalusian co-
operative labour is a socio-economic phenomenon
born in part as a result of the active local policy of
the regional government. It involves primarily the
poorest section of the local population stricken by
years of high unemployment28 and deprived of
social security. The peculiar “boom” in social
entrepreneurship that took place in Andalusia over
the course of more than 20 years led to the creation
of a large number of new jobs. In 2005, social
enterprises were generating 12% of Andalusia’s
GNP. The sector has been a major employer in
Andalusia for over two decades with 3% of
employable Andalusians working in it today.29
Guided by the democratic principles of
business organisation and simultaneously focused on
economic efficiency, the co-operative sector
contributed to the emergence of an alternative
production model. Presently 25% of all jobs in the
Spanish social economy are located in Andalusia
even though the region is home to only 18% of the
Spanish population.
Andalusia’s character is different from that of
the Basque Country. The co-operative culture is not
as prevalent here. This may be due to the fact that
education in co-operativism is not as strong in
Andalusia and that the local society is dominated by
family relations and a reluctance to cooperate with
outsiders. It is estimated that one half of Andalusian
co-operatives were established primarily as protection
against rampant unemployment. Other positive
aspects arising from the development of co-
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25 Movimiento Cooperativo de la Comunidad Autónoma del País Vasco.
26 Direccíon de Economía Social de Gobierno Vasco.
27 P.A. Narvarte Arregui, op. cit., p. 253.
28 Up to 2003, unemployment in the region of Andalusia hovered between 18 and 20%. It fell to 13.8% in 2005 (figures
of the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs – Encuesta de Población Activa, 2005.
29 CEPES-Andalucía (WWW.cepes-andalucia.es)
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operativism, such as management democratisation,
are not treated as key here. Andalusian co-operatives
employ mainly people coming from marginalised
groups excluded from the mainstream labour market,
i.e., women (over 37% in 2005), young people seeking
first employment, farm workers, peasants or manual
workers who have lost employment as a result of
factory closings. Their education and professional
qualifications are usually low and thus their prospects
for employment in the private sector are poor.
Exclusion from the labour market pushes them
towards the social economy where they find an
opportunity to be professionally active. In Andalusia,
small labour co-operatives are created most often by
family members and close relatives, in other words,
as members of those co-operatives themselves say, “by
people who can be trusted.”30
According to 1997 figures, 94% of Andalusian
co-operatives counted less than 20 members and
only 1% employed more than 100 people. Figures
dating from 2005 confirm these disproportions: the
average Andalusian co-operative had 11 members
compared to over 36 in the Basque Country. More
than one half of Andalusian social enterprises
operate in the service sector, while one fifth
concentrates in industry, another one fifth in
construction and 9% are engaged in agricultural
production. In the past five years, all these sectors
except agriculture experienced an average 6%
growth in the number of new social enterprises. As
in the rest of Spain, their employees are made up
primarily of people aged 25 to 49.31
Unlike in Mondragón, the trend in
Andalusia towards joining small co-operatives into
groups became prominent as late as in the early
1990s. Today there is a strong partnership between
the sectors in the region promoting the
development of social entrepreneurship. This
breakthrough came with a shift in local policy
towards decentralisation, which has stressed
creating a platform of regional cooperation. 
The phenomenon of co-operativism and regional 
policy
The Confederation of Entities for Social
Economy in Andalusia32 (CEPES-Andalucía) was
created in 1983 as an organisation of employers from
various sectors. It brings together federations, unions,
associations of social enterprises and individual
entrepreneurs of the autonomous community of
Andalusia. Its primary role is to defend and represent
the interests of Andalusian social entrepreneurs.
CEPES-Andalucía’s main objectives are the
promotion of the social entrepreneurship model, the
creation of jobs and the struggle for social solidarity
“that propagates a fairer distribution of profits.” The
Confederation coordinates the cooperation of social
enterprise unions in Andalusia, assists with the
development of social entrepreneurship in the region
and promotes the creation of new jobs by working
together with local universities, government
institutions and non-governmental organisations.33
Every year it organises a training conference on
issues such as social enterprise management and
business administration directed at both the
unemployed and third-sector personnel. As a
spokesperson for social enterprises in the Andalusian
community, the Confederation participates in
initiatives such as the International Center of
Research and Information on the Public, Social and
Co-operative Economy (CIRIEC) and the Spanish
Confederation of the Social Economy.
In 2002, a pact for the social economy was
signed between the Andalusian government, the
largest trade unions and CEPES-Andalucía, setting a
precedent for the whole of Spain.34 The First
Andalusian Pact for the Social Economy provided a
formal basis for the support and growth of that
economic sector.35 Four years later, the same social
players signed a second pact for the social economy. It
plans for a consolidation of the Andalusian
government’s policy of supporting the social economic
sector “based on democratic values, cooperation and
30 A.J. Romero Ramírez, M. Perez García, Estudio psicosociológico de una maestra de cooperativas de trabajo asociado de
Andalucía, “Revista del Ministerio de Trabajo y Asuntos Sociales”, pp. 116-121. 
31 Anuario Estadístico, op. cit. (WWW.cepes-andalucia.es).
32 Confederacíon de Entidades Para la Economía Social de Andalucía.
33 CEPES-Andalucía (WWW.cepes.andalucia.es).
34 The “I Pacto Andaluz por la Economía Social” was concluded on October 8, 2002.
35 See Ekonomia Społeczna – Kraków 2004. II Europejska Konferencja Ekonomii Społecznej – Materiały, Ministerstwo
Polityki Społecznej, Związek Lustracyjny Spółdzielni Pracy, Warsaw 2005, p. 28. 
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36 The “II Pacto Andaluz por la Economía Social” was signed on October 26, 2006.
37 In 2005, unemployment in that region exceeded 15% (source: Spanish Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs).
38 After A.M. Moral, E.B. Jurado, Desarrollo territorial y economía social, “CIRIEC-España, Revista de Economía
Pública, Social y Cooperativa” 2006, no. 55, p. 135.
39 A. Montero García,  Cooperativismo y desarrollo rural, “REVESCO” 1997, no. 63, pp. 63-77. 
40 A.M. Moral, E.B. Jurado, op. cit., p. 136.
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solidarity” which is at the same time conducive to the
integral development of the Andalusian community.
The new regional policy aims at ensuring the success
of newly-established social enterprises, creating stable
and high-quality jobs and distributing corporate
profits in a fairer manner.36
The Second Andalusian Pact for the Social
Economy makes reference to art. 129.9 of the
Constitution of 1978 on the promotion of co-
operativism by public institutions and assigns five
main objectives to the signatories of the pact:
● assisting the process of the creation of new social
economy companies and propagating the idea of
association and cooperation of enterprises within
the sector;
● promoting the competitiveness of social enterprises
on the commercial market;
● backing the creation of jobs and job-training
opportunities in the sector and influencing the
improvement of working conditions and employee
relations in social enterprises;
● promoting the development, transfer and
exploitation of technological innovations as well as
aiding the propagation of access to information
technologies; and
● focusing on the creation of social enterprises in the
new sector of care-providing services (servicios de
proximidad).
Territorial development as key to the 
social economy
Other autonomous communities of Spain,
particularly those with agricultural traditions, such as
the region of Valencia or the community with the
highest rate of unemployment, Estremadura,37 are
following in the footsteps of the Andalusian 
co-operative movement. Each community formulates
its own legal regulations relating to the development
of social entrepreneurship. Co-operatives united in
associations and groups as well as higher-degree co-
operatives are increasingly investing in technological
development and ventures in foreign EU markets.
Since the early 1990s, the social economy has
come to be viewed in Spain as an important element
of territorial development.38 Spanish researchers
stress that social enterprises are increasingly
indispensable to the reinforcement of the local
potential (particularly in territories that lag behind
others or are underprivileged) because they offer a
set of features which distinguish them in a positive
way from other types of enterprises. In addition,
researchers found many areas where the social
economy has a positive influence on local
development. The features distinguishing social
enterprises from other types are as follows:
● the potential to support local growth and
technological development;
● an intimate relationship to the territory where they
are established;
● the absence of the threat that the company may be
arbitrarily closed or moved;
● attention to the education of employees and
employment permanence;
● the contribution to social and economic cohesion
and the prevention of the problems of corporate
isolation, information deficit and capital drainage.39
An equally important element is the potential
impact of social enterprises on the development of
local communities which can be stated as follows:
● Social enterprise personnel and capital are linked to
the local territory and create social networks that
strengthen development.
● The decision-making process in a social enterprise
is democratised.
● Social enterprises often identify with the principles
of sustainable development.
Co-operativism provides employees with the
opportunity to work and support themselves in the
area where they live which is of particular
importance in rural regions.40
All social players agree that the development
of the social economy directly impacts the growth of
local communities and are aware of the necessity of
investing in social capital. The Spanish tradition of
social entrepreneurship which is at the root of the
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present upsurge of co-operativism is based on the
culture of cooperation and care for the development
of the local community, as reflected in the philosophy
of the Mondragón co-operative model. The hitherto
effects of co-operativism have a motivational impact
on the further expansion of that sector across Spain.
Resources provided by way of structural funds
earmarked for social entrepreneurship, including
those of the EQUAL Community Initiative,
constitute important means of reinforcing the
development of social entrepreneurship in Spain
and, at the same time, of the growth of third-sector
organisations.41 The promotion of the idea of social
enterprises based on the tradition and philosophy of
Spanish co-operativism could become an important
lesson for other countries trying to implement social
economy initiatives on their territory. Therefore, it
makes sense to keep the Spanish co-operative
phenomenon in mind because it teaches us how
important the culture of cooperation, interpersonal
solidarity and the support of local community
activities focused on development and change are to
social entrepreneurship.
Dominika Skwarska, sociologist, cooperates with the Social
Policy Program of the Institute of Public Affairs.
41 J.J. Barrera Cerezal, Fomento de la Economía Social y del Trabajo Autónomo. Periodo 2004 a 2006, Dirección General
de la Economía Social, Madrid 2007.
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Phases of development of government
policy towards the third sector in Poland
In the years after 1989, we can distinguish three
fundamental phases in the evolution of government
policy towards the third sector. First was the phase
consisting of the creation of the scope for civic
initiatives to operate within the new system with the
simultaneous creation of a set of “privileges” for
formalized forms of civic activity (the activities of
associations and foundations). This phase was
accompanied by the dynamic development of the civic
sector as a reaction to the restrictions of the
communist period. The second phase was a phase of
declarative support on the part of the government for
the third sector, though its significance was in fact
marginalized, thanks to the public policy reforms
undertaken. This phase was accompanied by
stagnation in the development of civic initiatives due,
in part, to the exhaustion of possibilities for societal
self-organization under the legal and financial
conditions created in the previous phase. Finally, in
the third phase we see a defining of the principles of
inter-sector cooperation with concurrent efforts
towards the bureaucratization and control of
organizations undertaking cooperation and the
marketization of the mechanisms of public support
for the activities of non-governmental organizations
acting for the public benefit. This phase of
government policy (still ongoing) seems to be
accompanied, among others, by a progressive
stratification within the third sector and the
marginalization of informal grassroots local initiatives,
at least within the system of inter-sector cooperation.
Two elements of government policy
concerning the third sector come to light as crucial:
(1) The formulation of the legal conditions for the
functioning of non-governmental
organizations; and 
(2) The creation of a model of cooperation between
public administration and the civic sector. 
Looking closely at these two aspects of
government policy,2 one can distinguish five periods
which more or less coincide with successive
parliamentary terms and reflect changes in
government policy resulting from the shifts in power
of various forces on the political scene. Government
policy towards the third sector seems to have been so
1 This text is a revised English version of the paper published originally in Polish as M. Rymsza, ,Polityka państwa wobec
sektora obywatelskiego w Polsce w latach 1989–2007, in M. Rymsza, G. Makowski, M. Dudkiewicz (eds.), Państwo a trzeci
sector. Prawo i instytucje w działaniu, Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warsaw 2007, pp. 23–42. The first shortened version
of that paper was published in the quarterly “Trzeci Sektor” as M. Rymsza, Polityka państwa wobec trzeciego sektora w
Polsce w latach 1989–2006, “Trzeci Sektor” 2006, no. 8, p. 2–10 (editors’ note).
2 At the Institute of Public Affairs, under the KOMPAS Project, we conduct a systematic monitoring of both the legislative
process concerning the third sector as well as follow the development of inter-sector cooperation. See
www.isp.org.pl/kompas.
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State Policy towards the Civic Sector in Poland 
in the Years 1989–20071
The article analyzes the evolution of the policy of the State towards the civic sector in Poland after 1989.
The author identifies five stages, which approximately match subsequent terms of office of the Polish Parliament.
The analysis shows that the policy of the State has evolved from the provision of room for independent civic
initiatives to the involvement of NGOs in co-operation with public administration. The growing interest in
co-operation is accompanied by the trend to increase control over the non-governmental sector.
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far a function of the general approach of decision-
makers towards reforming the social sphere. These
periods can be outlined as follows:
● 1989–1993 - creation of the scope for civic initiatives;
● 1993–1997 - stagnation policy;
● 1997–2001 - policy of missed opportunities;
● 2001–2005 - building of a model of inter-sector
cooperation;
● 2005–2007 - between cooperation and control.
Below is a brief description of these periods of
the development of government policy towards the
third sector as well as a short account of the pre-
transformation period (1980–1988). The rise of the
original Solidarity as a mass social movement (1980–
1981) brought about the eventual democratization of
Poland. Although it broke up this movement, martial
law did not manage to stop the process of “making the
public sphere more civic.” In other words, the rise of the
third sector and its development after 1989 constitute a
continuation of the changes initiated a decade earlier.
1980–1989: The politics of repression 
and weakening control in the period 
of “corroding communism”
1980–1989: Corroding socialism
● Experiences of the original Solidarity as a mass
social movement (1980–1981)
● The politics of repression (1982–1985)
– the breaking up of Solidarity as a legal entity
– the “social vacuum” effect
but concurrently
● Toleration of selected social activities (1986–1989):
– grass-roots self-help, charitable and
educational activities organized in
cooperationwith the Catholic Church
– the Act on Foundations (1984)
The original Solidarity, though formally a
trade union,3 was in fact a mass social movement
with a strong ethical orientation in which three
currents could be distinguished: trade unionist,
political and civic currents.4 The communist
authorities mostly feared the political current, yet
all three challenged their legitimacy, not
submitting to the control of the power apparatus.
The politics of repression, undertaken together
with the introduction of martial law, led to the
delegalization of NSZZ “Solidarity” as a legal entity
and its breakup as a mass social movement. The
Union opened underground structures, the
significance of which, however, was on the decline as
the very formula of underground activity was running
out. Many people engaged in the original Solidarity
left Poland and went abroad or chose “internal
emigration” – an escape to their private lives. Stefan
Nowak defined this state as a “social vacuum.”5
Communism, however, was clearly
undergoing corrosion and the controlling
capabilities of the government apparatus were
weakening. That is why the 1980s saw the
development of “above-ground” self-help,
charitable and educational activities, often in
cooperation with the Catholic Church and with the
use of Church infrastructure.6 The development of
social movements in the 80s7 surely facilitated the
creation of the infrastructure for civil society in the
next decade and constituted a link between the
experiences of the original Solidarity and the
system transformation that occurred in 1989.8 In
the middle of the decade (1984), the authorities
allowed citizens to set up foundations although it
controlled and limited their numbers.9 The Act on
Foundations, passed during this time, with small
changes, has been in force until today.
3 The official name of the movement was the Independent Self-governing Trade Union “Solidarność” (Niezależny
Samorządny Związek Zawodowy “Solidarność; NSZZ “Solidarność”).
4 See Organizacje nie są piątym kołem u wozu, czyli o solidarności przez duże i małe „s”. Interview with Bogdan
Borusewicz, speaker of the Senate of the Republic of Poland, “Trzeci Sektor” 2006, no. 6.
5 See S. Nowak, Studenci Warszawy w latach 1986–1989, PWN, Warsaw 1989.
6 See E Leś, Od filantropii do pomocniczości, Wydawnictwo ELIPSA, Warsaw 2000, chapter 6.
7 The examination of these movements also contributed to the development of Polish sociology; in the 1980s even 
a subdiscipline - “the sociology of social movements” - came into being, yet it was not developed until after 1989.
8 The question of continuity, especially in the axiological dimension, of the “Solidarity” movement in current Polish civic
sector requires deepened analysis. See papers published in “Trzeci Sektor” 2007, no. 11.
9 One such independent foundation was the Stefan Batory Foundation, a co-financer for the publication of the “Trzeci
Sektor” quarterly. 
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10 See J. Wygnański, PIT a filantropia, “Trzeci Sektor” 2004, no. 1.
11 During the first stage of transformation (1989–1993) the political scene was undergoing the process of creation.  Al-
though many new parties appeared and disappeared, during the entire period power remained in hands of  Solidarity-
rooted politicians.
12 The coalition consisted of two parties: SLD (Democratic Left Alliance) and more centrist PSL (Polish Peasant Party).
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1989-1993: The policy of creating the
scope for formalized civic initiatives under
the Solidarity-rooted governments
1989–1993: The first years of transformations
under the Solidarity-rooted governments
– The Law on Associations is enacted (1989): civic
freedom as a guarantee of democratization
process
– Dynamic development of the third sector
infrastructure: “removing the lid” effect
– Tax exemptions for civic and Church-related
organizations granted
– Lack of proposals in social policy: NGOs try to
“patch the transformational holes”
The first years of system transformation after
the Round Table talks (1989) consisted in the
government’s freeing space for formalized civic
initiatives and the creation of regulations conducive
to the activities of associations, foundations and
church organizations, including “friendly” tax
regulations that would allow them to conduct social
activities at relatively low costs.10 The ruling
Solidarity-rooted governments11 saw it as obvious
that it was not the government’s task to exercise
control over the association movement. It is worth
remembering that the passing of the Act on
Associational Law was a direct result of the Round
Table talks, during which Solidarity’s social activists
made signing the agreement with the communist
authorities dependent on their agreement to pass this
Act. Civic freedoms, including the right to associate
were treated as a guarantee of system change.
After 1989 there was a rapid proliferation of
non-government organizations: initiatives which
were merely tolerated by the authorities under the
previous system were legalized and new ones were
undertaken. This dynamic development is
commonly described as the “removing the lid” effect.
Another factor which should be pointed out is one
external to Polish government policy: the
accessibility of foreign funds, both public and private
(and here, American donors deserve a special
mention), contributed greatly to the creation of civil
society infrastructure in Poland.
At the same time there was a notable lack of
offer for non-government organizations in public
policy. Organizations were perceived as entities
“patching the transformational holes,” that is,
supporting groups perceived as “reform losers” and
performing tasks neglected by public services. These
tasks, however, were neither commissioned nor even
recommended by the public administration, but
rather were spontaneously undertaken by the
organizations themselves. 
1993–1997: Policy of stagnation under 
the rule of the defensive post-communist
coalition
1993–1997: Period of self-preservation of the 
governing post-communist coalition
● Attempts to gain administrative control over
non-governmental organizations (in the case of
foundations)
● First local experiences of inter-sector
cooperation (local law)
● A slowdown in the dynamics of third sector
infrastructure development
● First attempts to regulate activities for the public
benefit (1996)
● Principles: subsidiarity of the state and social
dialogue inscribed into the Constitution of the
Republic of Poland (1997)
In the 1993 Parliamentary elections central-
right Solidarity-rooted parties lost power and a new
Cabinet was created by a post-communist leftist
coalition.12 During most of the next parliamentary
term (1993–1997) there was still no coherent or clear
government policy towards non-government
organizations aimed at the development of inter-sector
cooperation at a central level. What’s more, the
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government coalition was distrustful towards non-
government organizations, especially those set up after
1989, which was manifested, among others, by
dissolution of the Department for Cooperation with
Non-government Organizations at the Ministry of
Labor and Social Affairs. If at all, the authorities
preferred to cooperate with organizations existing
before 1989. This was a manifestation of the general
mistrust of the government politics favored during the
Solidarity governments.
On the other hand, initiatives of cooperation
were undertaken at the municipal level based on
regulations of local law – resolutions of county (gmina)
councils. This was a positive effect of the politics of
decentralization started in the previous period
consisting in rebuilding local self-governance at the
gmina level.
In general, however, this period witnessed the
slowing down of the dynamics of the development of
the third sector infrastructure. Updates of data bases
on non-governmental organizations run by the
Klon/Jawor Association13 showed that the third
sector stopped growing in numbers: the
establishment of new organizations was
accompanied by the dying out of many others.
Foreign aid also significantly decreased in the mid-
90s: foreign donors moved their support and
international activities eastwards (to strengthen civil
society infrastructure in the countries of the former
Yugoslavia and former Soviet Union).
Towards the end of this parliamentary term,
works on system solutions were, however,
undertaken. Thanks to the engagement of Jerzy
Hausner (then advisor to the Minister of Finances),
in 1996, the first attempts were undertaken to draft
legal regulations on the cooperation between public
administration and non-government organizations.
It is worth mentioning that at the end of this term the
National Assembly passed a new Constitution of the
Republic of Poland (1997), in which two governing
principles important for the development of civil
society found their place: the principle of social
dialogue and the principle of subsidiarity of the state.
1997–2001: Policy of missed opportunities
during the period of system reforms of the
central-right coalition
1997–2001: Period of social reforms of the 
central-right coalition
● Unsolved dilemma: Decentralization or
marketization of the social sphere? Between the
German and Anglo-Saxon models
● Lack of a place for non-governmental
organizations in the four social reforms
● Narrow operationalization of the principle of
subsidiarity: priority for local authorities
The 1997 parliamentary elections were won
by two Solidarity-rooted parties that created a new
coalition: AWS and UW.14 The main achievement
of the AWS-UW coalition, which came into power
after the 1997 elections, was the simultaneous
carrying out of four social reforms: reforms in the
social security, health care, public administration
and education systems. Unfortunately, non-
government organizations were not considered as
potential partners of public administration in any of
these four programs of reforms. This was in part a
result of the lack of coherence in the reforms
package because in some areas (i.e., the social
security system) the concept of marketization of the
social sphere dominated, while in others (i.e.,
administrative reform, education) decentralization
of social policy was favored, and still in others (i.e.,
health care) the two directions were combined.15
We can also thank these administrative reforms
for the narrow operationalization of the principle of
state subsidiarity in a manner unfavorable to the third
sector. This meant an increase in the importance of
local authorities, but not of non-governmental
organizations.16 A notable effect of this
operationalization is the dispute observable in recent
13 The Klon-Jawor Association provides a well-known database for Polish NGOs, and conducted several research projects,
mainly quantitative. All their research reports are available on the NGO portal (also run by the Association) www.ngo.pl.
14 AWS (Electoral Action Solidarity) was a political entity directly created by the Solidarity trade union (NSZZ
“Solidarność”); UW (Union of Freedom) was also a Solidarity-rooted party but more liberal and leftist than AWS. Both
parties disappeared from the political stage after loosing the next election.
15 See an analysis of the directions of the reforms in M. Rymsza, Urynkowienie państwa czy uspołecznienie rynku?
Wydawnictwo TEPIS and Instytut Stosowanych Nauk Społecznych Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, Warsaw 1998; M.
Rymsza, Reformy społeczne lat dziewięćdziesiątych. Próba podsumowania, in M. Rymsza (ed.), Reformy społeczne. Bilans
dekady, Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warsaw 2004.
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16 See M. Rymsza, A. Hryniewicka, P. Derwich, Jak wprowadzić w życie zasadę pomocniczości państwa: doświadczenia
lat dziewięćdziesiątych, in: M. Rymsza (ed.), Współpraca sektora obywatelskiego z administracją publiczną, Instytut Spraw
Publicznych, Warsaw 2004.
17 See P. Gliński, Style działań organizacji pozarządowych w Polsce: grupy interesu czy pożytku publicznego, Wydawnictwo
IFiS PAN, Warsaw 2006.
18 See M. Rymsza, Szanse i zagrożenia inicjatyw obywatelskich w świetle przygotowywanych regulacji działalności pożytku
publicznego, in J. Hrynkiewicz (ed.), Przeciw ubóstwu i bezrobociu: lokalne inicjatywy obywatelskie, Instytut Spraw
Publicznych, Warsaw 2002.
19 See M. Rymsza, G. Makowski, M. Dudkiewicz (eds.),  Państwo a trzeci sektor. Prawo i instytucje w działaniu, Institute
of Public Affairs, Warszawa 2007, part II; J. Herbst, Stare problemy wedle nowych reguł. Współpraca między organizacjami
pozarządowymi i administracją w świetle badań ilościowych, “Trzeci Sektor” 2005, no. 3.
20 See M. Rymsza, A. Hryniewicka, P. Derwich, Zasada pomocniczości państwa w Ustawie o działalności pożytku
publicznego i o wolontariacie, in: M. Rymsza (ed.), Współpraca sektora obywatelskiego… op. cit.
21 See M. Guć, Uwagi do projektu nowelizacji Rozporządzenia Ministra Polityki Społecznej w sprawie wzoru oferty
realizacji zadania publicznego, “Trzeci Sektor” 2005, no. 3.
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years between local authorities and the third sector over
the social mandate.17
The condition of non-government
organizations continued to be difficult. The lack of
regulated access to public funds and the limited
availability of foreign aid weakened the financial
condition of the third sector and led to an interest in
payable systems of social services delivery. Thus there
was growth in third-sector support for passing an act
regulating public benefit activities (although there also
were people working or otherwise involved in the third
sector that questioned the necessity of this act). There
was, however, no political will in the government
structures to finalize the draft law; and one of the
reasons for this was the conflict between the positions of
the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy and the
Ministry of Finances with regards to the form of these
regulations.18 Therefore, in spite of active government
policy, the 1997–2001 term can be described as a period
of wasted opportunities.
2001–2005: Building a model of inter-
sector cooperation during the finalization
of Poland’s accession to the EU
2001–2005: Towards a model of inter-sector 
cooperation
● Act on Public Benefit Activities and Volunteer
Work (2003)
● Establishment of a special legal status for NGOs
– public benefit organization
● Impact of EU priorities in the fields of employment
policy and counteracting social marginalization
● Development of the basis for a model of inter-
sector cooperation
Undoubtedly, the direction of activities of public
administration in the next term (2001–2005) was
determined by the Act on Public Benefit and Volunteer
Work passed in 2003 (leftist SLD once more in power).
This Act regulated a few key issues regarding non-
government organizations and inter-sector
cooperation. These were: the principles and forms of
cooperation, including the commissioning of
organizations for public works projects; the conditions
for receiving status of a public benefit organization
(PBO; an equivalent to the British charity) and the
accompanying additional entitlements (such as the
possibility for individuals to assign 1% of their tax
liabilities to PBOs); and conditions under which non-
government organizations (and public administration)
can make use of the work of volunteers.19 It can be said
that the Act contributed to (although, unfortunately,
only to a limited degree) the popularization of a
“broader” definition of the principle of state
subsidiarity embracing third sector actors as well.20
The Act initiated, however, directions of
government policy towards the third sector which
were disadvantageous, such as a growing fiscalism
(subjective and objective limitations of tax
exemptions as an offset to the 1% mechanism in the
PIT system), increased government control
(especially over PBOs) and standardization of inter-
sector cooperation without taking into account the
logic of the functioning of non-government
organizations (especially in executive regulations21).
Another major factor shaping government
policy was the finalizing of Poland’s accession to the
European Union (full membership since May 1,
2004). One could observe the influence of EU
program document priorities stressing the value of
non-government organizations in employment
policy and the so-called active social policy (increase
of the significance of the third sector as an
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employer),22 as well as in the ways structural funds
are spent, especially funds of the European Social
Fund (the participation of the nonprofit sector in the
new wave of the social economy is thanks, in part, to
the accessibility of funds from The EQUAL
Community Initiative23).
Summing up the 2001–2005 period, one can
say that during this time the basis of a Polish model
of inter-sector cooperation was created which will be
discussed below. 
2005–2007: Between cooperation 
and control – “carrot and stick” policy
2005–2007: Between cooperation and control
● Attempts to strengthen the state: But at whose
expense?
● Yellow card for decentralization, red one for
marketization of the social sphere
● Continued absorption of EU funds
Since 2005 there have been no breakthroughs
in government policy towards the third sector. In
spite of the continuation of policy from the previous
period, there is, however, a noticeable constraint in
the government’s position regarding forming
partnerships between the state administration and
non-government organizations. It seems that one
of the reasons for this stiffening was the strategic
political goal of the Law and Justice Party (which
dominated the governing coalition until its collapse
in the summer of 2007 and later led a minority
government) to strengthen state structures. The
government’s program for state reform consisted,
among others, in fighting corruption and the murky
areas of political/business arrangements. It turned
out that this strengthening of the state apparatus
also resulted in the growth of control over the
activities of social entities.
This explains, for instance, the restrictive
regulations concerning foundations in the proposed
new Act on Foundations24 and similar propositions
regarding all non-government organizations (and
specifically public benefit organizations) presented
by political decision-makers during works on
preparation of the government’s draft amendment to
the Act on Public Benefit and Volunteer Work.25 In
this case, if one takes a closer look at the government
proposals, at least in relation to inter-sector
cooperation, they would constitute a further
bureaucratization of the third sector more
characteristic of the government policy during the
previous phase (and finding its confirmation in the
original version of the Act on Public Benefit and
Volunteer Work from 2003).
Parallel to the tendency to increase control over
the activities of the third sector, one also finds
government attempts to limit the independence of
local authorities. When one considers the arrangement
of powers on the political scene, it was, in a way, a
“reversal of alliances,” because throughout the
transformational period the central right-wing parties
supported decentralization, while centralizing
tendencies were manifested by the left-wing parties
with communist origins. This aspect of “strengthening
of the state” had for non-government organizations an
ambivalent character, because many local governments
were and still are reluctant to cooperate with them.
However, the policy till then for developing
22 See S. Kelly, Ekonomia społeczna i przedsiębiorczość społeczna w Unii Europejskiej, in T. Kaźmierczak, M. Rymsza
(eds.), W stronę aktywnej polityki społecznej, Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warsaw 2003.
23 One of the EQUAL Community Initiative priorities chosen by Poland was: Strengthening the social economy (the
third sector), in particular the services of interest to the community, with a focus on improving the quality of jobs.
24 See G. Makowski, Kalendarium zmian prawnych, ”Trzeci Sektor” 2006, no. 7. The government proposal of the Act
on Foundations was submitted to the Sejm, yet due to the shortening of the parliamentary term it did not go through
all legislative paths; therefore the Act from 1984 is still in force.
25 Government proposal of the Act on foundations was submitted to the Sejm, yet, due to shortening of the Parliamentary
term it was not passed; therefore the Act from 1984 is still in force.  See A. Krajewska, Konsultacje społeczne w praktyce.
Studium dwóch przypadków, in M. Rymsza (ed.), Organizacje pozarządowe. Dialog obywatelski. Polityka państwa,
Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warsaw 2007.
G. Makowski, Kalendarium zmian prawnych, “Trzeci Sektor” 2006, no. 8. These restrictions were included in the draft
proposal of the Act in a version from Fall 2006, presented for public consultation. In further works on this proposal,
some of the suggestions put forward by organizations in the course of the consultation process were taken into account
(compare, among others, “Stand on the proposal of amending the Act on Public Benefit Activity and Volunteer Work“
prepared by the Program of Social Policy of the Institute of Public Affairs, www.isp.org.pl), which to some extent
weakened the government proposals.
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26 See J. Herbst, Trzeci Sektor na rozdrożu – kondycja organizacji pozarządowych w Polsce w świetle badań, ”Trzeci
Sektor” 2006 no. 8.
27 The years 2006 and especially 2007 were characterized by a growing “theatricalization” of the public debate in Poland
and a related increase in the temperature of political disputes disproportionate to the scale of decisions in fact made
concerning public sphere. Hot, but unproductive: as far as policy is concerned, disputes over the issue of civil society were
not an exception. 
28 See M. Rymsza, Kontraktowanie zadań publicznych jako forma współdziałania państwa i organizacji non-profit, in B.
Rysz-Kowalczyk, B. Szatur-Jaowrska (eds.), Wokół teorii polityki społecznej, Instytut Polityki Społecznej Uniwersytetu
Warszawskiego, Warsaw 2003.
29 See Pius XI, Quadragesimo anno, ”Znak” 1982, no. 7 –9.
30 See D. Kramer, Trzeci sektor w Niemczech, ”Trzeci Sektor” 2007, no. 10.
31 See E. Leś, Od filantropii do pomocniczości, Elipsa, Warsaw 2000.
32 See M. Rymsza, A. Hryniewicka, P. Derwich, Jak wprowadzić w życie… op. cit.
33 See K. Balon, Współpraca polskich i niemieckich socjalnych organizacji pozarządowych od 1990 roku – wybrane aspekty,
”Trzeci Sektor” 2007, no. 10.
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cooperation had been directed at increasing
decentralization though the aforementioned
operationalization of the subsidiarity principle.
The policy of spending ESF resources on
projects where non-government organizations
participated was continued from the previous period.
Although this signified greater possibilities for the
creation of workplaces in the third sector, research of
the Klon/Jawor Association from 200626 confirmed
neither an increase of the economic potential of the
third sector nor growth in the position of the third
sector as a collective employer. The role of EU
structural funds, especially from the European Social
Fund, in financing the activities of non-government
organizations, however, will expand.
To sum up, the 2005–2007 period did not
bring any fundamental breakthroughs in
government policy towards the third sector. But
although the interest of government bodies in
controlling organizations and the hierarchization of
relations (attempts to re-centralize the social sphere)
surely grew, this growth was manifested to a larger
extent in declarations rather than in actions.27 This
negative tendency for the civic sector was, however,
to some extent counterbalanced by the growing role
of organizations as beneficiaries and performers of
projects financed from EU structural funds. Because
these structural funds are also managed by the public
administration, one can talk about the appearance of
“two-speed politics” in administrational attitudes on
cooperation with civic sector organizations.
The question of politics towards the 
third sector - Poland in the setting 
of international experience
Summing up the characteristics of consecutive
phases in the evolution of government policy towards
the civic sector in Poland, it is worth pointing out the
international context of the observed changes. The
examples of Germany, Great Britain and Hungary
will be presented here. Germany and Great Britain
represent two historically and politically grounded
models of public administration – non-government
organizations, thus determining de facto frames of
state policy towards the third sector and a range of
possible choices.28 Hungary, on the other hand, is
Poland’s “companion” on the journey from
communism to political democracy, market economy
and civil society.
The experiences of Germany are very
important for Poland because it is precisely the post-
war Federal Republic of Germany to which we owe
the operationalization of the principle of state
subsidiarity. This consisted of incorporating the
ethical principles guiding state-civil society relations
formulated in the Catholic Church’s social
teachings29 into the legal frame of a democratic
country. The legitimization of this principle opens a
broad scope for public services and non-government
organizations to act jointly, limiting at the same time
the risk of excessive commercialization of the civic
sector with simultaneous assurance of its financial
stability.30 Legally defined subsidiarity of the state
signifies, in the German model, the primacy of non-
government organizations in delivering social
services financed from public sources.31
Inscribing the principle of subsidiarity of the
state in the Preamble to the Constitution of the
Republic of Poland of 1997 represented a turn
towards the German concept of social order.32 We
should also note that German non-governmental
structures made a significant impact on the shape
of the third sector in Poland by providing numerous
social organizations with organizational and
financial support.33
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The disadvantage of the German model of inter-
sector cooperation seems to be, however, the entangling
of the subsidiarity principle in corporate solutions.34
This results, among others, in excessive federalization
of non-government organizations providing social
services, which is conducive to the development of so-
called “social cartels.”35 Thus there is the legitimate
question of whether with the introduction of the
operationalized principle of state subsidiarity according
to the German model, we do not accidentally adopt it
with “the whole German package.” In this way one can
explain the observable tendencies since passing the
2003 Act on Public Benefit and Volunteer Work of the
state towards control of non-government organizations
and the perception of their main role as service-
providers. It seems then that in light of proposed
changes, there is a real threat of bureaucratization of
NGOs delivering social services and thrusting inter-
sector cooperation onto a corporate trajectory.
It is worth noting that Germany is currently
looking for ways of limiting excessive
bureaucratization and the routinized actions of
professionalized NGOs delivering social services. On
the one hand, self-help organizations – less formalized
and less professionalized – are being “rediscovered”
since they often retain more of the spirit of acting for
the common good than professional public benefit
oriented NGOs financed by public funds. On the other
hand, however, attempts are being made to introduce
competitive mechanisms to the system, through
enabling the possibility to contract works to corporate
entities, for now, limited to nursing services.36
Consideration of the British concept is, in
turn, essential because British methods in the area of
inter-sector relations were a second point of reference
during works on the Act on Public Benefit and
Volunteer work. One can also find several
similarities in the evolution of British politics
towards the voluntary sector (as the civic sector is
commonly referred to in that country) in the 80s and
90s of the twentieth century and the evolution of
such a policy in Poland after 1989.
The changes in British policy were a response
to the crisis of the welfare state. The first reaction,
characteristic for the period of the government of
Margaret Thatcher, was the state’s withdrawal from
direct service provision and the introduction of
competitive mechanisms (commissioning of tasks by
public tender open to non-profit organizations and
commercial firms, commonly described as the
independent sector37). In fact this broadened the
scope for voluntary organizations, which had been
previously pushed by public services and institutions
to the margins of the social service system. However,
it also led to the advanced commercialization of the
third sector (many organizations started resembling
economic entities providing social services) and the
formalization of its activities.38 It also provoked an
internal polarization (the process of strengthening
the economic potential of large organizations thus
“pushing” smaller, local and volunteer-based
organizations to the system’s margins).39
During Tony Blair’s rule, the government,
while continuing the politics of contracting out public
services, searched for possibilities to “soften” the
market rules for contracting such work to non-profit
organizations through the policy of social compacts
and popularization of the culture of partnership.
Comparing the policy of Thatcher and Blair, Jane
Lewis shows how British organizations are currently
freeing themselves, with government support, from
the “double corset”: (1) of being dominated by public
social service institutions during the period of the
welfare state doctrine, and (2) of undergoing
commercialization in the period of Thatcherism.40
From the sociological perspective the crucial
question is whether and how in Great Britain the “state
crisis” was used for strengthening social institutions in
accordance with the general idea of moving from
welfare state to welfare society.41 The answer seems to
34 See D. Kramer, op. cit.
35 See M. Rymsza, A. Zimmer, Embeddedness of Nonprofit Organizations: Government – Nonprofit Relationships, in 
A. Zimmer, E. Priller (eds.), Future of Civil Society. Making Central European Nonprofit-Organizations Work, VS Verlag
für Sozialwissenschaften, Wiesbaden 2004.
36 See D. Kramer, op. cit.
37 See N. Deakin, Public Policy, Social Policy and Voluntary Organisations, in M. Harris, C. Rochester (eds.), Voluntary
Organisations and Social Policy in Britain, Palgrave, New York 2001.
38 See J. Lewis, What Does Contracting do to Voluntary Agencies? in D. Billis, M. Harris (eds.), Voluntary Agencies.
Challenges of Organisation and Management, Macmillan Press, London 1996.
39 See N. Deakin, op. cit.
40 See J. Lewis: Relacje państwo – sektor ochotniczy w Wielkiej Brytanii, ”Trzeci Sektor” 2006, no. 8.
41 See J. Roger, From a Welfare State to a Welfare Society, Macmillan, London 2000.
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42 See N Johnsos: Mixed Economies of Welfare. A Comparative Perspective, Prentice Hall Europe, London 1999.
43 See M. Rymsza, G. Makowski, M. Dudkiewicz (eds.), Państwo a trzeci sector…, op. cit. 
44 See M. Aiken’s text published in his volume. 
45 See M. Szabó, Organizacje pozarządowe na Węgrzech – uwarunkowania prawne i polityczne, ”Trzeci Sektor” 2006, no. 8.
46 This large convergence of the Visegrad Group countries (VG) in the area of the developing relations between
government and the third sector has already been observed in comparative research. Describing the specifics of this was
the aim of, among others, the international research project FOCS (Future of Civil Society), within which the situation
of the third sector in four VG countries as well as Germany and Austria was analyzed. See A. Zimmer, E. Priller (eds.),
Future of Civil Society…, op. cit. Currently comparative research on the strategy of civic sector development in the VG
countries is being carried out within the framework of a project of the Sasakawa Foundation.
47 See A. Zimmer, E. Priller (eds.), Future of Civil Society … op. cit. 
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be only partially, since the aforementioned processes of
commercialization and polarization of the non-profit
sector weakened its civic character and led to both
permanent divisions and a crystallization of the concept
of the so-called informal sector as a social service
provider on the local level.42 This “fourth sector” can be
conceived as an alternative to the over-formalized and
commercialized “third sector.”
In this context it is worth mentioning that the
2003 Act on Public Benefit in Poland includes
elements of a compromise between the two extreme
tendencies dominating in Great Britain during the
two successive periods: namely, the period of
marginalization (the pre-Thatcher period) and the
period of marketization of the third sector (the
reforms of the 80s and 90s of the twentieth century).
For example, legal regulations from the Act on Public
Benefit and Volunteer Work are so constructed that
the generalization of quasi-market mechanisms in the
open-bid system of commissioning public tasks is not
accompanied by the equalization of commercial and
non-profit entities in competition for public tasks
(priorities are given to NGOs). All the more reason to
warn Polish legislators against rash changes which
could upset that balance. It has to be added that the
Polish model: privileges for NGOs in delivering
social services plus competition inside the third sector
may be also seen as a moderate solution between the
German patterns (no competition in social service
delivering system) and the British ones (open
competition for all providers). 
Unfortunately, we are currently observing in
Poland, as in Great Britain two decades earlier, the
phenomenon of the polarization of the civic sector
and pushing small and local organizations to the
margins of inter-sector cooperation. This is caused by
both the Act on Public Benefit and Volunteer Work43
and the rules for making use of ESF funds, which
practically exclude organizations of low economic
potential (for instance without adequate capital to
enable temporary crediting of contracted tasks). The
British experiences are valuable for Poland not only
because of their unfavorable consequences in the
third sector which are dynamically growing as a result
of the policy of “rolling back the state,” but also as a
way of finding methods to alleviate the side-effects of
implemented reforms. We should also finally note
that this model is of value due to the government
policy that facilitates the entry of non-profit
organizations into social entrepreneurship.44
Poland’s experiences, to a great degree,
converge with those of Hungary45 and seem to point
to general regularities in the evolution of government
policies towards the civic sector in the countries of the
Visegrad Group (which besides Poland and Hungary
includes the Czech Republic and Slovakia).46 This is
obviously a result of “transformation logic“ (leaving
communism), but is also thanks to the common
traditions regarding the functioning of public
administration and relations between the government
and citizens dating back to the Habsburg era.47
Both in Poland and in Hungary after 1989
there was a growth in the significance of non-
governmental and Church-related organizations in
the area of social services. This is not only a result of
the democratization of the countries in the region
(creating the headway for grassroots civic and social
activities is one of the basic dimensions of
transformation), but also a result of limiting the
activities of the state in the social sphere (which also
can be seen as part of the transformation process,
although it should be noted that we have seen a
similar process in Great Britain and other countries
of Western Europe caused by the crisis of the welfare
state as already mentioned in this text). At the same
time we witness the evolution of state policy
regarding the development of civil society: from
creation of free space for civic activities as an
institutional reaction to the old communist system to
later attempts to involve third sector organizations in
performing public tasks with concurrent attempts to
spread  control over NGOs.
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An excellent illustration of this second phase
of state policy towards the third sector in the
transformation period is the 1% mechanism in the
PIT system, introduced first in Hungary48 and then
other countries of Central-and Eastern Europe,
including Poland.49 And this is not only a question of
the very mechanism of the 1%, but the
accompanying activities, such as, for instance, the
growth of state fiscalism (restriction of organizations’
tax privileges as the “price” for benefits connected
with the 1% mechanism) or the introduction of
elements of intensified control and licensing of
organizations entitled to profit from those 1%
deductions (e.g., the PBO status in Poland).
A comparison of the evolution of state policy
towards the civic sector in Poland, Germany, Great
Britain and Hungary points out to some similarities
in the countries’ political and economic conditions
at the turn of the century: the “logic of
transformation” in the case of post-communist
countries and the logic of the “welfare state crisis” in
the case of the two others. Reforms undertaken in
Great Britain and Germany bring these two models
closer to one another (introduction of market
elements to the German model and elements of the
culture of partnership to the British model). Also,
similar new ideas have appeared (the growing role of
self-help organizations in the German model and
the informal sector in the British model). However,
the British model still bases inter-sector relations on
market mechanisms, while such relations in the
German model have a more negotiations-based
administrative character. The legal and institutional
situations of the civil sector in Poland and in
Hungary are certainly similar, but one can venture
to say that Hungary is a bit closer than Poland to the
corporate-federative German model, while in Poland
such German patterns are rather counterbalanced by
quasi-market British solutions.
Dr. Marek Rymsza is Editor-in-Chief of the Third Sector
quarterly.
48 See N. Bullain, Rzecz o cudach i błędach percepcji: lekcje „prawa jednego procenta” na Węgrzech, in M. Rymsza (ed.),
Współpraca sektora obywatelskiego…, op. cit.
49 See T. Schimanek, Prawo jednego procenta w Polsce – nadzieje i obawy, in M. Rymsza (ed.), Współpraca sektora
obywatelskiego…, op. cit.
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1 This article is an English version of the original Polish article A. Juros, Spółdzielnie socjalne a trzeci sektor, “Trzeci
Sektor” no 7, autumn 2006, pp. 14–28 (editors’ note).
2 Social facilitation encompasses the processes thanks to which the presence of other people has an intensifying impact
on the behavior of an individual, after D. Doliński, Inni ludzie w procesach motywacyjnych, in J. Strelau (ed.): Psychologia.
Podręcznik akademicki, vol. 2 – Psychologia ogólna, Gdańskie Wydawnictwo Psychologiczne, Gdańsk 2000, pp. 493–510.
3 C. Borzaga, R. Spear (eds.): Trends and Challenges for Co-operatives and Social Enterprises in Developed and Transition
Countries, 31st ed., Trento 2004, pp. 3–14.
4 J. Turowski: Socjologia wsi i rolnictwa, 2nd ed., Towarzystwo Naukowe KUL, Lublin 1995, pp. 195–196.
5 Kształtujemy rynek opinii, “Tęcza Polska” 2006, No. 6(88), p. 7.
T
he history of the social economy in Poland
shows that social entrepreneurship was
stimulated by both the magnates and the
church structures. Nowadays such engagement
is more and more often defined as social facilitation.2
According to Carl Borzaga and Roger Spear3 one can
distinguish four models of co-operatives:
● the reciprocal model – characterized by co-
operatives requiring the strict promotion of their
members’ interests (such an approach dominates
in Polish legislation); 
● the sociological model – characterized by co-
operatives more open to the interests of the
community;
● the in-between model – which concerns those
systems in which the concept of mutuality described
in legislation regarding co-operatives is open to
various and often mutually opposing interpretations,
defending the nature of the mutual co-operative or
demanding social functions of a co-operative;
● the quasi-public co-operative model – where co-
operative organizations are considered public
enterprises and the rules of their management is
determined by public authorities. 
While analyzing the current development of
social co-operatives in Poland one should take a
closer look at the two middle solutions.
On one hand, we can observe the appearance
of the social co-operative as a new organizational
form which demands the formation of a new identity
of its members. On the other hand, the co-operative
movement is still having troubles coping with the
crisis it faced in the 90s of the last century, a crisis of
its inability to return to its roots.
Sociological research conducted in the mid-
90s in farmers’ co-operatives4 showed that member
interest groups were practically nonexistent.
Members were typically alienated, passive,
indifferent and full of pretense. Regular members
were not willing to participate in the co-operative’s
governing bodies, while those playing important
roles were considered as “people of power” who were
not necessarily driven by the common good.
According to Alfred Domagalski, CEO of the
National Co-operative Council, we are currently
facing a serious crisis, connected, above all, with the
decline of co-operative identity among members.
Only a small percentage of members of co-operatives
are aware of the principles of the movement they are
involved in. This is one of the reasons for the “steady
decrease in the number of co-operatives, as they are
becoming alien and incomprehensible for the
people.”5 The main image of co-operatives is built by
their presidents, which in turn, according to
The fundamental idea linking various social entrepreneurial initiatives is that of self-help or, more specifically,
an identity built on the principle of mutual assistance in efforts to achieve the economic self-sufficiency of citizens.
One of the main organizational forms of social entrepreneurship has been – and still remains – the co-operative.
Currently new emerged social co-operatives offer a chance for renaissance of the co-operative movement. In Poland
social co-operatives have appeared since 2003 although the Act on Social Co-operatives was passed three years later.
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Eugeniusz Grzeszczak, “suppresses activity in Polish
co-operatives.” The co-operative also represents a
social activity for the benefit of community. “If people
are allowed to act freely, the co-operative can do a lot
[…], it can organize clubs, community centers…”6
To do so, however, one has to empower co-operative
members and appreciate the role of co-operatives in
community-building. The reality is far from such
ideals, which was proven by the very low response
rate (25.4%) to a survey conducted by the Warsaw
School of Economics (SGH) among the
managements of co-operatives on their economic
situation at the turn of century in Poland.7
The origin and development of social 
co-operatives 8
The origins of the contemporary social
economy and connected ideologies can be traced
back to various initiatives of mutual assistance
initiated in western countries in the 19th century.
They are characterized by pluralism: ranging from
the utopians – including even Marks – to catholic
social teaching, described most profoundly in the
encyclical Rerum Novarum (1891).
The fundamental approaches to the raison
d’être of co-operatives have been and still are
expressed in three main contexts:
● Economic and political liberalism (precursor:
Hermann Schultze from Delitzsch; in Poland
known as the Wielkopolski System, stressing
dividends and the common responsibility entailed
with the ownership of the members of co-
operatives for the state of the co-operative) – as a
result, those associated in a co-operative were
characterized by a high rationale for their economic
actions, good adjustment to the free market,
protection of the co-operative’s autonomy and a
lack of consent to the government’s involvement in
co-operative matters;
● Christian solidarity - based on Christian social
teaching (e.g., among others, the credit unions
known in Poland as Kasy Stefczyka);
● Socialist utopia.
In Poland, the practical realization of co-
operatives’ programs was conducted by Catholics,
mostly the clergy,9 and the cradle of co-operative
activity was Wielkopolska, lying in the Prussian
region of annexation.10 The popularity of co-
operatives in those territories was influenced by: the
region’s organizational forms, wide range and large
scale. A number of priests were among the precursors
and outstanding social leaders: for example,
Augustyn Szamarzewski (1832–1891), Piotr
Wawrzyniak (1849–1910) and Stanisław Adamski
(1875–1967). They postulated that co-operatives
should be built based on moral, social, economic and
national goals. In view of the current problems
connected with the vision, such reflection on goals
and values is quite crucial. And these values – self-
help, democracy, equality, justice, solidarity, honesty,
openness, social responsibility and concern for others
– pose a real challenge for activists. In 1891, the priest
Piotr Wawrzyniak became the patron of the
Association of Profit-making and Economic
Companies (Związek Spółek Zarobkowych i
Gospodarczych), contributing to the huge
development of the co-operative movement in other
annexed regions of Poland. In 1900, in the Russian
area of partition, Father Wacław Bliziński (1870–
1944) initiated activities for the development of
co-operatives, creating greater opportunities for the
grass-root activities of inhabitants. He was an
organizer of the model village Lisków, near Kalisz.
Nowadays in the EU the social economy is
more and more often considered as a possible means
towards solving some the most fundamental problems
in today’s European societies. This goes under
different names in different countries. Jacques
Defourny and Patrick Develtere11 point out that in
6 Ibidem.
7 P. Grzegorzewski, Koniunktura gospodarcza w polskich spółdzielniach. Wyniki badań nad spółdzielczością
przeprowadzonych przez pracowników warszawskiej SGH, “Tęcza Polska” 2006, No. 6(88), pp. 24–25.
8 See A. Juros, Przedsiębiorczość obywatelska w kształtowaniu ekonomii społecznej w Polsce, in T. Kaźmierczak, M.
Rymsza (eds.), W stronę aktywnej polityki społecznej, Institute of Public Affairs, Warsaw 2003, pp. 74–111.
9 C. Strzeszewski, Katolicka Nauka Społeczna, Wydawnictwo KUL, Lublin 1994, pp. 369–370; A. Karkowski,
Spółdzielczość, in W. Piwowarski (ed.), Słownik katolickiej nauki społecznej, Instytut Wydawniczy PAX, Wydawnictwo
Misjonarzy Klaretynów “PALABRA,” Warsaw 1993, pp. 170–171.
10 At the end of eighteenth century Poland lost its independence as the consequence of the partition of its territory among
three bordering states – Russia, Prussia, and Austria. Poland regained independence in 1918 after the first world war (editors’
note).
11 J. Defourny, P. Develtere, Elements for clarifying the debate on the social economy, International Conference on the
Social Economy in the North and South, Königswinter, March 7–8, 1997.
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12 Ibidem, p. 1.
13 Ibidem, p. 4.
14 ESOP (Employee Stock Ownership Plan).
15 See Pierwsza Europejska Konferencja na temat Ekonomii Społecznej w Europie Środkowo-Wschodniej: Ekonomia
społeczna 2002, Rozszerzenie ekonomii społecznej, Prague, Oct. 24–25, 2002, Dokument przygotowawczy, coordination:
Bruno Roelants CECOP, July 2002.
16 EU definition of the social economy, approved in March 2002 - CEP-CMAF - European Standing Conference of Co-
operatives, Mutual Societies, Associations and Foundations, The European umbrella for the four main categories of
actors in the social economy.
17 M. Loss, Spółdzielnie socjalne we Włoszech, “Trzeci Sektor” 2005, no. 2, pp. 45–58) [found in this issue under the title
Social Co-operatives in Italy – editors’ note].
18 Act from June 13, 2003 on Social Employment (DzU 2003, no. 122, pos. 1143, with amendments). See also J.
Brzozowska, Spółdzielnie jako instrument walki z wykluczeniem społecznym poprzez pracę, in A. Cechnicki, H. Kaszyński
(eds.), Praca, zdrowie psychiczne, gospodarka społeczna. Przyszłość pracy dla osób chorujących psychicznie, Stowarzyszenie
na Rzecz Rozwoju Psychiatrii i Opieki Środowiskowej, Krakow 2005, pp. 111–122.
19 Art. 16 of the Act on Social Employment.
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Spanish-speaking countries it is often referred to as the
popular economy, the labor economy or the solidarity
economy. In English-speaking countries it is called the
(local) community economy or community
development. In the French and Dutch speaking
countries notions of social economy or co-operative
economy are typically used. Also the notion of the
third sector is increasingly being used. Regardless of
the name, these ideas encompass a broad range of
forms of activity referring to solidarity and cooperation.
They are also, however, more and more often used
instrumentally as slogans. In its most proper meaning,
the social economy is a mechanism “capable of
converting the passive dependence of large groups of
people into a system of mutual responsibility.” 12
Institutions operating in the social economy are
commonly described as the third sector, as distinct
from the business sector and structures of the state.
Nevertheless, today’s forms of the third sector are not
hermetic to the other two sectors. We observe the same
process with regards to social co-operatives. Defourny
and Develtere13 note that presently, as in the past,
social economy institutions always have been and are
established when one has to alter or even replace a
dominating economic model, where human costs are
too high. Those authors claim that the range of
initiatives described as social economy is very broad.
On the one hand, they encompass all economic
undertakings that have a strong social aspect and on
the other, they include those social initiatives where
economic value can be calculated as well. Therefore,
even typical business-related activities that have a
strong social value are included in the social economy
(ESOP14). In both of these cases, the main idea is an
increase in employment aimed at the prevention of
social exclusion which is based on solidarity and
community mechanisms. In situations when such
activities are directed at people already marginalized
(e.g., the long-term unemployed), such forms of
employment are defined as social.
In the words of Bruno Roelantsa and Claudia
Sanchez Bajo,15 “The organizations of the social
economy are economic and social actors in all
sectors. They are characterized principally by their
distinctive form of entrepreneurship. The social
economy includes organizations such as co-
operatives, mutual societies, associations and
foundations. These enterprises are particularly active
in certain fields such as social protection, social
services, health, banking, insurance, agricultural
production, consumer affairs, associative work, craft
trades, housing, supply, neighborhood services,
education and training, and the area of culture, sport
and leisure activities.”16 One of these forms of social
enterprises is the social co-operative and Polish social
co-operatives are modeled on their Italian
equivalents.17
Legal conditions of the development 
of social co-operatives in Poland
Over the years many nongovernment
organizations (NGOs) in Poland have conducted
programs of supported employment called in Poland
zatrudnienie socjalne (literally social employment).
One can list here, for example: the Hamlet
Foundation in Cracow, the Foundation of Mutual
Help “Barka” in Poznań (Fundacja Pomocy
Wzajemnej “Barka”), Lublin’s Emaus Association or
the Association United “PLUS” (Stowarzyszenie
Solidarni “PLUS”). The cooperation of the
Foundation of Mutual Help “Barka” with the
Ministry of Labor and Social Policy contributed to the
initiation of work on the Act on Social Employment,
passed on June 13, 2003.18 This act created the
possibility to form the first social co-operatives.19
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The most important acts that currently
influence the development of social co-operatives in
Poland are the Act on Social Co-operatives (2006)20 
and the Act on Co-operative Law (1982).21
Pre-existing social co-operatives are required
to adjust their statutes to regulations that
subsequently came into force, yet it is crucial that
this is done in a socially aware manner and not
according to a single template that was in addition
developed by someone from the outside. Work on
the statute is one of the key moments in forging the
identity of the members and stakeholders of a co-
operative (which is de facto an association). It is
worthwhile to concurrently protect social co-
operatives from the robbing principles of retroactive
law - especially if, thanks to them, the government
obtains rights which it should not be entitled to at
the expense of citizens.
Newly created social co-operatives, both in
their statutes and in all organizational forms, are
obliged to comply with legal regulations that
determine in the most fundamental way the context
of their functioning and otherwise serve to define
various forms of employment in Poland. These are:
● Act on Public Benefit Activity and Volunteer Work
(2003)22
● Act on Social Employment (2003)
● Act on Employment Promotion and Labor Market
Institutions (2004)23 (which in part particularly
concerns social co-operatives).
20 The Act from April 27, 2006, DzU 2006, no. 94, pos. 651.
21  The Act from September 16, 1982, DzU 2003, no. 188, pos. 1848, with amendments.
22 The Act from April 24, 2003, DzU 2003, no. 96, pos. 873, with amendments.
23 The Act from April 2, 2004, DzU  2004, no. 99, pos. 1001.
24 The Polish Parliament consists of two chambers: Sejm (the Lower chamber) and Senate (the higher one) (editors’ note).
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Schedule of work on the Act on Social Co-operatives
● Oct. 19, 2005 – in the last weeks of the parliamentary term (2001–2005), prime minister Marek Belka
submits to the Speaker of the Sejm24 a proposal for the Act on Social Co-operatives (Act draft No. 49)
● Nov. 23, 2005 – the proposal is handed over for its first reading to two Sejm committees: the Committee
on Social Policy and the Committee on Entrepreneurship Development
● Jan. 26, 2006; Feb.15, 2006 – two meetings of a special subcommittee to review the draft Act on Social
Co-operatives
● Feb. 22, 2006 – a joint meeting of the Committee on Social Policy and Committee on Entrepreneurship
Development devoted to acceptance of the report of the special subcommittee for examining the draft
Act on Social Co-operatives
● March 22, 2006 – second reading in Sejm of the Act on Social Co-operatives (14th session of the Sejm
during Fifth term of the Polish Sejm)
● March 23, 2006 – joint meeting of the Committee on Social Policy and Committee on Entrepreneurship
Development
● March 24, 2006 – Sejm accepts the Act on Social Co-operatives
● April 20, 2006 – Senate accepts the Act on Social Co-operatives (88 votes for and 1 against)
● April 27, 2006 – Sejm passes the Act on Social Co-operatives
● May 23, 2006 – President of Poland, Lech Kaczyński, signs the Act on Social Co-operatives into law
● June 5, 2006 – content of the Act on Social Co-operatives is published (Register of Acts – Dz.U. no. 94, item 651)
● June 6, 2006 – the Act comes into effect
Current situation of social co-operatives 
in Poland
The definitions, principles and legal
regulations (including the Act on Social Co-
operatives) refer to the original idea and community
character of co-operatives. Friedrich Wilhelm
Raiffeisen, one of founding fathers of the co-
operative movement, stated that “co-operatives
should encompass a small number of people who
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25 Draft Act No. 49 from Oct. 19, 2005, part II of the justification: Assessment of predicted social and economic effects that
can result from the Act. See also letter to Tadeusz Tomaszewski, MP of Sejm of the 5th term, from Krośnieńsko-Gubińska
Social Co-operative on Act on Social Co-operatives (http://users.nethit.pl/forum/read/spoldzielnie/3938054/).
26 http://www.socjalna.pl/index1.html
27 Since the time the paper was written the number of social co-operatives in Poland has increased – currently (Spring
2008) more about 150 social co-operatives have been registered (editors’ note).
28 In Poland NGOs may apply for a special legal status of public benefit organization (PBO), similar to the British charities
(editors’ note). 
29 Letter of November 28, 2005, from Kono.ad Kalinowski to the Premier of Poland regarding the draft legislation on
social co-operatives (http://users.nethit.pl/forum/read/spoldzielnie/3863433/).
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know and trust one another well.” It is precisely the
social capital of small groups with the support of
local communities that is the most important factor
in the development of social co-operatives.
In justifying the government’s proposal for the
Act on Social Co-operatives it was assumed that
around 20 social co-operatives would come into
being every year.25 Currently there are over 40 of
them in the data base of www.ngo.pl (table 1), and in
the data base of Żary Social Co-operative26 (as of
June 8, 2006) there were 52, of which three were in
the registration process27. In accordance with the
intentions of the initiators of the legal regulations
concerning social co-operatives, they were to be
closely connected with Centers of Social Integration
(Centra Integracji Społecznej – CIS).
Table 1. Social co-operatives and Centers of Social
Integration (data from www.ngo.pl, as of June 19,
2006)
Province/voivodeship Social co-operative CIS 
Dolnośląskie 3 3  
Kujawsko-pomorskie 0 6  
Lubelskie 1 1  
Lubuskie 4 3  
Łódzkie 4 0  
Małopolskie 4    0  
Mazowieckie 4    2  
Opolskie 2    2  
Podkarpackie 2    0  
Podlaskie 0    1  
Pomorskie 0    1  
Śląskie 3    3  
Świętokrzyskie 1    3  
Warmińsko-mazurskie 3    5  
Wielkopolskie 10    1  
Zachodniopomorskie 0    4  
Together: 41 35 
Data from the table show that the creation of
Centers of Social Integration is currently weakly
correlated with the creation of social co-operatives.
One can even suggest that the latter were coming into
being spontaneously, at the grass-roots level, mostly at
the initiative of the unemployed and without the help
of CISs. The most equal number of CIS and social co-
operatives are found in the following voivodeships:
Dolnośląskie, Lubuskie, Śląskie, Opolskie and
Warmińsko-mazurskie. The highest discrepancies are
in the Kujawsko-pomorskie and Zachodniopomorskie
voivodeships. What creates a threat to the entire
process is the weak development of CISs that, in the
original assumptions, were to be the main structures
of support for social enterprises. This results from the
highly bureaucratic and formalized (as well as costly)
organizational concepts of CISs, established through
the Act on Social Employment. Also, even public
administrations are open to this kind of social support,
especially when such initiatives come from
nongovernment organizations.
Another issue is that of the relationships
between NGOs, CISs and social co-operatives.
Existing social co-operatives point to the need to place
public benefit organizations28 conducting programs
to reduce unemployment on equal terms with CISs
(run by local authorities) in terms of advisory status,
a competence to which CISs are entitled according to
the Act on Social Co-operatives, or at least appoint
such organizations the status of a partner of a CIS,
depending on the Voivodeship Employment Office
(Wojewódzki Urząd Pracy). If a social co-operative
was set up as a grass-root initiative, passing over
PBOs, it would be obliged to consult with a CIS.29
Many ideas are born at the initiative of
spontaneously created social co-operatives. This is
how the National Association for Auditing Social
Co-operatives (Krajowy Związek Rewizyjny
Spółdzielni Socjalnych) was established. On May 20,
2006, at the headquarters of the National Co-
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operative Council in Warsaw, a convention was held
establishing the National Association for Auditing
Social Co-operatives (22 members). This is an
official representation of social co-operatives in
Poland, offering assistance in operating co-
operatives as well as legal and organizational
support.30
An important platform for the integration of
social co-operatives is the Discussion Forum of the
Association for Social Co-operatives.31 The Co-
operative Portal also plays an informative function.
Although there is not much information about
social co-operatives, there is a thread on co-
operatives.32
Ongoing discussions in the social co-operative
community note the need for the creation of the
following:33
● Regional Social Economy Funds (permanent) –
allowing both existing co-operatives and groups
setting up co-operatives to apply for grants;
● Fund for Credit Guarantees – offering credit on
preferential terms and subsidies for equipment;
● Associations of Polish Social Co-operatives at the
initiative of already existing co-operatives – on
April 22, 2006, an establishing group of that
association included 19 social co-operatives.34 The
Association of Polish Poviats35 has already shown
interest in this initiative and in issues concerning
social co-operatives;
● Training programs for various institutions
interested in forming social co-operatives.36 The
Multi-trade Social Workers’ Co-operative from
Zbąszyń and the Żary Social Co-operative both
have authorized training units and provide training
in several provinces;
● Central Database of Social Co-operatives in
Poland;
● Catalogue of services and products of social co-
operatives in Poland – an initiative of the Żary
Social Co-operative since May 16, 2006;
● Models of new statutes, which, in accordance with
the Act on Social Co-operatives, would require
distinguishing work reintegration activities from
social ones – this would decide whether and how
high taxes a co-operative would have to pay;
● Simple rules of accounting, a clear catalogue of tax
exemptions.37
In general it is stressed that people need more
knowledge regarding sources of income for social co-
operatives and the statutes and acts regulating such
undertakings. In discussions the social co-operative
issue provoked various reactions ranging from
expressions of doubt to those of delight.
Discussions regarding the consequences of the
Act on Social Co-operatives reveal that many people
believe that social co-operatives can profit from more
government support than other entities. Members of
pre-existing social co-operatives, however, gave the
following examples to show that this is not the case:3
● The subsidy from the Poviat Employment Office
(Powiatowy Urząd Pracy) for a person establishing
a business can amount to 500% of the average
monthly salary of a person working in the national
economy, yet for a member-founder of a co-
operative – 300%, and for a new member – 200%.
● A person establishing a business does not have to
perform a full-range accounting and incur its
related costs – a co-operative is obliged to do so.
● The costs of so-called derivative elements of a salary
(social insurance premiums, etc.) in the case of a
person who is starting a business are lower than those
of members of a co-operative, who are considered by
the National Insurance Agency to be ordinary
employees and not self-employed.
30 Marcin Juszczyk was named chairman of the board of the National Association for Auditing Social Co-operatives and
Michał Misiewicz, President (http://www.kzrss.nazwa.pl).
31 See http://users.nethit.pl/forum/forum/spoldzielnie
32 See http://www.spoldzielczosc.pl
33 See post on the Agency for the Development of Collectives forum by Director-Proxy of the Social Collective
Krośnieńsko-Gubińska (http://www.spoldzielnie.org.pl/forum ).
34 See the following websites: http://www.spoldzielnie.org.pl/forum ; www.socjalna.pl/index1.html 
35 Poviat is a middle administrative unit of Poland, between a voivodeship and a gmina. Poviats are self-governed by local
authorities (editors’ note).
36 Training programs, according to the author of this text, should encompass the following issues:
● social co-operatives and co-operative movements (competition – cooperation as natural elements of the movement);
● the meaning of regulations of the Act on Co-operatives for the development of social co-operatives;
● support structures for the co-operative movement: what a social co-operative can count on;
● the specifics of managing a co-operative, especially the challenges faced by social co-operatives in this regard;
● analysis of activities indispensable for the creation of social co-operative;
● analysis of documents needed for the creation of a social co-operative.
37 Letter to Tadeusz Tomaszewski, op. cit. 
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38 Ibidem.
39 Pioneers of such estimates in the early twentieth century were: Jed Emmerson and The Roberts Enterprise
Development Fund (REDF). The REDF started the analysis of social return on investment in its Fund, trying to show
the financial value generated by the investment in programs. Today this procedure is slowly becoming a standard not
only in the United States, but also in particular EU countries, for instance in Great Britain, Belgium or Holland.
Formation of the European Social Return on Investment Network (http://www.sroi-europe.org/) in the fall 2003 shows
the importance of estimating profitability of social investments. 
40 Act from March 12, 2004, on Social Welfare (DzU 2004, no. 64, pos. 593 with amendments).
41 H.H. Münkner, Multi-Stakeholder Co-Operatives and Their Legal Framework, pp. 49–81, in C. Borzaga, R. Spear
(eds.), Trends and Challenges…, op cit., pp. 72–73.
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Moreover, representatives of the business sector
rightly suspect that the Act can open the door to
avoiding limits on conducting commercial activities
which are faced on the market by various companies,
sheltered employment enterprises (zakłady pracy
chronionej), and also, among others, public benefit
organizations. In such a situation it is better to enable
people to participate directly in the formation of a
social co-operative than force them to bypass the law
(through creative “legal invention“). At this point it is
worth pointing out that current analyses of the
development of social entrepreneurship in the world
(mainly co-operatives) show that they can become an
important element of the marketplace if we start to
evaluate the social, socio-financial, and exclusively
financial costs of their activities in a proper and
complex way (including an estimation of the social
return on investments).39 Once the real benefits of
these enterprises are better understood by society, based
on partnerships created for the development of social
entrepreneurship, social co-operatives will no longer
be perceived as lesser market elements.
The subsidy of social co-operatives from central
budget funds is small (the Work Fund is, in fact, the
central budget, though concealed as an “earmarked”
fund). This is of special importance in the category of
investment costs when social co-operatives want to
make use of modern technologies. Banks are not
willing to extend credit to such firms because they are
too high an investment risk. In this respect only two
types of institutions seem to be interested in supporting
the capitalization and development of social co-
operatives (apart from the co-operatives sector itself).
These are:
● Non-governmental organizations which by statute
operate for the benefit of particular beneficiaries of
social co-operatives – such organization can
participate in capitalizing social co-operatives if the
element of participation occurs here;
● Local authorities which are by law obliged to
counteract the mechanisms of social exclusion (see
the Act on Social Welfare40) – if they are to take an
interest in the development of social co-operatives
and feel responsible for them they should have
some influence on and control over them; above all,
however, they should show respect towards these
partners and – as a leader – show the ability to
shape partnership relations.
Hans H. Münkner provides arguments
against a special legal clause for organizations with
multiple stakeholders (MSC) based on the examples
of Great Britain, Belgium and Denmark. In our
Polish circumstances we should conduct an in depth
discussion regarding the so-called facilitations
granted to social co-operatives as well.
The number of representatives from local
government and non-governmental organizations in
the statutory bodies of social co-operatives poses a
separate question. What is most important is the
question of the participation of these entities in the
process of the creation of the co-operatives and
therefore the functioning of reintegration programs.
Control over social co-operatives is of lesser
importance here. The Italian model that was referred
to during the creation of the Polish Act on Social Co-
operatives distinguishes four categories of
co-operative members:41
● Active members – i.e., members contributing labor
and being rewarded for their work or receiving
other economic advantages (e.g., boarding and
lodging);
● User-members – for example, disadvantaged
persons - people facing unemployment or social
marginalization and their families;
● Volunteers – working without remuneration for a
social co-operative on the principles defined in the
Act on Public Benefit Activity and Volunteer Work;
● Corporate members possessing legal personality.
The principle: one person-one vote remains
in force, but it is important to develop such principles
that would enable a differentiation of influence so
that the main and original investors of a co-operative
would have more influence. The current Act
discriminates against pre-existing social co-
operatives, especially those that did not profit from
public sources (e.g., were not subsided from the
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Work Fund), obliging them upon liquidation to
transfer some of the monies to this Fund. There
should be also a possibility in the future (and this
should additionally be supported) to create social co-
operatives without public capital.
According to the Act, membership in a social co-
operative can be granted to people having limited ability
to perform legal actions (art. 5, point 4). This is a special
challenge faced by the founders of such co-operatives,
because the proportion between the final beneficiaries
and more qualified staff determined by regulations is
very unfavorable for the final beneficiaries. 
Inclusion of marginalized people in the
local community 
The situation of the broader group of people
with disabilities will provide the acid test of whether
or not social co-operatives will prove to be actual
mechanisms of counteracting social exclusion. The
status of an unemployed person constitutes here an
additional condition to be a member-beneficiary of
social enterprise. Not very many social co-operatives
for such beneficiaries were established before the Act
on Social Co-operatives took effect. There are many
reasons for that:
● The low level of activity of people with disabilities
– the social welfare system as it existed up to that
time effectively taught people with disabilities not
to actively plan their lives;42
● The lack of good Poviat-level Strategies for
Resolving Social Problems,43 linked to local
Strategies of Resolving Social Problems – “good”
strategies being those which strengthen the dignity
of the person at risk of social exclusion, offer
mutual assistance and are open to social
entrepreneurship;
● The small number of assistants for people with
disabilities.
The social inclusion of people at risk of
exclusion can be accomplished thanks to social co-
operatives and a partnership approach. Art 2 of the
Act on Social Co-operatives discusses the following:
● Social reintegration of its members, which should
be understood to mean activities aimed at
rebuilding and maintaining the skills necessary to
participate in the life of the local community and
to fulfill one’s social roles at places of work, living
or residence;
● Work reintegration of its members, which should be
understood to mean activities aimed at rebuilding
and maintaining skills necessary for employment on
the open labor market - such activities not to be
conducted as part of the commercial activities carried
out by a social co-operative.
Janusz Sulczewski, vice-chairman of Żary
social co-operative, commented thus on this matter:
“It is a little complicated because both MPs and
senators had a problem with that.” 44 In his opinion
these issues should be treated in the following way:
● “Social reintegration – participation in other
organizations and unions, even if one has to pay for
that, participation in training to raise one’s skills
for participation in social life, etc.;
● Work reintegration - this has to be different from
activities written in the statute as commercial
activity. For example, if a co-operative as part of its
commercial activities provides various building-
related services, then preparation for performing
these services, i.e., work training, would constitute
a part of work reintegration.”45
In this case, Poviat and local-level Strategies of
Resolving Social Problems that take into account
reintegration issues (as suggested in the National Social
Integration Strategy and National Action Plan for
Social Integration46) are truly needed. On the other
hand, on the local government level there is a need for
good annual programs of cooperation with NGOs
which would specify the role these organizations play in
supporting social co-operatives as well as in managing
the spending funds earned by social co-operatives for
social and work reintegration. Local authorities would
be both a guarantee of this process as well as share-
holders in the social co-operatives thus created.
The need for a broader strategy is confirmed by
the voice of the disabled themselves. “Since August I
42 See S. Golinowska, Integracja społeczna osób niepełnosprawnych. Ocena działań instytucji, Instytut Pracy i Spraw
Socjalnych, Warsaw 2004; A. Juros, Osoba niepełnosprawna aktywnym podmiotem społeczeństwa obywatelskiego,
“Społecznik” 2002, no. 4.
43 Each poviat in Poland has to pass its own strategy according to the Act on Social Welfare (editors’ note).
44 See Discussion Forum Association for Social Co-operatives, statement of Janusz Sulczewski from Social Co-operative
in Żary, from April 20, 2006, topic: What should be included in reintegration?
(http://users.nethit.pl/forum/read/spoldzielnie/4116254/).
45 Ibidem.
46 Both documents were prepared by the Polish government according to EU standards (editors’ note).
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47 Ibidem, statement of Joanna from January 17, 2006, topic: Few willing to act,
(http://users.nethit.pl/forum/read/spoldzielnie/3949059/).
48 Ibidem. In Oct. 2005 there was a heated discussion on which social co-operative was the first. It seems that all those
that did it in 2005 should all be considered the first.
49 http://www.spoldzielnie.org.pl/forum
50 See S. Golinowska, op. cit.
51 See H. Kaszyński, Przeciwdziałanie wykluczeniu społeczno-zawodowemu chorujących psychicznie w Polsce, in A.
Cechnicki, H. Kaszyński (eds.), op. cit., pp. 91–100.
52 See J. Brzozowska, op. cit., pp. 111–122.
53 Ibidem, pp. 142; 144.
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have been trying to set up a social co-operative. I am
a disabled person, but quite independent […] – my
illness wore me out. I do not know enough people
who would be willing to set up a co-operative. The
unemployed or the disabled do not want to work -
they just see hundreds of obstacles to undertaking any
activity.” 47 An example that this situation can be
different is the statement of Jadwiga Misiewicz: “[…]
Our co-operative was established at the beginning of
February, 2005 (and we were the first real co-operative
of this kind).”48 The Multi-trade Social Co-operative
of Work from Nowy Tomyśl, whose president is
Jadwiga Misiewicz, from the very beginning, has been
sharing its experiences with others. 
It is worth mentioning an issue that touches the
core of social entrepreneurship: relations between
NGOs and social co-operatives and the independence
of various groups at risk of being excluded from
creating social co-operatives. The co-operative from
Nowy Tomyśl mentioned above has expressed the
following opinion regarding this issue: “[…] we are
proud that everything concerning the creation of the
co-operative was done by ourselves (without the help
of any associations or foundations). Thanks to our
experience and practical knowledge, several co-
operatives of this kind have been established in
Poland. Even a Sejm committee (Act on Social Co-
operatives) profited from our experiences. The only
social co-operative in Poland that was established by
people with disabilities was the wwwPromotion co-
operative from Wrocław. They should be admired for
what they did. […] Their professionalism surpasses
all the other pseudo-co-operatives.”49
The employment rate of the disabled in Poland
is only half of the rate in the UE and is steadily
decreasing.50 The largest, two-fold decrease of this rate
in the years 1988–2002 occurred among people with a
significant level of disability. This was a result of a
weak policy towards people with disabilities, one
which was mostly based on subsidies for sheltered-
employment enterprises and not on the needs of the
disabled. Inadequate monitoring of sheltered-
employment enterprises resulted in a situation where
co-operatives of people with disabilities employing a
large number of people with severe levels of disability
(closest to social co-operatives) began to lose ground
to commercial enterprises. The latter, in order to
maximize profits, employed mostly people with light
disabilities, which allowed them to take advantage of
the increase in the difference between public subsidies
for hiring the disabled (and the related tax exemptions)
and employment costs. Linking these facts with co-
operative law enables one to understand the decrease of
the number of co-operatives of people with disabilities.
A fundamental problem of the participation of
people with disabilities in social co-operatives is the
required percentage of such people on the whole team.
According the Act on Social Co-operatives they should
represent at least 80% of the labor force. In other
countries on average the disabled should represent
from 30% to 60% of all employees.51 Italian Type B
social co-operatives should employ at least 30% of
people at risk of social exclusion in order to receive tax
exemptions.52 With regard to people with disabilities,
especially to those with significant levels of disability,
the employment model offered by the Act has a low
potential for success. In this case it is crucial to develop
a new legal formula for social enterprises employing
people with disabilities or to amend the Act on Social
Co-operatives based on the Italian experience.
A report of the Institute of Labor and Social
Affairs53 points to the need for an “activity strategy”
geared towards people with disabilities manifesting
itself through, among other things, the creation of
social enterprises and co-operatives. At the same
time, the authors of the report admit that one can
find only a few examples of such. What is interesting
is that a few of these enterprises were created by
people working for the benefit of the mentally
disabled to offer them employment. A good example
here is the Krakow Initiative for Social Economy –
COGITO (realized under EQUAL Community
Initiative), encompassing many organizations of
people with mental disorders as well as supporting
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organizations and institutions. COGITO builds a
system of employment support, concentrating on the
model of the social enterprise as an economic unit,
without specifying its final legal form.
While presenting the business plan of the new
Training and Rehabilitation Center COGITO II54,
they did not specify any legal form, pointing only to
the fact that the Association for Psychiatric
Development and Community Care (Stowarzyszenie
na rzecz Rozwoju Psychiatrii i Opieki Środowiskowej)
is an investor of the Center. The Association does not
carry out any commercial activities but it organizes
Poland’s largest to date occupational therapy
workshop (Warsztat Terapii Zajęciowej) for people
with mental disorders. Together with the Association
of Families “Mental Health” (Stowarzyszenie Rodzin
“Zdrowie Psychiczne”) it also realized a project of the
vocational rehabilitation facility (Zakład Aktywizacji
Zawodowej), “At Mr Cogito” (“U Pana Cogito” – a
guest-house and restaurant). Members of the
Partnership are aware of the complexity of the
problem and thus want to develop methods and
mechanisms for creating social enterprises based on
existing models of social enterprises (in Krakow and
Sułkowice) using specialized consultants for the
business and promotion of social enterprises.
Getting people with disabilities into the
workforce through the creation of social co-operatives
is, in turn, the main goal of the partnership formed
between the Poviat Center for Family Support and
other institutions of the Wrzesiń Poviat.5 The goal of
the EQUAL Community Initiative, financed by the
European Social Fund was to create workplaces for
discriminated and socially marginalized people.
From the diagnosed group, 120 people were selected
that wanted to find a job in a social co-operative (over
4,000 people applied). The co-operative was to be
established in 2007. It is worth mentioning here that
those conducting this program stressed that their goal
was not only “employment in a co-operative,” as they
wrote on their website, but they wanted, above all, to
set up a social co-operative. This attitude holds true
for other groups creating social co-operatives.
Another positive example of activities initiated
by groups at risk of social exclusion is that of the Rom.
Their self-organizing efforts have led to the creation of
as many as four social co-operatives. Romany social co-
operatives in Poland (as of April 22, 2006) are located
in: Szczecinek (production of frying pans), Krakow
(catering, clothes sewing), Witnica (a Romany
restaurant) and Olsztyn (still in the creation phase56).
Social co-operatives in local community 
Due to the fact that membership in social co-
operatives can be granted to nongovernment
organizations and Gmina-level legal entities, which
have a statutory obligation to take measures to insure
the social and employment reintegration of their
inhabitants (art. 5, point 7 of the Act), we can observe
a broadening of the homogenous social structures of
traditional co-operatives (departure from the
individual share-holder model to a model of multiple
share-holders). The effect of this is both a gradual
decrease of pressure on mutually-focused goals and
an increase of emphasis on the self-help aspect,
encompassing the community as a whole (a model
of inclusion of all interest groups). Currently we are
observing the evolution of organizations whose goals
are not merely profit (the third sector), and a special
emphasis is put on the transformation of
organizational forms, especially those of the
association or co-operative-types. While association-
type forms are becoming more and more productive,
co-operative forms have gradually seen a reduction
in their traditional goals based on mutuality,
resulting in weak social effectiveness.
The psychology of local communities, in the
context of social and work reintegration processes,
stresses the importance of broadly-conceived skills
that facilitate strategies for coping with community
life and decision making. That is why, apart from the
basic objective of the social co-operative to run a
common enterprise based on the individual work of
its members (art. 2, point 1 of the Act on Social Co-
operatives), there is a need for measures and activities
that on the one hand would let beneficiaries of the
co-operative increase their skills (both social and
professional) and one the other would increase the
community’s openness to those skills and the
functioning of the co-operative. Social co-operatives
through their statutory activities in the field of social
54 A. Lewonowska-Banach, Jak stworzyć firmę społeczną? Przykład najprostszego biznesplanu, in A. Cechnicki, H.
Kaszyński (eds.), op. cit., pp. 221–233.
55 See the website of Gmina and Town Pyzdry: A social co-operative for the disabled will come into being, 
(http://www.pyzdry.pl/index).
56 In 2008 the co-operative was registered as JAME ROMA social co-operative (editors’ note).  
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57 Act from July 28, 2005, on Public-Private Partnership (DzU 2005, no. 169, pos. 1420).
58 National Action Plan for the Employment. Document adopted by the Cabinet on September 21, 2004, point 231.
59 Act on Employment Promotion and Labor Market Institutions, op. cit., article 21.
60 See http://www.wamacoop.olsztyn.pl/index.html; “WAMA-COOP Association came into being in 1999 at the initiative
of co-operative members from the Warmiońsko-mazurskie province with the support of National Co-operative Council.
The association was modeled on Swedish local agencies of co-operative development (LKU).  WAMA-COOP since the
beginning of its activities has been receiving content-related and in-kind support from Swedish co-operative members.
[…] Thanks to the support of our association four new co-operatives have been established so far: ‘ATUT’ in Górowo
Iławeckie, ‘IRYS’ in Piecki, ‘SZANSA’ in Olsztyn and ‘WIKA’ in Dźwierzuty.” The Association is co-author of the
Project: Partnership for the Development: “There is Work Here” (www.tujestpraca.pl). Within the framework of this
Project Zeszyt Gospodarki Społecznej (Notebook of Social Economy) has come out and the International Summer School
of Social Economy has been organized. There are also plans to organize: Experimental Postgraduate Studies of Social
Economy Management, Winter and Summer International Schools of Social Economy, Regional Workshops on Social
Entrepreneurship and study visits in the country and abroad. 
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and work reintegration are becoming an important
element of community development.
This is a major challenge for both the co-
operatives themselves and (to a significantly greater
degree) the local communities, which not only have
a duty to support co-operatives, but above all should
engage in shaping the internal structures of social co-
operatives and in defining their place and role in
local communities. For if (according to art. 24 of the
Act) NGOs and social co-operatives must compete
with each other in open competitions for bids, it
would be more desirable and effective to create
annual programs for local and Poviat-level strategies
to deal with social problems with the active
participation of both the members and share-holders
of social co-operatives.
Partnerships for the development of social
entrepreneurship
Partnerships constitute an optimal solution for
the development of social co-operatives. This would
be quite simple to accomplish especially where
partnerships for employment, economic development
or, for instance, development of work education
system are already in place. What is necessary is to
develop the mechanisms for such cooperation, such
as those clearly defined in the Act on Public Benefit
Activity and Volunteer Work (relation: public
administration – NGOs) and in the Act on Public-
Private Partnership (relation: public administration –
commercial business).57 Although the Act on Social
Co-operatives does not mention any such mechanism
(something not understandable in the context of the
described legal environment and displaying a lack of
thought in terms of the system), it is a logical necessity.
Many official documents, both on the national
and EU level, stress the importance of partnerships. An
important example, from both the formal and content
aspects in Polish social (inclusion) policy is the
National Action Plan for the Employment. Such a
plan for the year 2005 shows that several public tasks
“can be undertaken only with a significant
participation of social partners, commercial businesses
and local authorities acting in partnership.”58 That
approach is based on the Act on Employment
Promotion and Labor Market Institutions which states
that employment policy implemented by public
authorities should be based on dialogue and
cooperation with social partners, in particular through
the functioning of employment councils and local
partnerships and results in completing and broadening
the offer of public services59.Social co-operatives would
seem to be a logical partner and important resource in
building a broad strategy of employment development
on all levels of local authorities.
An example of this approach can be found in
the activities conducted by the Association for Co-
operative Development and Local
Entrepreneurship”WAMA-COOP” (Stowarzyszenie
na rzecz Rozwoju Spółdzielczości i Przedsiębiorczości
Lokalnej “WAMA-COOP”), which through an
agreement with the Ministry of Labor and Social
Policy established the Regional Fund of Social
Economy (Regionalny Fundusz Ekonomii Społecznej
– RFES) in three voivodeships: Dolnoślaśkie, Śląskie
and Opolskie.60 This encompasses nine nonprofit
organizations, creating a network for promoting the
social economy. During two competitive rounds for
subsidizing social co-operatives, six newly-created
social co-operatives received financial support from
RFES resources.
Another interesting example, in the
Wałbrzyski poviat, is the City and Gmina Program
for Supporting the Social Economy, linked to the
creation of the Regional Support Center for Social
Co-operatives funded and financed from the
European Social Fund.
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On May 17, 2006, in Szczawno-Zdrój a
program to facilitate the creation of social co-
operatives in that region was signed. In all the
gminas that decided to participate in the program
social co-operatives can count on receiving at least
one public works contract during the years 2006–
2008, provided that the value of the contract will not
exceed 6,000 Euros net.
***
The Act on Social Co-operatives should arouse
new reflection on the question of third sector
identity. One the one hand, according to the Act,
social co-operatives should abide by the regulations
of the Act on Public Benefit Activity and Volunteer
Work, and on the other NGOs can become members
of social co-operatives. This is the least thought
through part of the Act on Social Co-operatives. 
Münkner61 points out the appearance of new
forms of co-operatives – organizations with multiple
share-holders. They possess specific features, and
their creation is connected with the recent dynamic
social, economic and technological transformations.
Münkner stresses that the costs incurred by the
necessity to harmonize interests and decision-making
in these new organizations are offset by several
benefits, namely a better quality of services (services
responding to the needs of users) and reduced
transaction costs (caused by the relationship of trust
resulting from knowledge of local conditions and the
engagement of share-holders).
On a broader level Ian MacPherson62 has
claimed that these new organizational forms
contributed to the decision of the participants of the
International Co-operative Alliance (ICA) Congress
in Manchester in 1995 to opt for recovering the social
dimension of co-operatives in a few ways, including
emphasizing social responsibility and the
engagement of members as well as the principles of
common capital and sustainable community.
The difficulty of defining relations between
the third sector and social co-operatives in our Polish
conditions results, among others, from:
● the lack of a definition of the social market
economy, which is described in the Constitution of
the Republic of Poland63 as a binding economic
system in Poland;
● the incomplete decentralization of the state:
political and administrative decentralization have
been conducted giving many competences to local
governments, yet financial decentralization has not
been realized (among others, there has been no
reform of public finances);
● too great interference of administrative structures
in the business sphere: this encourages business
(for the sake of development) to profit from
special privileges and preferences (e.g.,
concessions, status of sheltered employment
enterprise, tax exemptions) and opens the door to
corruption;
● a lack of real reform (that is, a restoration of the co-
operative idea): as far as Polish mentality is
concerned we are still in the previous epoch, before
1989, when members of a co-operative were neither
decision-makers nor shareholders.
The Act on Social Co-operatives seems to
belong to the model of utopian socialism, a
continuation of trends from before 1989. If we truly
want to come back to the roots of the Polish co-
operative movement, we should look at more liberal
models (such as that in Wielkopolska) and models
based on Christian social teaching, and finally
reconsider the true place of social co-operatives in the
social policy of our government.
Dr Andrzej Juros, is a senior lecturer at the Catholic Univer-
sity of Lublin and a member of the editorial board of the
“Trzeci Sektor” (Third Sector) quarterly.
61 H.H. Münkner, op. cit., pp. 49–81. 
62 I. MacPherson, Remembering the Big Picture: the co-operative movement and contemporary communities, pp. 39–48,
in: C. Borzaga, R. Spear (eds.), Trends and Challenges…, op. cit.
63 Article 20 of The Constitution of the Republic of Poland (1997).
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Public institutions and non-governmental organizations (NGOs), both individually and acting together,
should take care of the fate of the weak and those dependent on others. The chances of improving the quality of
life of people and families at risk of social marginalization and those already marginalized are significantly
higher if there is a high quality of inter-sector cooperation. Their common task is to effectively strengthen the
weakest and those dependent on others with adequate sensitivity and with respect to the ethical principles
common to all social services.
T
he scale, effectiveness and innovation of
activities that support the weakest and those
who are not self-reliant depend to a significant
extent on the attitude of local authorities
towards the idea of cooperation and the real
involvement of authorities in carrying out the
activities at the local level. The weakest and
dependent (often possessing low levels of cultural
and social capital) constitute the weakest element of
local communities, the troublesome clients of local
authorities, and the difficult and demanding clients
of social welfare system and NGOs.
To change their fate and their claim-oriented
attitude, strengthened by a lack of effective action
and solutions in state social policy, many obstacles
must be overcome, including the resistance and
reluctance to change of the customers themselves, a
majority of whom are dependent on support systems
that make various sources available; the prejudices
extant in mutual relations between the social welfare
system and the non-governmental sector; and the
difficult to change attitudes of the government
towards the third sector (which is often discussed)
and towards the social welfare system (which is less
often discussed).
With the interest of the weakest and most
reliant on others in mind, the demand for integrated
systems of community support for the elderly and
disabled, as well as systems of help for children and
families has grown, and more and more are being
created. The creators of such systems (representatives
of local governments, social welfare agencies and the
NGO sector), while taking care of the functional
integration of such systems, neglect the need to take
steps towards normative integration; understanding
and sharing, at least to some extent, the basic values
and norms in organizing common actions. Such
support systems can only be created based on real-
life inter-sector cooperation and their effectiveness
directly results from the shape and scale of such
cooperation. Both the existence of cooperation and
lack of it stimulate and shape various processes we
all can observe.
1 An extended version of this text in Polish will appear in the “Trzeci Sektor” quarterly, no. 13 (in printing) (editors’ note). 
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A significant number of social welfare clients
actually “fool the system.” They often take advantage
of the lack of cooperation between public social
welfare agencies and non-governmental
organizations and apply twice for the same assistance.
Some clients take advantage of the fact that the
managers of social welfare agencies are often subject
to pressure of representatives of local government and
often force changes of decisions made by social
workers rejecting unentitled assistance by informal
pressure.
Local social services often merely pay lip
service.2 Also inter-sector cooperation is sometimes a
sham, when in reality the divergent interests of the
individual actors and interests are realized.
Systematic and long-term violations of the principles
of cooperation lead also to erosion of other norms in
the relations between institutions.
In social welfare agencies social work, which
should constitute a basic tool for change in the
situation of social welfare clients, is often merely
superficial. Social work is a marginalized service in
the social welfare system (i.e., public social welfare,
since little can be said about the level and quality of
that organized by third sector entities). Research
shows that even if one manages to conduct real social
work, it is “weighted down” with the difficulties
inherent in inter-sector cooperation.
Good inter-sector cooperation generates
measurable effects: it helps develop solutions of
local problems adequate to real local needs; it
makes the work of social welfare agencies easier; it
enables NGOs to realize their mission. With
regard to social welfare, inter-sector cooperation
constitutes a necessary condition to make all
resources available to all the needy. An added value
of inter-sector cooperation is that it limits negative
phenomena that can be observed among social
workers, such as de-professionalization and
occupational burn-out. 
Institutionalization of the principles 
of inter-sector cooperation after 1989
The development of inter-sector cooperation
in Poland has been influenced by the government
policies towards the non-governmental sector,3
towards local authorities and towards public social
welfare agencies (which are a part of the local and
regional government infrastructure). Although social
welfare agencies, such as social welfare centers
(ośrodki pomocy społecznej - OPS), poviat family
assistance centers (powiatowe centra pomocy rodzinie
- PCPR), city centers of family assistance4 and
regional (voivodeship-level) social policy centers
(ROPS) are legally subordinate to governments of
the local and regional level authorities, one in fact
can observe a variety of relations between these
institutions and local authorities ranging from total
subordination to the real possibility to independently
shape social policy at the local level.5 Relations
between public social welfare agencies and NGOs
also vary; from open cooperation, through ignoring
the other’s presence in one’s “own” territory, to
unwillingness to cooperate and even discriminatory-
practices against NGOs.
Cooperation has been evolving at the local
level in the form of a triad: local authority - social
welfare agencies - civic sector. A stimulus to the
institutionalization of the principles of cooperation
was legislation (concerning to various degrees the
individual players) and the results6 have not always
been measurable nor those expected by legislators,
and have been conditional to “soft” factors. These
2 For more about the “lip service” concept, see D. Trawkowska, Działania pozorne w pomocy społecznej. Przypadek (i
przypadłość) pracy socjalne, ”Problemy Polityki Społecznej” 2007, no. 10, where I use the concept of sham actions
developed by Jan Lutyński in the description.
3 This perspective is presented in detail in M. Rymsza’s Government policy towards the Civic Sector in Poland 1989 –2007,
included in this volume.
4 City centers of family assistance located in some towns combine the functions of two institutions: OPS and PCPR.
Polish law makes such a solution possible (editors’ note).
5 Gminas, poviats and voivodeships are the three units of administrative division in Poland. Gmina and Poviat are local
units, and voivodship is a regional one. It has to be noted that Poland during its communist past was a fully centralized
country with no self-governing structures. Gminas appeared in Poland in 1990 under the first decentralization reforms;
poviats and regions – nine years later under the second decentralization reforms. Gminas and poviats are fully self-
governed, while on the voivodship level local and state structures coexist. Further analyses are devoted to the local level
(editors’ note).
6 In this context one can talk about the obvious and hidden functions of legislation concerning inter-sector cooperation
in the meaning given by Robert Merton. See R. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure, Free Press, New York 1968;
Polish edition, Teoria socjologiczna i struktura społeczna, PWN, Warszawa 1984.
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7 See P. Frączak, Między współpracą a konfliktem, in M. Rymsza (ed.), Współpraca sektora obywatelskiego z administracją
publiczną, Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warsaw 2004, p. 36.
8 See M. Rymsza, Government policy…, op. cit.
9 P. Frączak, Między współpracą…, op. cit., p. 37.
10 See M. Rymsza, A. Hryniewicka, P. Derwich, Jak wprowadzić w życie zasadę pomocniczości państwa? Doświadczenia
lat dziewięćdziesiątych, in M. Rymsza (ed.), Współpraca sektora…, op. cit., p. 33.
11 For an analysis of successful gmina initiatives see the analysis by Piotr Frączak, Bogdan Skrzypczak, Monika
Mazurczak, Jerzy Boczoń, published in M. Rymsza (ed.), Współpraca sektora…, op. cit. 
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include the given local traditions of cooperation, the
position of the managers of social welfare agencies
in relation to the local authorities, the level of
professionalization of social welfare and non-
governmental organization personnel, the presence
of prejudices and negative stereotypes regarding the
various parties and their actions. Such factors also
include the presence of charismatic local leaders and
their attitude towards cooperation.
Authors that characterize the development of
inter-sector cooperation in Poland emphasize that
there is no alternative to it.7 The process of the
evolution of inter-sector cooperation in Poland in the
years 1998–2007 was influenced by a number of
factors including government policy towards the
third sector, grassroots activities of the third sector
and the activities of the representatives of local
authorities and social welfare agencies. This was
expressed by building and tightening cooperation
based on local regulations, “good practices” in
cooperation, supported - especially in the second half
of the 90s - by pre-accession UE funds.
According to Marek Rymsza,8 the Polish
model of inter-sector cooperation was initiated in the
1990s by local programs of cooperation based on so-
called gmina agreements, and strengthened by the
2003 Act on Public Benefit and Volunteer Work.
The shape of this model was also influenced by
Poland’s accession to the EU (2004).
Different authors distinguish various periods
of development of inter-sector cooperation, which
only manifests the variety of crucial factors
determining its scale and forms. In a sense, in the
background of these various presentations we can
find information about the influence of diverse
social barriers, which I will be trying to display in
this text.
Piotr Frączak sees the years 1989-1995 as the
first period of the development of inter-sector
cooperation and describes it as “cooperation
beyond the law.”9 Local authorities, social welfare
agencies and NGOs “tested” each other’s
willingness to cooperate in a situation totally
lacking regulations concerning the financing of
third sector activities with public funds. The
positive experiences from the realization of
programs conducted since 1993 and financed by
foreign donors as well as traditions of cooperation
between local government and non-governmental
partners served as an encouragement to
undertaking such cooperation.
According to Frączak, the second period of the
development of inter-sector cooperation began in
1995. In this period inter-sector development was
actually slowed down by NGOs themselves. This
was manifested by a growth in their fund-raising
activities and attempts to integrate the third sector
environment through more or less formalized forms
of representation and cooperation. One could notice
the phenomena of “ice-breaking” within the third
sector between organizations that had a strong
feeling of independence and treated this
independence as a constitutive feature of the third
sector and individual NGOs. The feeling of
independence is a value in itself, yet if it carries with
itself objective consequences such as tendencies to
self-isolation and a lack of relations and cooperation
constitutes a social barrier. In this way, in the mid
1990s, the third sector itself created social obstacles
to the development of inter-sector cooperation.10
The first attempts to institutionalize
cooperation between non-governmental
organizations and local authorities were
undertaken in northern Poland in 1995. Some
gminas in other parts of the country followed this
example. Among gminas worth mentioning are
some from the Górny Śląsk region (Jaworzno,
Rybnik i Ruda Śląska) as well as gminas from the
municipal conglomerates of Krakow, Katowice and
Bielsko-Biała.11. A temporary break in cooperation
took place in 1996 as a result of unfortunate
regulations of the then passed Act on public
finances, hindering the transfer of public funds to
NGOs. Fortunately, the protests of NGOs
compelled law-makers to rescind the unfortunate
regulations from the above-mentioned Act.
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Poviats were introduced in 1999 within the
framework of the second administrative reforms, and
with them the already mentioned PCPRs were
established whose main task was shaping local social
policy.12 This broadened the possibilities for inter-
sector cooperation at the local level, though did little
to change its character. Relations between poviat and
gmina-level authorities, between poviat social
welfare agencies (PCPRs) and gmina-level ones
(GOPSs), social welfare agencies, and between the
third sector and PCPRs and poviat-level authorities
also oscillated between cooperation and conflict.
Furthermore, cooperation between PCPRs
and NGOs was more of a declarative nature than an
actual one.13 The variety of expectancies the parties
had from one another at that time, in a situation with
a lack of precise legal regulations and ambiguous
definitions of key cooperative norms and forms,
inevitably led to the growing significance of social
barriers in inter-sector relations.
That is why high hopes were placed on legally
regulating inter-sector cooperation. Efforts towards
this end were initiated in 1996, but only in 2003, the
Act on Public Benefit and Volunteer Work was
passed. The Act regulated the principles and forms of
cooperation between public administration and
NGOs, with a focus on the contracting out of public
tasks to organizations. The fact that “soft” (non-
financial) forms of cooperation, such as the mutual
exchange of information on planned activities, the
creation of consultation bodies, seeking opinions by
the third sector on legislative act drafts were
underdefined, however,  led to façade-type practices
in a culture conditioned by a lack of cooperation
patterns. This was also not conducive to the
institutionalization of civic dialogue.14
One of the positive results of the passing of the
Act was that all the parties were strengthened,
although each in a different way. The legal
regulation of inter-sector cooperation, in spite of the
flaws pointed out above, strengthened the position of
the third sector in relation to the government and
public administration, including social welfare
agencies. It also gave public partners the feeling of a
higher level of security, so important for bureaucratic
structures.
As a result of Poland’s accession to the
European Union (since May 2004), EU priorities
gradually started to shape social policy and with it
the functioning of social services and behavior of
local authorities, as well as the activities of NGOs.
An example of this is the fact that public social
welfare agencies slowly but steadily are accepting
the requirement to evaluate conducted activities.
NGOs acting in the field of social assistance
encountered the requirement of evaluation much
earlier than public institutions, as many donors
made it a necessary condition to grant subsidies.
Meanwhile public institutions had been operating
with secure funding from central and local
budgets, which did not require evaluation.
Ultimately, EU-funded programs introduced
standards of evaluation to public institutions,
which brought a higher degree of efficiency to
their activities often conducted together with
NGOs; and helped in the development of a
culture of cooperation in general.
The process of building this model
encountered a number of obstacles in practice. One
of them was instability and ambiguity of
government politics towards the third sector, which
resulted in attempts by public administration to
control the third sector (in the years 1992–1997), in
their not considering NGOs as partners of social
reforms (in the period 1997–2001) and in the
instrumental treatment of the third sector in recent
years (2005–2007).15
Among the barriers to cooperation identified
in the research concerning the functioning of the
social welfare system, the following are worth
pointing out: the unstable financing of NGOs
(together with the lack of resources in public social
welfare agencies, especially on a poviat level16); the
12 It was a demanded task, yet in practice poviats did not meet expectations. See Hrynkiewicz (ed.), Decentralizacja
funkcji społecznych państwa, Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warsaw 2001.
13 See J. Kerlin, Pomoc społeczna po reformie administracyjnej 1999 r. Analiza polityki i jej skutków, in E. Leś (ed.), Pomoc
społeczna. Od klientyzmu do partycypacji, Oficyna Wydawnicza ASPRA-JR, Warsaw 2002-2003.
14 See M. Rymsza, G. Makowski, M. Dudkiewicz (eds.), Państwo a trzeci sektor…, op. cit., part II; M. Rymsza (ed.),
Organizacje pozarządowe. Dialog obywatelski. Polityka państwa, Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warsaw 2007.
15 See M. Rymsza, Government policy…, op. cit.
16 See E. Leś (ed.), Pomoc społeczna. Od klientyzmu do partycypacji, Oficyna Wydawnicza ASPRA-JR, Warsaw 2002/2003.
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17 See J. Krzyszkowski, Między państwem opiekuńczym a opiekuńczym społeczeństwem. Determinanty funkcjonowania
środowiskowej pomocy społecznej na poziomie lokalnym, Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Łódzkiego, Łódź 2005; D.
Trawkowska, Portret współczesnego pracownika socjalnego. Studium socjologiczne, Wydawnictwo Naukowe ”Śląsk,”
Katowice 2006.
18 Ibidem.
19 G. Makowski, Interpretacja i realizacja podstawowych zasad ustawy, in M. Rymsza, G. Makowski, M. Dutkiewicz
(eds.), Państwo a trzeci sektor…, op. cit., p. 112.
20 M. Rymsza, Prawne regulacje współpracy międzysektorowej w działaniu: wnioski i rekomendacje, in M. Rymsza, G.
Makowski, M. Dutkiewicz (eds.), Państwo a trzeci sektor…, op. cit., p. 243.
21 See G. Makowski, M. Rymsza, Jaki pożytek mamy z Ustawy o działalności pożytku publicznego, ”Analizy i Opinie” no.
82, Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warsaw 2008.
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lack of proper communications; and the unfair, or
even amoral management of public institutions.17
A truly serious obstacle to inter-sector
cooperation has been (and still is) - as I already
mentioned - the lack of clear and unambiguous
principles regulating such cooperation, which are
open to various interpretations. In particular, this
relates to one of the main principles of the political
system - the principle of subsidiarity. This principle
was included in the preamble to the Polish
Constitution in 1997, but was left undefined in the
content of the Constitution. The first act of law
where the subsidiarity principle actually appeared
was the Act on Social Welfare from 1990, where (in
art. 47) there were regulations regarding contracting
social welfare services out to NGOs and Church-
related entities and cooperation with them based on
the principle of subsidiarity. I agree with the opinion
of Marek Rymsza18 that practices from the 90s gave
this principle narrow and non-desirable meanings.
Subsidiarity was limited to relations between central
and local governments and was not applied to
relations with the third sector.
The Act on Public Benefit and Volunteer
Work facilitated operationalization of the principle
of subsidiarity in practice thanks to the fact that it
defined the basic concepts related to this principle. It
also strengthened the position of non-governmental
organizations in relation to public administration,
because in accordance with the principle of
subsidiarity it gave NGOs the right to initiate
cooperation and to participate in tenders to carry out
public tasks for public institutions. The Act then
created a framework for adequate understanding of
the principle of subsidiarity by all parties involved in
cooperation (presenting NGOs as equal partners).
In spite of this, the principle of subsidiarity
was understood differently by the various parties.
Research shows that the representatives of public
administration (knowing the legal regulations better
than most non-governmental representatives) put
stress only on selected aspects of the Act. They
emphasized the importance of the autonomy of the
two sides and equality of mutual relations, while
being less eager to acknowledge paragraphs
concerning cooperation in the diagnosis of problems,
setting up goals of actions or the necessity of
openness and understanding on the part of the
officials. This last stipulation was present in
statements from third sector representatives.19
The catalogue of principles from the 2003 Act
regulating inter-sector cooperation includes, apart
from the principle of subsidiarity, the principles of
sovereignty of all sides, partnership, effectiveness,
honest competition and transparency. These
principles were not unequivocal for the various
parties of cooperation, either. Since, however,
“cooperation continues to grow where it had been
already initiated and where it did not exist earlier,
mechanisms of cooperation remain undeveloped and
all undertaken activities are only of an apparent
nature,”20 one can come to the conclusion that such
principles strengthened the culture of cooperation
only where cooperation came into existence
sufficiently early.
However, a new barrier to cooperation of a
social nature, the “barrier of limited field of vision,”
has become apparent during discussions over
difficulties. The research on the functioning of the
2003 Act conducted by the Institute of Public Affairs
showed that inter-sector cooperation in many local
governments is often, at the agreement of both
parties, reduced to the paid contracting out of public
tasks to NGOs, which signifies a soft supra-financial
form of marginalization.21
The research also showed that the new
legislation strengthened and embedded social
barriers known from earlier years. Public
administrations still show a great amount of distance
when it comes to cooperation with NGOs,
sometimes favoring certain circles (NGOs they
already know or organizations having public benefit
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status),22 which is indicative of the existence of the
divisions between “friends and foes” in public
administration–third sector relations. Distinguishing
the categories of “our organizations” and “other
organizations” is not that difficult for public social
welfare agencies, since they apply similar practices to
individual beneficiaries. Practices, such as
withdrawing from assisting “difficult” clients to favor
others – for instance those referred directly or
indirectly by local authorities – are, unfortunately,
quite commonplace.23
The criteria upon which such divisions are
created are flexible and changeable (dependent on
the situation and shared values). Not all of them
are “morally dubious”: these consist often of
“access” to particular people, traditions of good
cooperation, proven relations, networks, or
alternatively, negative experiences, lack of
knowledge or work overload (which, in social
welfare system is quite typical). Unfortunately, the
social barriers arising from the private interests of
particular groups (institutions, coteries, cliques),
defining of the common good in the parameters of
personal benefit, negative and narrow stereotypes
in perceiving partners and an unwillingness to
verify them effectively limit the scope and forms of
inter-sector cooperation.
The Lublin triad as an example of local
inter-sector partnership in Poland24
The EQUAL Community Initiative proved to
be the catalyst for the development of a culture of
partnership in Poland as building a partnership was
a requirement to apply for the funding. The project
“Towards a Polish Model of Social Economy.
Building a New Lisków” was one of a few dozen
projects that were carried out in Poland as part of the
EQUAL Community Initiative Programme. A large
number of entities (altogether 42 partners25)
participated in the project.
The development of the Partnership
Intervention Strategy was an important element of
the project, directed at the social and economic
mobilization of selected rural communities with
maximum use of these communities’ potential.
Within the project four Local Partnerships (LPs)
were created in the east of Poland, which was aimed
at the creation of locally embedded social
enterprises. Altogether, seven social enterprises were
established within the project. The activities of the
Lublin Local Partnership (LLP) resulted in the
establishment of the social enterprises created in
villages near Lublin: Krężnica Jara, Motycz Leśny
and Nasutów.
The LLP was created by partners from three
sectors: the public, the market and the non-
governmental sectors. Local authorities were
represented in the LLP by the Poviat Labor Office
(Powiatowy Urząd Pracy – PUP, which was an LPL
leader), Poviat local authorities and four Communal
Welfare Centers (Gminne Ośrodki Pomocy
Społecznej – GOPS).26 The market sector was
represented by Pola limited liability company from
the town of Stasin. The third sector was represented
by three strong NGOs: Emaus Association
(Stowarzyszenie Emaus) with headquarters in
Krężnica Jara, the Happy Childhood Foundation
(Fundacja Szczęśliwe Dzieciństwo) from Motycz
Leśny and the Nowy Staw Foundation (Fundacja
Nowy Staw) conducting the European Meeting
22 G. Makowski, Strony współpracy o ustawie – podsumowanie, M. Rymsza, G. Makowski, M. Dutkiewicz (eds.), Państwo
a trzeci sektor…, op. cit., pp. 234–235.
23 I describe the division into the groups ”ours” and ”others” as seen in public administration in my work, D.
Trawkowska, Portret współczesnego pracownika socjalnego…, op. cit.; and in D. Trawkowska, „Obcy” w pomocy
społecznej, in J. Bragiel, P. Sikora (eds.), Praca socjalna – wielość perspektyw. Rodzina – Multikulturowość – Edukacja,
Uniwersytet Opolski, Opole 2004.
24 While presenting the Lublin Local Partnership, I used research evidence from my unpublished reports prepared in the
framework of the Project “Building a New Lisków” (I was a member of the research team directed by Tomasz
Kaźmierczak) as well as information from evaluation reports of the partnership. The statements of respondents are
written in italics. For results of the research of the entire team, devoted to four local partnerships see, T. Kaźmiercza (ed.),
W poszukiwaniu strategii endogennego rozwoju społeczności wiejskich. Partnerstwo lokalne. Animacja lokalna.
Przedsiębiorstwo społeczne, Instytut Spraw Publiczny, Warsaw 2008 (in printing).
25 This partnership was created by three NGOs conducting activities nationwide: the Institute of Public Affairs
(administrator of the project), the Academy of Philanthropy Development in Poland and WRZOS – an umbrella
organization of social service NGOs, which later invited local partners to participate in the project.
26 The GOPSs were located in four small towns and villages located near Lublin: Bychawa, Konopnica, Niemce,
Niedrzwica Duża. The centers participated in the Project without support from municipal authorities.
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27 This social enterprise is formally a part of the Emaus Association. Polish law allows associations to run business
activities if all profits are used for statutory activities.
28 The term “club goods“ is used by Tomasz Kaźmierczak in his definition of social capital for goods with a limited
access. See T. Kaźmierczak, Kapitał społeczny a rozwój społeczno-ekonomiczny – przegląd podejść, in T. Kaźmierczak,
M. Rymsza (eds.), Kapitał społeczny. Ekonomia społeczna, Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warszawa 2007, p. 47.
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House in Nasutów. In practice it turned out that the
project was actually achieved by three local NGOs,
PUP and four GOPSs. Henceforth in the text I will
refer to them as the Lublin triad. The Lublin triad
constitutes an example of public-social partnership,
given the marginal participation of the business
partner.
The Lublin triad took on such tasks as the
promotion of the idea of social entrepreneurship, the
creation of three social enterprises, recruitment and
training of beneficiaries to take up work there (in
accordance with requirements of the EQUAL
Community Initiative, beneficiaries had to be long-
term unemployed), management and coordination
of works of the LLP, reporting for the entire
“Building a New Lisków” project.
The main goal of the LLP was to start up of
three social enterprises and embed them in local
communities, which would help to ensure their
chances of continued function after the end of the
project. This task was taken up by the non-
governmental partners. The Emaus Association
founded a social enterprise producing garden
furniture.27 The enterprise became a workplace for
people that used to be homeless, residents of a center
run by the Association in Krężnica Jara. The Happy
Childhood Foundation a created a social enterprise
named “Peron 3” (“Platform 3”), providing
renovation and building services, where unemployed
men participating in a program for alcoholism
therapy found employment. The New Pond
Foundation created a not-for-profit limited liability
company, which runs catering services for the
European Meeting house run by the Foundation and
other external institutions. The company gave work
to local women who had been long-term
unemployed.
Further goals of the LLP were the
development and implementation of an institutional
system of support for social entrepreneurship.
Elements of this system were to be: the Center of
Social Integration (Centrum Integracji Społecznej),
which, in fact, never came into being; the Poviat
Center for Social Entrepreneurship Support
(Powiatowe Centrum Wsparcia Przedsiębiorczości
Społecznej), created thanks to the engagement of
PUP workers who developed an innovative formula
of activities geared towards assisting the long-term
unemployed and persons in danger of social
exclusion. The element that was to unite the partners
was to be the Poviat Strategy for Counteracting
Social Exclusion (Powiatowa Strategia
Przeciwdziałania Wykluczeniu Społecznemu; such
document was prepared). The delineated goals were
translated into tasks that were to be accomplished by
particular partners. Although the active members of
the “Lublin Triad” performed their duties to various
extents, the division of labor set up at the beginning
of the project remained the same throughout the
entire project.
Limitations in the development of the LLP
– barriers to inter-sector cooperation
While carrying out their activities the Lublin
partnership encountered a number of obstacles that
limited or rendered impossible results that would
fully satisfy all the partners. The respondents
emphasized three sorts of barriers: erosion of the
project’s goals, an unsatisfactory state of cooperation
between partners and problems in project
management.
The plan of the partnership was to serve the
accomplishment of common goals and the
individual goals of particular partners. The goals that
were common to all four LPs functioning within the
“Building a New Lisków” project were realized
piecemeal by the parties responsible for them, yet the
expected synergy effect didn’t occur, and the added
value of the functioning of the LLP (development of
the inter-sector cooperation) was slight and limited
to the widening of the availability of so called “club
goods” (in Polish, dobra klubowe).28 In some periods
stronger relations among sub-groups of the
partnership developed. The three NGOs involved in
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the creation of social enterprises got especially closer
to one another, and also, creating a separate group,
the GOPSs (or, to be more specific, the managers of
these centers).
And although one cannot say that the
common goals of the partnership were neglected
because individual partners focused on their own
goals, one can surely say that the common goals of
the partnership were undertaken at the margins of
realizing the particular interests of particular
partners. In other words, the goals of the project
as such were realized only when they overlapped
with the specific goals of particular LLP members.
As one NGO a representative stated: “It seems that
it is quite a common problem that particular
partners think mostly about their particular interests
and their indirect goals and it is difficult to generate
anything that would be truly something in
common.”
According to respondents, it was not the
divergence of goals but the low quality of
cooperation between LLP members that constituted
a serious problem for the partnership. The
cooperation can be then characterized as
“problematic.” Public social services (GOPSs and
PUP in Lublin) had already cooperated before the
partnership was formed. However, one could not say
that this was a cooperation that had the quality of
true partnership. A representative of one GOPS
characterized the cooperation before the start of the
project in the following way: “We have always had
quite good cooperation, good dialogue with the Work
Agency. We have always asked them on bended
knees [emphasis - D.T.], to hire or find someone and
no one was afraid [emphasis - D.T.] to pick up the
phone, make a phone call, talk or write a letter.” An
effect of the realization of the project is an
improvement in the cooperation between these
partners. Representatives of the GOPSs gave high
grades to cooperation with the Lublin PUP, since
informal relations established during the project
continued to facilitate cooperation after its end.
Participation in the project strengthened the position
of the GOPSs, resulting in their being recognizable
as “one’s own.”
However, the cooperation between PUP and
the four GOPS on the one hand and the NGOs
starting up social enterprises on the other was not
developed in a such a way as to enable the partners to
make optimal use of resources and development
opportunities. The principles were tailored to meet
the needs at hand. The principle of subsidiarity
received quite limited interpretation: PUP and the
GOPSs helped the NGOs create enterprises, which
was in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity.
However, although some of the GOPSs signaled
much wider possibilities to act for the benefit of
enterprises and the unemployed that were trained
within the project, the NGOs were not interested in
broader cooperation with the GOPSs. Social workers
were able to cite concrete examples to illustrate this.
Thus, the principle of subsidiarity was respected by
the Lublin NGOs within the boundaries of the
organization’s interests, and not the interests of the
beneficiaries of the activities carried out by the
organizations.
The conducted research showed that although
PUP as the LLP leader cooperated well with both
the GOPSs and NGOs, the partnership as a whole
did not profit from the benefits of inter-sector
cooperation. Common actions were limited at best
to cooperation in sub-groups and cooperation
between particular partners and PUP. The local
authorities, which apart form Poviat authorities were
not partners of the LLP, kept their distance from the
“Building a New Lisków” project although in the
newly created enterprises they saw a chance to
change the situation of the excluded.
Application of the principle of partnership in
the relation between local government and the
GOPSs subordinated to it is one-sided. In some
gminas clearly the principles of cooperation were
violated, and the local governments played only the
role of judging and not-supporting their
“companions” in the partnership. Negative
stereotypical views of partners could be read
“between the lines” in the statements of respondents,
especially in the statements of some representatives
of the local authorities. They were also intimated by
representatives of the third sector and “significant”
people in the local communities (for instance,
journalists).
Management of the project was considered
by all the partners to be the weakest aspect of the
Lublin Triad’s functioning. Improper budgeting of
funds for particular tasks and defects in partnership
strategy were stressed (excessive liberty of partners,
which, with what turned out to be the weak
leadership of PUP, led to insufficient coordination
of actions). Shortcomings in project management at
the level of local partnership required, according to
respondents, a number of concrete remedial
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measures, described by respondents in details. In
spite of the fact that PUP received feedback on its
functioning, it was unable to improve the
management of the LLP.
Conclusions
The activities of the LLP created an
opportunity to improve the situation of the
beneficiaries of the project and their families, but
they did not guarantee their sustainable economic
self-dependence. In particular, respondents
pointed out the problems resulting from working
with so-called “difficult clients,” who, in spite of
their participation in trainings did not show
willingness to improve their situation. Work with
such beneficiaries is difficult indeed and requires
the planned cooperation of various services,
institutions and organizations. The mere fact of
forming the partnership represents only a required
and general framework of cooperation,
legitimizing informal contacts and making possible
a change of attitude of all interested parties.
Success, however, depends on the simultaneous
and effective interactions of the institutions and
organizations forming the partnership in relation
to the beneficiaries, as well as on changes in the
basis of mutual relations.
Forming the LLP constituted an important
impulse to bring about local changes. Thanks to the
innovative actions undertaken (including the
establishment of a new institution: the Center for
Supporting Social Entrepreneurship), programs for
mobilizing support for the most difficult clients were
developed. At the same time the LLP educated local
social services, showing the need, necessity and ways
of inter-sector cooperation between institutions.
Public social services – PUP and the GOPSs – due to
the principles drawn in the Partnership Intervention
Strategy, started to improve their cooperation. They
also came to realize that support services cannot
continue, as they had so far, to embrace only
particular individuals (and eventually their families)
separately.
Effective mobilization of “difficult
beneficiaries” requires the development of systems of
support for the entire social community. In other
words, investment in human capital has to be
complemented by investment in social capital. Such
an approach was reflected in the content of the
Strategy of Counteracting Social Exclusion prepared
by the LLP. On the other hand, however, this
Strategy did not bring the particular partners
sufficiently close to make them look at the Strategy as
the “common good,” giving direction to the activities
of all the partners. The tradition of inter-sector
cooperation and its social and cultural model was
clearly lacking. The organizational model of the
LLP also was far from being perfect, and according
to some respondents, it simply did not work. Were
there then any benefits?
The main beneficiaries of the LLP’s activities
became its members: they were learning the basics of
inter-sector cooperation and its principles. The
educational role of the project (and the Partnership
Intervention Strategy developed within it) turned out
to be very important. This educational role consisted
in showing of the possibilities of creating new
workplaces in the social entrepreneurship field as
“flywheels” of local development and the
development of inclusive social capital in the
environment of beneficiaries. New social enterprises
serve this purpose. The representatives of both the
public social services and NGOs share the opinion
that the activities fixed on that goal were a worthy
investment.
For the main goal of the three social
enterprises set up in 2007 near Lublin was not merely
to enable a small number of long-term unemployed
people find a source of earning money, but to achieve
long-term results, such as setting up the models of
economic activities that would enable people to leave
the margins of society, to improve the general
environments of these people and ultimately to
mobilize entire local communities. According to all
the representatives involved in the research in PUP,
the GOPSs and NGOs, “role models” (wzorce
osobowe) and social capital (networks) represent the
best chance for the most difficult clients and realistic
hope to solve the problem of their enduring social
exclusion.
The Lublin Local Partnership was able to
set up three social enterprises which, undoubtedly,
can be attributed to the efforts of the NGOs.
Thanks to the attempts of these organizations, with
the support of PUP and the GOPSs for the
recruitment process and the training of
beneficiaries, together 24 new workplaces for people
at risk of social exclusion were created. The research
on the functioning of these enterprises suggests that
at least one of them is firmly embedded in the local
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community. This is the social enterprise at the
Emaus Association. Also a social enterprise in
Nasutów has some chances of taking root in the
local community. The social co-operative in Motycz
Leśny is in the most difficult situation. Yet its
program of social and work reintegration
encompasses a very difficult group of beneficiaries
(long-term unemployed men recovering from
alcohol addiction). In all three enterprises one can,
however, notice the positive impact of socialization
through work on the beneficiaries who found jobs
as well as on their families and the NGOs that set
up these enterprises. Also other groups, institutions
and organizations in the local communities were
“touched” by the project.
Dr. Dobroniega Trawkowksa is a lecturer at the University of
Silesia in Katowice. 
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Non-governmental organisations employ many young people. Is employment in the third sector their career
choice or are they simply escaping unemployment? Or perhaps it is a good place to acquire the experience that
will help in a “real” carrier later on… 
I
n the context of the popularisation of flexible
forms of employment on the labour market,
employment patterns in the third sector were the
object of a research project.2 Particular emphasis
was placed on the problems encountered by social
groups marginalised on the labour market which in
our project included the following:
● Physically disabled people,
● Women returning to work after maternity or
childcare leave,
● Youth,
● People approaching retirement age.
The research results described below relate to
only one of these categories – young people. The
empirical research was conducted during three
group discussions held with youth employed in non-
governmental organisations (NGOs). Two
interviews took place in Warsaw (five and seven
participants) and one in Białystok (five
participants).3
The young people invited to participate in
focus group interviews4 bore the following
characteristics:
● Graduates who have completed education
whose current employment in a non-
governmental organisation is their principal
occupation, i.e., they perform paid work on the
basis of an employment contract or contract of
mandate (long-term, renewable);
● Youth who combine work in a non-
governmental organisation with higher
education (e.g., MA or PhD studies) and
perform paid work for an NGO on the basis of
an employment agreement or contract of
mandate (long-term, renewable).
Additionally, we limited the age of the
participants to an upper limit of 30 years and the length
of employment in a non-governmental organisation
under an employment contract to two years.
This paper is based on the outcome of
discussions regarding the predominant types of
employment arrangements available to young people
in non-governmental organisations and their
preferences relative to employment types and patterns.
The concluding comments deal with the question
whether the third sector is a permanent or fleeting
employer of youth.
1 The article is an English translation of the paper published in Polish as: E. Giermanowska:, Trzeci Sektor – docelowe
czy tymczasowe miejsce pracy dla młodych osób -wyniki badań empirycznych, “Trzeci Sektor” 2006, nr 4, pp. 26-34
2 Project “Wzory zatrudnienia w trzecim sektorze” (Employment Patterns  in the Third Sector), carried out in October
and November 2005 by the Institute of Public Affairs (IPA) and co-financed by the Civic Initiative Fund (Fundusz
Inicjatyw Obywatelskich) Author was a member of the research team.
3 Group discussions were attended by 17 participants: 14 women and three men; six participants had secondary
education; 11 – higher education; two were married; 15 were single; none had children.
4 Focus group interview – in small groups (four to 12 participants), consisting of in-group discussions on topics of interest
to the leading researcher (moderator). These interviews focus on the experience of the participants, hence their name.
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Paths to employment in the third sector 
There are several reasons why young people
may consider the third sector an appealing potential
workplace. One reason often stressed in literature is
ideological – the mission pursued by the third sector5.
Non-government organisations give young people the
opportunity to do work that is consistent with their
values; the possibility to accomplish a social mission
which provides a very important component shaping
their sensitivities. An earlier experience in
volunteering often contributes to making this choice.
Another reason for choosing work in the third sector
is the shortage of jobs elsewhere on the labour market.
Young people in Poland are among the social groups
most threatened by unemployment. When the
research was conducted (October and November
2005) the unemployment rate among youth
approached 40% and was the highest in the European
Union. The high rate of unemployment among the
young and the difficulties associated with entering the
labour market in the public and private sector are an
important reason for taking up employment in non-
governmental organisations after graduation from
school. The third sector may also be an attractive
workplace for youth as it provides the opportunity to
acquire experience and social skills useful in both the
private and public sectors, as well as an employment
history. Moreover, the appeal of work in the third
sector may stem from the greater flexibility of work
types and patterns that allow for:
● combining work in an NGO with going to
school or participating in some form of
continuing education; and
● combining work in an NGO with raising small
children.
The paths leading to employment in NGOs
were different for the various young people who took
part in our group discussions. Some indicated a
conscious choice based on adherence to the values
represented by the third sector and the possibility of
doing work beneficial to society. Others got their jobs
in NGOs by chance: they answered a newspaper ad
or were offered a position by someone they knew;
while some looked for employment in the third sector
because of a disappointing experience in other sectors
or opted to work in an NGO because it gave them the
opportunity to work in their field of training. Those
who found jobs in the third sector by chance included
people who had never before had any contact with
non-governmental organisations. The following are
some examples of how the participants typically
described their employment paths:
● Through volunteer work: “What is characteristic of
my organisation is that at the start you can only be an
unpaid volunteer - it’s more volunteer activities than
work, and often you even have to subsidise those
activities out of your own pocket. The chance to move
up to a paid job came only after I graduated from
college.”
● As a result of a disappointing work experience in
other sectors: “I went to work [...] for a training
company that organised business training and it
turned out that... To make a long story short, I almost
fell off my chair – I hated what I was doing, it was
totally mechanical and I started to send out my CV
[...].”
● As a result of looking for work consistent with one’s
convictions and the mission of non-governmental
organisations: “I was active in various NGOs dealing
with human rights and so I had this feeling that I
wanted to do only that [...] There is no doubt that I
like the NGO environment best because it gives a lot
of freedom and the sense of being able to do something
good for other people.”
● By winning a competition, responding to an
advertisement: “[when] I moved to Warsaw I
immediately started to look for work... I got an offer
from some language school and I also applied to the
association where I am now... I started work there
already the next day without thinking about the place
being in the third sector or an NGO. I stayed there and
started to read up on NGOs.”
● By recommendation: “through friends - first I wasn’t
interested in getting work as I was finishing my
studies, so I recommended my friends to the job and
quite a few showed up. But when I finally had more
time, I received a specific offer.”
5 For example, Mike Hudson stresses that the term “third sector” was introduced to differentiate it from the private and
public sectors. What distinguishes and unifies non-governmental organisations is that they “direct their activities
primarily at shared values. People who create them are convinced that changes are indispensable and are determined to
participate in the change process.” M. Hudson, Bez zysków i strat. Sztuka kierowania organizacjami sektora
pozarządowego, Cooperation Fund, Warsaw 1997, p. 10.
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6 Assuming that we define a “non-standard type of employment arrangement” as opposed to a “standard” one, i.e., based
on a permanent, full-time, single-employer work contract. For more on the definition of “non-standard types of
employment,” see Z. Hajn, Elastyczność popytu na pracę w Polsce. Aspekty prawne, in, E. Kryńska (ed.), Elastyczne formy
zatrudnienia i organizacji pracy a popyt na pracę w Polsce, Institute of Labour and Social Affairs, Warsaw 2003; M.
Rymsza (ed.), Elastyczny rynek pracy i bezpieczeństwo socjalne. Flexicurity po polsku?, Instytut Spraw Publicznych,
Warsaw 2005.
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● As a result of having looked for work consistent with
their field of studies: “I started work when I was still
studying - I went on a student training program to
Kazakhstan […], I was looking for a job that would
have something to do with political science - my field
of studies - and I ended up in an organisation that
deals with freedom of speech in Kazakhstan.”
● By coincidence: “A friend turned me on to it… I was
his assistant at the first concert and I saw how it was
done… then he introduced me to someone from
integration and we had a talk. They showed me how
it all looked from their side and that encouraged me to
try it out.”
Assessment of various employment
arrangement types
The young people whom we interviewed had
the following employment arrangements: six had full-
time employment contracts, one – a half-time
employment contract, five – fixed-term employment
contracts and five – long-term renewable contracts of
mandate. Eleven interviewees worked in associations
and six in foundations. 
Some respondents combined employment
arrangements. For example, they had an employment
contract with an NGO but received additional income
under a contract to perform a specific task or a contract
of mandate. They worked for two or more employers
in the NGO, private or public sector, or combined
work in an NGO with self-employment.
Out of the 17 participants in the focus study, 11
worked under a non-standard type of employment
arrangement6. In most cases their jobs were associated
with administrative assistance, clerical support or
project coordination. The range of tasks actually
performed was as a rule much broader than could be
assumed from the title of the position. Since most of
these individuals were college students or graduates,
their substantive skills were exploited to a much larger
extent than required by the position they held. As a
result, they were often expected to do “everything”:
from developing, coordinating, implementing and
setting up projects to cleaning the office. Their efforts
and involvement were usually not reflected at all in
higher remuneration or promotion. This is probably
why they often invoked a sense of insecurity in
descriptions of their working environment. This stems
from being employed on the basis of a non-standard
arrangement, earning low wages paid in irregular
intervals, not having any clearly specified tasks or
duties associated with the position and being deprived
of prospects for promotion.
In group discussions, participants were asked
to comment on various employment types and pattern
arrangements, and on their respective advantages and
disadvantages from the perspective of a young
employee.
All respondents were aware of the following
standard and non-standard employment types:
indefinite-term, fixed-term, probationary work,
substitution, agency placement and
telework/telecommuting (Table 1). Except for
indefinite-term full-time employment contracts, all
others types were treated by the young people as
transient, for example, allowing them to finish school
(part-time employment), acquire experience
(substitution), become more familiar with the working
environment and increase chances for permanent
employment (agency placement and probationary
work), earn additional income in exceptional
circumstances or in the case of specific occupations –
IT specialists or women raising small children
(telework/telecommuting). Other non-standard types
of employment, such as on-call labour, job sharing,
group work pattern, casual work or personnel agency
placement, were either not well known to the young
people or totally unfamiliar.
Types of employment based on civil-law
agreements (Table 2) included: contracts of
mandate, contracts to perform a specific task, agency
agreements and non-standard contracts not governed
by the Labour Code, self-employment, home-based
work, apprenticeship contracts and volunteering
agreements. These types were known to the
respondents and they were able to specify their
advantages and disadvantages in relation to their
own employment situations. In their opinion, NGOs
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hire young people most often on the basis of a
contract of mandate or to perform a specific task.
Such arrangements are convenient for the employer
because they make it possible to minimise
employment costs. They are also financially
beneficial to employees who are still studying or
whose health and retirement insurance premiums
are paid by a second employer. Perceived
disadvantages of these types of work arrangements
were, for example, the absence of paid holidays or
not being able to claim the employment as evidence
of credit worthiness. Another convenient way
allowing NGOs to minimise employment costs was
by way of convincing employees to start their own
business (self-employment). Young self-employed
people who work for an NGO must themselves pay
their health insurance premiums. Respondents were
aware, however, that this type of employment
arrangement was often forced upon them by the
employing organisation and was more convenient to
the employer than to them. They also stressed in
discussions that a retirement pension based on self-
employment earnings would be very low, far from
guaranteeing a minimum degree of social security.
Other types of employment terms often
proposed to young people by non-governmental
organisations were apprenticeship contracts and
volunteer agreements. However, young people
treated these forms purely as temporary
arrangements, useful in getting professional
experience and skills and as something to put in their
CVs. In the case of young employees, such positions
rarely transform into fixed- or indefinite-term
employment contracts, such contracts as a rule being
reserved for managers (e.g., management board
members) or book-keepers.
Assessment of various employment 
patterns
Out of all the flexible work patterns presented
during the discussion (i.e., task-based work, balanced
work hours (compensatory time), intermittent work,
flexible working hours and part-time work),
respondents found the most advantages in task-based
work (Table 3). In their opinion, that form provides
for the most effective execution of tasks because it is
linked to the responsibility to perform a specific job
and not merely to be present in the NGO office.
Respondents also found advantages in combining
task-based work with balanced work hours
(compensatory time). They understood the latter
pattern as working longer hours when needed on one
day in exchange for working proportionally less hours
on another day. In the case of employment in service
agencies, flexible working hours made it possible to
adapt work time to the needs of the organisation’s
customers.
Trzeci Sektor
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Employment type Advantages Disadvantages
Permanent full-time
employment contract
● Employer pays social security premiums
● Protected by Labour Code
● Paid holidays
● Termination notice
● Evidence of credit worthiness
● Employment security
● Need to spend 40 hours in the office
whether there is work or not
● High employment costs for the employer
● Hard to change jobs immediately owing
to termination notice
Permanent part-time 
employment contract 
(e.g., half-time)
● Possibility to start work elsewhere before
expiry of termination notice
● Often can become a full-time job
● Half-time is convenient for people
married to high-income earners
● Allows for time to complete studies
● You work whenever you wish
● Lower social security premiums 
● More flexible
● You can have another job somewhere else
● It’s hard to find a second half-time job
and you end up with a low income
Fixed-term employment
contract
● You can get hired for specific projects
● This type of work is easier to get
● With a known contract termination date
it’s easier to renegotiate its terms later on
● With a known contract termination date
it’s possible to look for another job ahead
of time
● When you have other plans (after this job
ends) you don’t have to submit any
notice of termination
● You don’t have to suffer on the job
during the termination notice period
● The contract may not be extended after
the project ends
● It’s always uncertain
Probationary work 
agreement
● The employee must prove himself – as
under the apprenticeship contract but
financed differently 
● Similar to fixed-term, then either a raise
or out on the street
● They promise something different during
qualifying interviews
● A lot of uncertainty as it lasts three
months 
Substitution work
● Better than no work at all
● Opportunity to check if the NGO is OK
● If you are outstanding, the employer can
create a job especially for you 
● You’re out on the street as soon as the
employee you’ve been replacing is back
Casual work through
personnel agency
● Opportunity to work in a new
environment, meet new people
Group work pattern ● Provides a measure of flexibility inproject management
Telework/telecommuting
● Great for the physically disabled and
child-raising mothers
● For software programmers and such –
it’s ridiculous to sit in the office and
occupy space when the same work can be
done at home
● You can fly to the Canary Islands with a
laptop and work from there
● As a sideline 
● No contact with the professional
environment, less opportunity for
professional growth when one stews in
one’s own juice
Work obtained through a
placement agency
● Poor souls (cashiers, promotion
campaign hostesses) - they earn pennies
and the agency is paid big money 
Source: Author’s work based on the empirical evidence collected under the project “Patterns of Employment in the Third Sector,” op. cit.
Table 1. Standard and non-standard types of employment under labour contracts and the opinions 
expressed regarding them by young employees of non-governmental organisations
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Work type Advantages Disadvantages
Contract to perform a
specific task
● More appealing from the financial point
of view
● Contractor is less expensive for the
employer
● If it is a one-time project, it is better to
have this type of contract than any other
● As an additional type of work
● Not good if one doesn’t have social
security insurance
● Contractor is exploited as if he/she were a
regular employee
● Contractor is not eligible for retirement
pension, can’t get paid holidays, can’t use
the contract as evidence of employment
when applying for a loan
● Contractor has no state healthcare,
doesn’t even have the right to an
ambulance in a medical emergency 
Contract of mandate
● Cost-effective for students – lower tax
● Gives the sense of a task waiting to be
performed
● Can be renewed – good for students
● As in the contract to perform a specific
task, social security is paid while
studying, up to the age of 26
Agency contract
● Employee is committed to perform
specific tasks and everyone knows what
he/she is supposed to be doing
● If based on commission, this type of work
is easier to get
● With a known contract termination date
it’s easier to renegotiate its terms later on
● With a known contract termination date
it’s possible to look for another job ahead
of time
● When you have other plans (after this job
ends) you don’t have to submit any
notice of termination
● You don’t have to suffer on the job
during the termination notice period
● The contract may not be extended after
the project ends
● It’s always uncertain
Self-employment
● You can earn more if you have your own
firm by getting more commissions
● You can work on your own timetable
● When things work out the satisfaction is
yours; if they don’t you can figure out
how to fix them – no one’s pointing out
what you did wrong
● Less favourable for retirement (in
comparison to employment agreements)
● Social security payments are steep for
small firms and even so don’t provide for
the bare minimum in retirement
● Great degree of responsibility to keep the
business functioning; you need to take
care of the business’s taxes
Home work/cottage industry ● Good for mothers and the disabled whohave trouble leaving the home
● Pays a pittance, literally pennies
● Assembling ballpoint pens [lol]
Apprenticeship
● For those with no experience this is an
opportunity to gain some and learn
about the working environment
● They work like normal employees and after
three months receive considerably less pay
● Too little pay for 40 hours of work
● Apprentices are replaced by new
apprentices so they don’t have to actually
hire employees
Voluntary work
● Good for the first three years of studies;
after that you should earn something to
support yourself
● As a hobby
● If you have money you can do this type
work (as a volunteer); you can learn
something, use the Internet
● You can document your activities in
volunteer work; looks good on your CV’
● At the start, it’s better than nothing
● You can get accident insurance and gain
experience
● If you have too much on your CV, the
potential employer may look at it and
think: “a little here, a little there”
Source: Author’s work based on the empirical evidence collected under the project “Patterns of Employment in the Third Sector,“ op. cit.
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Employment pattern Advantages Disadvantages
Task-based work pattern
(freedom to perform tasks
at any convenient time)
● No need to sit in the office
● No sense of wasting time
● I can take a laptop and work at home
● Time is much better managed this way
● It is not doable when daily work hours in
a group are imposed
Balanced work
pattern/compensatory time
(longer work time one day
is compensated by shorter
work hours another day)
● In combination with the task-based
pattern we have to work longer, but then
we are free to go
● It’s good for a doorman or a receptionist –
they work 24 hours and then they have
time off
Intermittent work pattern
● When the time is well spent it’s fair but
inconvenient
● You’ve got to spend more time at work
Flexible work pattern 
(flexible but predetermined
hours for start and end of
workday)
● It is convenient – when working in the
field one can set own working hours 
● Nothing is happening, but you still have
to be at work until 5 PM
● Not convenient when you hold two jobs
● For me it is demoralising – “two more
hours to go”, you don’t even feel like
playing solitaire
Part-time hours of work
(shortened hours of work)
● Good if you have enough money to afford
to do it
● One day in the morning, the next in the
afternoon; makes it hard to plan anything
Source: Author’s work based on the empirical evidence collected under the project “Patterns of Employment in the Third Sector,” op. cit.
Young people associated part-time work
mainly with lower income, hence convenient for those
who have another source of income or, for example,
are finishing their studies.
The high importance attached to task-based
work and flexible or balanced (compensatory) working
hours results from the nature of work performed by
young people in the third sector. In many cases they
have held jobs associated with the execution of projects
or provision of services. Such jobs require flexible
working hours and the ability to complete a project
within a specific timeframe. The preference for task-
based work patterns testifies to the effectiveness-driven
approach of the young people towards task execution.
It may also be the result of observations from their own
work environments: poor work-time management in
non-governmental organisations or maladjustment of
working conditions to personnel’s tasks.
Appeal of employment in the third sector
and young people’s career plans
When young people were asked which
employment sector – public, private or non-
governmental organisations – was most appealing,
they definitively chose the last (Table 4). Non-
governmental organisations were perceived as
interesting workplaces offering freedom of action,
opportunity for personal growth, good relations
with people and possibilities to acquire new
experience. However, that appeal was reduced by
the absence of financial stability in the third sector.
As a rule, non-governmental organisations (except
those which hand out grants) do not pay high
salaries, are not in a position to draw or keep high-
quality specialists and do not provide employment
stability or the possibility to plan a professional
career on a longer term. It seems that idealising
employment in the third sector often has its roots
in ideology or wishful thinking and that when
young people actually get a job in the third sector
they are frequently disappointed. A majority of
participants in our group discussions did not tie
their professional future exclusively to the third
sector.
Table 3. Types of flexible employment patterns in the opinion of young employees of non-governmental
organisations.
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Sector Advantages Disadvantages
Public
● Security
● One gets back home from work by 3:00
pm.
● Boring
● Low financial and personal satisfaction
● No decision-making opportunities,
bureaucracy
● Older employees feel threatened by
younger ones
● Hard to get in unless through connections
or if one is a sought-after specialist
● Nothing ever happens there, idleness
Private
● Loads of money
● Largest employer
● Career possibilities
● No free time
● Mobile phone always ringing
● Competition, pressure, stress
● Uncertainty, it’s easy to get fired
Non-governmental
● A place where one can do “neat” things
● “Self-motivation,” taking on new projects
to continue work
● Allows the most creativity, possibility of
self-improvement
● Employees are appreciated
● Freedom of action
● One big family
● When the time is well spent, it’s fair but
inconvenient
● You’ve got to spend more time at work
Source: Author’s work based on the empirical evidence collected under the project “Patterns of Employment in the Third Sector,” op. cit.
The young people expressed their opinions of
the third sector as a future employer during
discussions of their long-term career plans. They
defined their potential length of employment in non-
governmental organisations in terms such as: “two
years,” “a few good years,” “a few more years,” “I’ll stick
it out for a year and a half to two years.” Many
respondents indicated that employment in NGOs was
attractive for young people who were still in college or
who had recently graduated but who were not yet
burdened with family responsibilities. Those were
precisely the traits that characterised our interviewees.
They stressed that the jobs offered to young people
were attractive while they were still in school or just
after graduation and that they greatly benefited from
work in non-governmental organisations. The
advantages of employment in the third sector most
often mentioned were: work atmosphere
(interpersonal contacts and work with interesting
people); personal growth and the sense of doing
something both important and socially useful;
independence in performing tasks and responsibility
for their execution; opportunity to acquire experience
and prove oneself on the job; performing work that is
interesting and varied; and a flexible work pattern.
Nonetheless, young people also pointed out
many disadvantages of employment in the third
sector: low wages; employment insecurity due to the
unstable financing of NGOs; absence of promotion
opportunities; working hours much longer than
initially informed; a scope of responsibilities that often
exceeded that of the job description; organisational
disarray and unpredictability of management
decisions; a character of work bordering on that of
volunteering. Therefore, they most often did not tie
their professional career to the third sector. They
stressed that they were considering options such as
starting their own business (many were already self-
employed), taking up employment abroad or working
in the private sector. Some also mentioned setting up
their own foundation or association. Participants in
the discussions commented on their career plans in
the following terms:
● If I want to live independently, i.e., move out of home,
rent a flat, buy a car or start a family, the wage I’m
getting now won’t even cover the rent – not to speak
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of food, at least that’s how it is now – I want to start
my own business;
● I finished college – I’m not a student any longer and
can’t be subsidised – there is no way that I’ll get a
contract in the association because the employer would
have to pay twice as much to keep me employed, so I
have to become self-employed anyway to be able to
submit invoices to the association; that’s how it is –
absurd to highest degree;
● For me it’s just a stage but I’d like to continue working
in peace, finally finish this wretched [Master’s]
dissertation – if I can move in that direction in a
private company, then why not? By all means, if I
have to I’ll be happy to work on commercial projects,
sell products rather than ideals and so on;
● For me it’s obviously a transitional period – no
revenue or satisfaction to speak of, no promotion or
professional development, only hard work and
nothing else, always short of money and with no
future;
● If my mother weren’t helping me I wouldn’t be able
to make it here in Warsaw. In fact, I am at the point
of changing work; I’d like to get different work very
much. On the other hand, I have grown used to this
and it will be hard to force myself to look for another
job because I have learned a lot here in the association
[...], but I’d like to be already doing something
different, I don’t care if it’s not in the third sector.
***
One can draw the conclusion from the group
discussions that the third sector today is for many
young people who are still in college or just after
graduation a sort of extended professional
apprenticeship. In the case of volunteers, this is a
universal occurrence. For example, Galina Chimiak
stated the following based on a study of the
motivations guiding volunteers in non-governmental
organisations: “Some young volunteers consider their
work a temporary occupation. They signal that they
will give it up when the time comes to take care of
family and career responsibilities. Others would like
to stay in the NGO but admitted that in the long run
it would depend on whether they get paid for their
work.”7
Even in the case of young people who receive a
regular salary (including those that have a standard
employment contract), the sense of job security in
NGOs is weak. Respondents indicated that the role of
hired hands, often exploited by NGOs to an extreme,
would cease to satisfy them over time. This is why most
of the young people who participated in the study
treated employment in the third sector as temporary.
The assumption of temporariness of youth
employment in the third sector was limited by the
nature of the study. I realise that the participants in
the group discussions could have been expressing
casual or isolated opinions that did not reflect the
entire issue of youth employment in the third sector.
On the other hand, specialised literature discussing
the passage of young people from school to work
indicates that they consider employment as a means of
achieving sufficient independence to move out of their
parents’ home and start a family.8 Employment in
non-governmental organisations, although associated
with a great sense of satisfaction and the conviction of
doing something socially useful, is not sufficiently
appealing to young people to keep them from leaving.
Starting a family and the need to achieve stability in
life forces them to choose between the third sector and
the financial stability and opportunities for
professional advancement which are easier to find in
the private sector and even in public service. Another
alternative may be the establishment of one’s own
non-governmental organisation.
Ewa Giermanowska (PhD) is a lecturer at the Institute of
Applied Social Sciences, University of Warsaw.
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7 G. Chimiak, Motywacje społeczników działających w organizacjach pozarządowych w Polsce. Próba typologii, in P.
Gliński, B. Lewenstein, A. Siciński (eds.), Samoorganizacja społeczeństwa polskiego: III sector i wspólnoty lokalne 
w jednoczącej się Europie, Polish Academy of Sciences Institute of Philosophy and Sociology, Warsaw 2004, p. 129.  
8 See B. Cole, “Youth and Social Policy. Youth Citizenship and Young Careers,” University College London Press, London
1995, p. 8.
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Although a great number of organisations provide support for the disabled, it remains open to question
whether the disabled themselves consider the third sector a satisfactory employment provider and what forms of
employment are for them most desirable.
T
he main goal of the present study is to present
the most frequent forms of the employment of
the disabled in non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) as well as their
preferences regarding their employment and the
organisation of working time, as ascertained on the
grounds of the empirical research conducted. The
key research issues were as follows:
● What forms of employment are present in the third
sector?
● Which forms of employment, including the
organisation of working time, do disabled
employees consider favourable and the most and
least desirable for themselves?
This research constitutes a part of a larger
project, the main aim of which is to analyse the
possibilities of popularising more flexible forms of
employment in the civil sector, with particular
consideration given to creating more work places for
marginalised groups.2 In this research project, the
groups threatened by marginalisation and exclusion
from the labour market included the disabled,
undergraduate and graduate students, women after
maternity leave, and people of pre-retirement age. In
this article, I will focus on one of the disadvantaged
social groups - the disabled.
The empirical research carried out in October
and November 2005 was qualitative and made use
of the focus group interview technique, examining
three groups of disabled employees working in
NGOs. The focus group interview is a research
technique that consists of group discussions led by a
moderator with the participation of several persons.3
The moderator steers the interview in such a way so
as to collect as much subject-matter information as
possible. Two group discussions were held in
Warsaw and one in Katowice. In Warsaw, two focus
group interviews were held with eight and four
people, respectively; and one in Katowice, attended
by seven persons. The research concentrated on
disabled persons of varying degrees of disability (with
the exception of serious speech, hearing and
psychological dysfunctions) employed in the third
sector on both the open and supported labour
markets.
Employment in the third sector
The increasing social significance of Polish
NGOs correlates with growing personnel needs.
Unfavourable conditions such as difficulties with
obtaining municipal funding, high competition, the
1 This article is an English translation of the paper published in Polish as Formy zatrudnienia osób niepełnosprawnych
w organizacjach pozarządowych, “Trzeci Sektor” 2006, no. 4, pp. 18-25.
2 The research was conducted as a part of a project: “Wzory zatrudnienia w trzecim sektorze” (“Employment Patterns in
the Third Sector”), carried out in October and November 2005 by the Institute of Public Affairs (IPA) and co-financed
by the Civic Initiative Fund (Fundusz inicjatyw obywatelskich). The author was a leader of a research team.
3 See more about methodology in D. Maison, Focus Group Interviews. A Qualitative Method of Marketing Research,
PWN, Warszawa 2001.
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5 Ł. Pisarczyk, Various Forms of Employment, Dom Wydawniczy ABC, Warsaw 2003, p. 9.
6 Cf. M. Król, A. Przybyłka, The Disabled on Open Labour Market, in L. Frąckiewicz, W. Koczur (eds.), Disabled and
Employment, Scientific Studies of the Academy of Economics in Katowice, Katowice 2004, pp. 57-76.
7 WTZs are especially run by NGOs, although it should be added that WTZ participants are not considered workers
under Polish legal regulations. Jobs in WTZs are classified as a form of therapy rather than as market behaviour (editors’
note).
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complex procedures for obtaining EU funds, the
necessity to create image and develop professional
relations with the business sector and rising
standards of services all mean that third sector
organisations need highly qualified personnel. They
seek people who are good at attracting money, can
manage a high-budget project or run a series of
training meetings. On the other hand though, poor
financial resources and the lack of funds to pay
desirable salaries (often resulting from stipulations
included in grantors’ agreements) lead to a situation
where NGOs typically employ a “guy or  gal Friday.”
This holds true mainly for small organisations and
very often such a versatile employee is the first person
to have been employed in a given organisation. Such
jack-of-all-trades recruits are not to be envied nor are
the organisations themselves as such situations lead
to the juggling of work in an attempt to solve a
variety of problems rather than focusing on concrete
tasks.
NGOs most often employ both paid and
voluntary workers. Frequently, certain types of work
performed by voluntary workers have no counterpart
in the business sector (e.g., collecting money), while
other jobs in NGOs resemble positions found in
other sectors. In the latter case, however, they tend
to be paid jobs (e.g., office and administrative work).
Some organisations employ exclusively paid
personnel, others solely voluntary workers and in still
others both groups of employees can be found.
According to Matthew A. Liao-Troth, this
diversification has certain consequences: including
lower costs, a greater variety of qualifications and the
possibility to learn from others.4
Employment in NGOs has adapted to the
forms defined under Polish legislation, which
envisages the creation of a diversified system of legal
bases for the performance of work duties. In general,
there are two types of employment: work under
employment contracts and non-employment
agreements to perform work (subject to the Labour
and Civil Codes, respectively).5 Apart from the above,
Polish law defines other forms of employment such as
outsourcing, recruitment through temporary job
agencies, or work placement agreements. With the
exception of full-time employment contracts for an
indefinite period of time, all other forms of
employment can be classified as flexible, however, the
extent of this flexibility is quite varied.
The third sector employs a wide variety of
social groups, including the disabled. Employment of
the latter can take on two forms: they can be
employed on the open or supported labour market.
Employment on the open labour market can be either
competitive employment (the disabled are employed
on the same basis and in the same positions as other
people) or selective placement (here the disabled are
employed in specially selected positions suitable to
their disabilities).6 The supported labour market
comprises supported employment enterprises
(Zakłady Pracy Chronionej - ZPCh), vocational
rehabilitation facilities (Zakłady Aktywizacji
Zawodowej – ZAZ) and occupational therapy
workshops (Warsztaty Terapii Zawodowej – WTZ7).
Research results
Employment of the disabled in the third sector
The third sector in Poland employs the
disabled both directly - on the open labour market,
and indirectly - on the supported labour market, via
co-operation with supported employment enterprises
and the establishment of vocational rehabilitation
facilities. Disabled employees can be also found in
non-governmental organisations, where they lead
occupational therapy workshops and/or provide
services for other disabled workers or act as a
spokesperson on behalf of their interests.
The disabled who participated in our research
admitted that within the framework of their
employment contracts they perform a variety of tasks,
such as: cook’s assistant, buffet attendant, delivery
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person, HR manager, IT specialist, webmaster,
secretary, fundraiser, training leader, chief
accountant, advisor, etc. The vast majority had
worked on a voluntary basis before signing a “true”
employment contract.
We observed a noticeable division among our
respondents: one group comprising those employed
on the open labour market and the other including
those employed on the supported labour market, in
vocational rehabilitation facilities or supported
employment enterprises. Moreover, these two groups
treat those two forms of employment quite
differently. The disabled employed in vocational
rehabilitation facilities fear the possibility of changes
in the system of employing the disabled. On the
other hand, those employed on the open labour
market claim that the supported labour market is a
ghetto which leads to an unhealthy situation. Some
of our informants accused some of the supported
employment enterprises of deliberately creating a
distorted image of the disabled as inefficient
employees in order to take advantage of employing
them and to build their own image as the only
provider of employment to such people. 
The disabled who took part in our research
pointed out several myths pertaining to their
employment which affect their financial situation.
Very often, they fail to receive the same amount of
remuneration as other employees because of the
disability pension they receive. As a consequence, the
disabled are underpaid considering their knowledge
and competence, which in turn can lead to a loss of
interest to develop and improve their qualifications.
Another quite commonly spread myth is one that
produces antagonism between the disabled and the
unemployed: the apparent favouritism of the disabled
on the labour market. Advertisements that read
“disabled person needed” raise a high degree of
controversy, where it is profitable for an employer to
employ a disabled person on far more favourable
financial terms than an able-bodied employee (the
remuneration offered in this case is relatively attractive
to a disabled person because of the disability pension,
whereas it is totally unacceptable for a fully-fit worker).
The disabled employed in the third sector
claim that the improvement of their situation on the
labour market largely depends on the drop in the
unemployment rate in Poland.
Forms of employment in the third sector
The respondents were asked to describe the
forms of employment that can be found in the third
sector. They mentioned all forms of employment (cf.
Table 1) with the exception of the following:
employee leasing, employment through temporary
work agencies,8 and agency agreements - another
type of a civil law contract. The majority of the
informants agreed about the most frequent forms of
employment found in NGOs, noting employment
contracts for a defined period of time, various civil
law agreements for a specific task or commission as
well as agreements for voluntary work to be
performed. The respondents also mentioned project-
related work which takes on various forms - either
under an employment contract or a civil law
agreement for a specific task or piece of work. In
general, the disabled are quite satisfied with such
solutions, even though their employment seems
rather unstable. The respondents were relatively well
familiarised with the forms and the system of project-
related work.
8 These are relatively new forms of employment which perhaps are not very common in NGOs.
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Employment basis Employment form Advantages and Disadvantages
Standard employment contract Employment contract for an
indefinite period of time
The most favourable form, giving a sense
of security, credit, long notice period (both
a pro and con); sometimes unfavourable
since it requires full availability of the
disabled employee; other benefits include
social insurance, leave entitlement,
severance payment, seniority bonus, close
relation with an employer
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Employment forms similar to
the typical employment contract
Part-time employment contract for
an indefinite period of time
Extremely favourable for the disabled in
particular (because they have time for
school, university); gives an opportunity
to earn extra money (to organise both
work and holiday); allows for time to
attend rehabilitation sessions; provides
all employee entitlements; does not lead
to suspension of the disability pension;
but pays a low salary; social insurance,
and leave entitlement
Employment contract for a
probationary period
Gives a sense of insecurity; the risk that
one could become jobless one day; but at
the same time good in terms of
discovering whether the job is suitable
and whether the disabled person can
cope with additional duties
Non-typical forms of
employment
Work on call Extremely unfavourable, impossible to
plan one’s day and time; full availability
is rarely possible with the disabled 
Employment contract for
replacement
Rare in NGOs, though more common in
the public sector; part of the respondents
do not understand how this works and
treat it as an additional job which cannot
be considered as a stable source of income
Employee leasing No comments on this particular form of
employment
Work sharing Works well in NGOs; evenly burdened
employees, extra features: consultations
between employees, good relations
among personnel; very favourable in
case of sick leave; good for project-timed
work 
Employment contract for a definite
period of time
Almost as good as the employment
contract for an indefinite period of time,
but “terminal”
Agreement for the period of
completing a specified piece of work
Favourable for the employer; no
promotion prospects or prospects for
development, however, considerable
independence and secure financial
resources
Teamwork Well known in NGOs; a sensible
division of duties is a must; risk of
unsatisfactory task performance; very
favourable in case of sick leave; good for
project-timed work 
Telework/tele-commuting A relatively small number of the
disabled expressed their opinion on this
type of employment: it is good for those
with physical disabilities; the computer
is a good work tool; but fear of collecting
one’s remuneration (lack of physical
contact with one’s employer); lack of
supervision, which can be
simultaneously an advantage and a
disadvantage
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Employment through a third
party (employment contract or
civil law contract)
Employment through a temporary
job agency
No comments regarding this particular
form of employment
Contract of mandate 
(umowa zlecenie)
Very favourable in the case of being
employed somewhere else on a
permanent basis; disadvantage: lack of
social insurance normally provided by
the Labour Code (subject to the Civil
Code)
Agency agreement No comments regarding this particular
form of employment
Other Self-employment Independence in decision making (“I am
my own master”); necessity to take care of
one’s own image, to seek clients; the
awareness that in the future “it could be
me employing someone else” is very
popular with the disabled (credit relief);
but involves high degree of risk and the
need to deal with competition; no holiday
Work from home (cottage industry) Rarely met in NGOs; the main opinions
expressed by the informants: difficult,
unsatisfactory for the disabled, painstaking,
isolating; but at the same time good
because of the lack of commuting problems
(very favourable for the physically
disabled), workplace at home - already
adapted, possibility for cottage industry
(e.g., together with other disabled persons)
Employment agreements
subject to the Civil Code
Contract for a specific piece of work
(umowa o dzielo)
Well-paid; can be completed within
shorter period of time than agreed;
provides the opportunity to organise
one’s time - a contractor is free to
perform his or her work when it is most
convenient; visible and immediate
results of one’s work; requires
activeness; ideal as an additional job (or
for people receiving disability pensions);
lack of entitlements; well appraised
because of the independence it offers: “I
work whenever I feel like it, whenever I
want a holiday I can have it.”
Work placement agreement Very good for young people; opportunity
to gain experience and further
employment; favourable for the
employers; part of the respondents do
not understand how it works; some
claim that it is good for altruists and
social workers9 while others believe it
contradicts stability and in consequence
cannot lead to steady employment
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Evaluation of various forms of 
employment by the disabled
The disabled who participated in our research
were asked to evaluate the forms of employment found
on the Polish labour market and to point out both the
advantages and the disadvantages of being employed
on the basis of a given employment contract or civil law
agreement.
The respondents enumerated the pros and cons
of almost all forms of employment except for such
untypical forms as employee leasing, employment
through temporary job agencies and agency agreements.
The disabled expressed positive opinions regarding all
forms of employment with the exception of work on call
which they found highly unfavourable for a disabled
person because of the need for high availability, this
being extremely difficult for the disabled.
The informants considered two forms of
employment as most favourable: full-time employment
and part-time employment contracts for an indefinite
period of time. The latter is even believed to be the best
solution for the disabled as it not only offers all the
benefits of the employment contract, but also allows for
both retaining the disability pension and taking up
other activities.
The respondents were not very familiar with
telework (tele-commuting); however, this is quite
understandable since this form of employment is
generally not so popular in the third sector in Poland
which is still facing infrastructural problems in
telecommunications. On the other hand, our
informants highly evaluated other flexible forms of
employment such as teamwork and work sharing.
These two were considered favourable for the disabled
as they offer an opportunity to exchange information
as well as to achieve satisfactory results provided that
the division of work and duties is sensible. According
to the respondents, these two forms of employment
are considered quite effective in terms of project-
related tasks.
Our informants evaluated the contract for a
specific piece of work (umowa o dzieło) surprisingly
well, claiming it provides relatively high earnings,
allows retention of the disability pension and offers
flexibility of work. With this in mind, the fact that
self-employment was also rated attractive by the
disabled comes as no surprise at all. Although this
form of employment allows for credit relief and has a
number of other advantages (“I am my own boss,”
flexibility, the opportunity employ others), it has
several disadvantages such as being on one’s own to
obtain contracts/clients, the need to build one’s own
image and the risk of bankruptcy. Moreover, our
informants admitted that if they were employers, they
would be more than willing to receive the refund
covering the costs of employing disabled persons.
Work from home/cottage industry met with
ambiguous appraisals. On the one hand, the disabled
appreciated the fact that it allowed them to stay at
home and avoid commuting problems; on the other
hand, though, they were anxious about the threat of
even deeper social exclusion. This form of
employment is not very common in NGOs, according
to the respondents.
Evaluation of the forms of organisation 
of working time 
The respondents were also asked to analyse
various flexible forms of work (in terms of working
time) from the point of view of the disabled, i.e., taking
into account their needs and expectations. Despite a
considerable diversification among our informants
(with respect to the level and type of disability as well
as to their current career situations), flexible forms of
work met with general approval, though some of them
seemed not to be aware of the fact that their employers
could apply similar solutions. In the latter case,
obviously it was hard to obtain any answer in this
respect. In general, the respondents had a favourable
opinion regarding flexible forms of work; however,
Voluntary work agreement Good for young people; provides the
opportunity to gain experience; short-
termed; opportunity to prove one’s
resourcefulness, activeness; a welcome
addition to one’s CV which in
consequence can lead to employment;
part of the respondents consider
voluntary work as a kind of job
Source: Author’s work based on the empirical evidence collected under the project “Patterns of Employment in the Third Sector”, op. cit.
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they tended to relate the advantages to the specific
situation of disabled people (cf. Table 2). According
to our informants, the most favourable flexible forms
of work are part-time employment and task-based
work, as they allowed for the opportunity to take up
additional activities. Equivalent working time was
perceived as less favourable (according to the vast
majority of our respondents, this is highly
unfavourable and impossible to apply with respect to
the disabled) due to its varying working hours and
interrupted working time.
Special consideration should be given to the
opinion that a certain segment of the disabled could
work full-time, i.e., eight hours a day/40 hours a week,
provided that this did not further deteriorate their
dysfunction. On the other hand, the disabled employed
in vocational rehabilitation facilities often fear that it
might be closed down one day due to a general
liquidation of similar institutions. They claim that there
is a large group of disabled who are more than willing
to get started with some form of work, however, they
are totally unprepared for work on the open labour
market or even for work in positions especially adjusted
to their needs in ordinary enterprises. The fact that
vocational rehabilitation facilities are run by non-
governmental organisations is positively evaluated by
the disabled: they feel more secure, they think that
unless some sort of cataclysm occurs, they always can
learn a vocation there. In spite of this, the respondents
remarked that occasionally NGOs take part in unfair
practices (e.g., an organisation co-operates with a
company which employs the disabled but at the same
time avoids signing employment contracts not only for
indefinite but also for a longer definite periods of time).
Summing-up and recommendations
● Research results show that employment in the third
sector correlates with what I would call multiplier
effects – i.e., the additional bonuses of employment in
a non-governmental organisation that include the
friendly atmosphere, favourable conditions, a sense of
being a part of a community and a feeling of
fulfilment. On the other hand though, it is this
friendly atmosphere and involvement that can be
abused by an employer.
● The third sector has become increasingly engaged in
the development of the supported labour market. It has
created a number of vocational rehabilitation facilities,
supported employment enterprises and occupational
therapy workshops. Such forms of support for the
occupational activity and rehabilitation of the disabled
can be both socially and economically effective. The
creation of supported employment enterprises and
vocational rehabilitation facilities by non-profit
organisations is the best way to utilise funds for the
vocational activation of the disabled. A good example
here is a joint initiative of several NGOs and municipal
institutions in Krakow - “At Mr Cogito’s,”10 - which,
apart from serving as an example of model inter-sector
co-operation, demonstrates that it is possible to employ
those who have the least chance for being employed -
the mentally ill. This vocational rehabilitation facility
offers additional proof that NGOs can run similar
activities, be initiators of new solutions and effectively
seek supporting partners. Moreover, its non-profit basis
dispels any suspicions that similar initiatives abuse
legal regulations supporting employment of the
disabled.
10 “At Mr Cogito’s” is an initiative launched by NGOs and supported by public institutions. It functions as a vocational
rehabilitation facility with the mission to give employment to people who have suffered a serious nervous breakdown.
The disabled persons run a three-star hotel and restaurant in Krakow.
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Table 2. Forms of the organisation of working time, according to the disabled employed in NGOs
Working time form
Practical solutions applied in
a given form
Evaluation made by the disabled taking
part in the research
Task-based working time The employer does not have to keep a
register of working time utilisation; an
employee can decide when they want
to complete their tasks (provided that
the tasks are performed on time); the
Labour Code envisages this form of
work, however, it does not specify the
type of employees or tasks to which it
can be applied 
Varying opinions: some of the disabled
considered this form as discouraging
(certain supervision is indispensable to
perform duties appropriately); others
claimed that it is very good as it allows
for high flexibility; for part of the
disabled it was of key importance to
have the task clearly specified (“it is not
always fair”)
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● In the case of limited financial resources,
employing disabled workers can be both
economically efficient for NGOs and favourable
for the disabled. Firstly, the vast majority of the
latter can take up such forms of employment which
are favourable to the organisation (e.g., part-time
employment contracts, contracts for a specific piece
of work - umowa o dzieło). Some of the disabled
are more likely to seek such employment contracts,
which will not interfere with their disability
pensions. Secondly, while being employed in
NGOs the disabled have the opportunity to wrestle
with the problems of other people, to work in teams
and to develop close relations with co-workers.
According to the disabled, the third sector is a good
employer: perhaps salaries are not generous, but
employment is quite secure and relatively stable.
● Non-governmental organisations willingly apply
flexible forms of employment such as contracts for
a specific piece of work (umowa o dzieło) and
contracts of mandate or commission (umowa
zlecenie). Other flexible forms are far less popular,
such as replacement employment contracts,
telework (tele-commuting) and work sharing.
This is partly due to ignorance and force of habit
of both the third sector’s employers and the
disabled themselves. Perhaps a portion of the
agreements subject to the Civil Code could be
Equivalent working time/
Compensatory time
Overtime is compensated by time off
or even days off from work
Ambiguous opinions: on the one hand,
favourable as it allows for working time
compensation; on the other hand, it may
be hard for the disabled, depending on
their specific dysfunction, i.e., it can pose
serious problems to endure sitting long
hours at the workplace; according to
some of the respondents, it is impossible
to apply to the disabled; according to
others - very favourable at work which
requires different schedules of tasks and
duties over a working week or month
Interrupted working time Applied in well-grounded cases and
in full compliance with the
requirements of the Labour Code;
interruptions in work are not
counted as working time 
Part of the informants were not familiar
with such organisation of working time
and did not express any opinions with
this respect; for others it was
unfavourable, as it failed to offer set
working hours making it impossible to
plan ahead 
Varying working hours Variable working hours, but with
specified time of beginning and
finishing work 
Again, the disabled considered this form
of organisation of working time as
limiting their freedom and planning
(they assumed that it was the employers
not the employees who set the varying
working hours and that employers can
change working hours as it suits them,
when in fact it is the employees that
decide in this respect); the most opaque
form of work time organisation for our
respondents 
Part-time work Shortened working time (e.g., 4, 6, or
7 hours a day in a rigidly set time
bracket)
The disabled treated 7 hours a day as a
full-time job; this form of employment
met with positive opinions as, despite
lower salaries, it gives more freedom; it
was differently perceived by those with
families and those with other sources of
income 
The compilation of the forms of organisation of working time was prepared on those described in M. Jerzak’s Deregulation of Labour
Market in Poland and European Union, Materials and Studies, the National Bank of Poland (Narodowy Bank Polski), 2004, No. 17.
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replaced with flexible employment contracts
subject to the Labour Code. Such solutions meet
with favourable opinions on the part of many
disabled workers. Popularisation of these solutions
can be of a great advantage for both the disabled
and the NGOs.
● The disabled who participated in the research
found the following forms most favourable (apart
from full-time employment contracts for an
indefinite period of time): part-time employment
contracts for an indefinite period of time, contracts
for a specific task or piece of work (umowa o
dzieło), contracts of mandate or commission
(umowa zlecenie) and self-employment. It should
be stressed here that each of the above-mentioned
forms of employment is also favourable for the
employer, which suggests that mutual relations
between NGOs and their disabled employees
should be quite satisfactory, provided that their
expectations and requirements are clearly stated.
● Non-governmental organisations apply flexible
forms of working time quite rarely, although they
could serve as sensible solutions for both NGOs
and their disabled employees provided that they
are adjusted to the everyday needs and plans of the
latter. These forms of employment facilitate the
adjustment of the rhythm of work to the needs of
the organisation as well as enable the disabled to
attend rehabilitation sessions or pursue further
education.
● What transpires from our research and what needs
to be strongly emphasised is the necessity to
establish a kind of common ground for work
exchange in the third sector, or - as it was dubbed by
one of our respondents - an employment agency for
the disabled in NGOs. The main goal of such an
initiative would be to create a database of the
disabled who wish to work as well as to collect job
offers available in the third sector. Another task
would be to promote various (including the
flexible ones) forms of employment with special
consideration given to the needs and expectations
of the disabled. Non-governmental organisations
supporting different groups of the disabled could
actively take part in the above undertakings. Such
a database, naturally created with the participation
of the disabled, could take on the form of a Web
portal, but not that alone. Although there are a
number of similar job agencies for the disabled
that can be found on various Web portals, they
lack a joint initiative in this respect.
Ewa Bogacz-Wojtanowska (PhD) is a lecturer at Jagiellonian
University in Krakow.
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Do NGOs have the right to make a final decision about the forms of employment in such organisations?
The question seems quite surprising – who else could exert influence on employment in these independent
institutions?  However, it transpires that a decisive factor in these matters is the terms dictated by the grant
providers.
A
debate during a seminar held in the Institute of
Public Affairs (IPA)2 convinced me that it is
impossible to create a single, or even several
patterns of third sector employment. The main
reason for this is the enormous diversification of the
sector, due to which each organisation should be
perceived as a separate entity and treated as a specific
employer.
Nonetheless, it still possible to call attention to
certain relations and regularities governing the
functioning of the majority of non-governmental
organisations (NGOs)3 as well as some rules which all
NGOs – irrespective of their individual specificity -
should apply when recruiting new employees.
However, application of these rules should be adjusted
to the needs and possibilities of a given organisation.
A great variety of conclusions were drawn from
the empirical material collected and presented by IPA
that referred to various aspects of both NGOs’
functioning and the reality in which they operate. I
shall focus on those aspects that concern the influence
that external financing exerts on recruitment and
employment in non-governmental organisations.
One of the key issues concerning third sector
employment is its stability. The employment policy
adopted by an NGO – whether its goal is to build a
dedicated team or not to employ at all (in which case
it co-operates with people from the outside or
volunteer workers) - should ideally arise from the
organisation’s strategy as well as its institutional
development as an employer. Unfortunately, I have
observed that many NGOs find it problematic to
define their identity and their role in social life, or to
specify a plan for the forthcoming five or (even worse)
three years. Such a state of affairs renders it difficult to
purposefully choose the right track for the
organisation’s development, including its human
resources. It usually brings about a chaotic, unstable
employment policy, dependent on external funding
and the ways such funding can be utilised.
Non-governmental organisations have become
accustomed to this situation thanks in part to their
donors, in particular, those administering public and
aid funds. The majority of donors finance tasks and
projects that last up to one year. From the donors’
point of view, there is a well grounded explanation
1 The article is an English version of the paper published in Polish as T. Schimanek, Wpływ wewnętrznych źródeł
finansowania na zatrudnienie w organizacjach pozarządowych, “Trzeci Sektor” 2005/2006, no. 4, pp. 13-17.
2 A seminar organised as part of the projects “Wzory zatrudnienia w trzecim sektorze” [Patterns of the Third Sector
Employment]” and “Kompas” [Compass] on December 19, 2005.
3 See E. Bogacz-Wojtanowska, Cykl życia organizacji pozarządowej, “Trzeci Sektor” 2005, no. 3 (editor’s annotation).
Tomasz Schimanek
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behind it (simpler forms of accounting, the ability to
show results of the support provided in a short time,
etc.), however, this only encourages the organisations’
task-orientated and short-term, rather than strategic
and long-term, mindset. In Poland, donors’ influence
is even greater since so-called “own funding” in Polish
NGOs is still very much limited. It is obvious that such
project-timed functioning affects employment.
Employees are recruited for the purposes of a given
project and have no certainty that they will remain
within a given organisation, as it depends on whether
the organisation will decide to embark on another
project or not. Moreover, this uncertainty also exerts
influence on the form of employment: since these are
usually considerably short-term projects, it is often
easier to sign an agreement for specific professional
services to be provided rather than a “proper” contract
of employment.
Donors have yet a stronger impact on the choice
of employees by NGOs, which is manifested in the
recruitment conditions laid down by donors. This
constitutes one of the most difficult and contentious
issues as far as the problem of financing is concerned.
The terms dictated by a donor or a grantor most often
arise from the mindset presented by the decision-
makers, resembling a peculiar “vicious cycle” which
can be read as follows:
● we do care about the effective utilisation of the money
we allocate for the execution of concrete tasks;
● our money should exclusively finance these concrete
tasks, and not be used, e.g., for the organisations’
permanent employees;
● we are not the only ones who think along these lines,
probably each donor/grantor thinks alike – and so in
effect, the majority of NGOs find it difficult to
finance their permanent staff;
● recognising this situation, there is a threat that
NGOs will try to finance their personnel utilising the
funds we provide;
● in order to prevent this, we are obliged to introduce
certain restrictions on the utilisation of the funds we
provide as far as the financing of the NGO’s
permanent employees’ remuneration is concerned.
Donors apply a variety of solutions to deal with
this problem. These range from the extreme ones
which exclude all payroll costs, through quite
moderate ones which allow for the financing of
remuneration only in the case of temporary employees
or researchers (but not for administrative staff), to ones
that set exact limits on the funds allocated for
remuneration in specific employee categories and even
specify the type of contract to be signed by an employee
(e.g., temporary contract of employment, agreement
for specific professional services to be provided, etc.).
This exemplifies the very narrow and slightly “egoistic”
attitude on the part of the donor, an attitude arising
exclusively from the project’s perspective, and not
bearing in mind the organisation carrying out the
project. One rarely encounters donors who impose no
limitations in this respect but rather encourage NGOs
to sign employment contracts or allocate funds for the
costs of training that would improve the qualifications
of their staff.
It should be noted here that nearly every donor
applies its own solutions as regards payroll financing,
rendering it difficult for an organisation relying on
external funding to adopt a concrete human resources
policy, thus threatening the organisation’s
employment stability. NGOs are forced to adjust the
forms and terms of employment contracts to the
requirements imposed by donors by the lack (or
considerably limited amount) of their own funding
which could be used to supplement external financing
restricted by the grantors’ agreements or legal
regulations. As a consequence, temporary contracts of
employment and high staff turnover are typical
features of non-governmental organisations.
Despite all these restrictions, NGOs try to create
a more stable HR policy. A unique feature of the third
sector is remuneration based on a combination of
multiple finance sources, which means that a full-time
employee’s salary is covered from several finance
sources. This mainly refers to the organisation’s
administrative personnel, in particular, the directors,
accountants, and receptionists. Their salaries are paid
from the funds allocated for a number of projects,
depending on the level of their involvement in such
projects.
Occasionally though, this “multiple finance
sources combination” takes on forms not necessarily
fair or in compliance with the arrangements stated in
the agreements made with donors. The “vicious cycle”
mentioned above often leads to situations where a
given employee’s remuneration is covered from a
single finance source (because there have been no
limitations set) but he or she is simultaneously engaged
in another project for the same money (because there
have been no funds allocated for payroll). It is a quite
common practice forced, as it were, upon NGOs by
donors. The above example is by no means intended as
a justification, but serves merely to identify and
examine the factors responsible for this state of affairs.
Another practice, also to a certain extent
dictated by the terms of financing NGOs’ initiatives,
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4 According to the regulations included in the Ustawa o zamówieniach publicznych [Law on Public Procurement], DzU
[Journal of Laws] 2004, no. 19, Item 177, it is often indispensable to issue a call for tenders, an alternative being to employ
a given person (e.g., an expert) on an employment contract basis prior to embarking on a given project. A similar situation
exists when EU funds are being utilised (editor’s annotation).
5 In general, Polish VAT regulations do not take into account NGOs’ specific nature and treat them similarly to
commercial entities. This issue requires its own discussion. See, analyses of regulations stated in the Ustawa o podatku
od towarów i usług [Law on Tax on Goods and Services], DzU [Journal of Laws] 2004, no. 54, Item 535 referring to
NGOs: I. Ożóg, A. Nikończyk, Podatek VAT dla organizacji pozarządowych, “Trzeci Sektor” 2004, no. 1; R. Skiba, VAT
preferences for NGOs in European countries, “Trzeci Sektor” 2004. no. 1(editor’s annotation).
is the allocation of a part of employee remuneration to
cover the costs of the organisation’s functioning, as
donors are not willing to allow their funds to cover
these costs. Officially, an employee receives salary as
specified in the project’s budget, but based on an
informal agreement with the employer a part of their
remuneration is allotted to pay other costs (e.g., rent, an
accountant’s salary, etc.).
Over the past few years the third sector (and all
other areas of the labour market in Poland) has
witnessed a growing tendency towards self-
employment, i.e., the provision of services by
individuals operating as registered business entities.
This phenomenon has also affected NGOs - self-
employment here is quite common because of the
aforementioned task-orientated nature of their activities
and the short-term prospects of employment. However,
certain sources of financing do not accept this form of
employment, while others regard such services as non-
personnel costs which has procedural consequences,
e.g., in terms of public resources.4 Another factor
discouraging collaboration with the self-employed is
the VAT levied on a vast majority of such services. As a
result, those NGOs which are not VAT payers (and it
must be noted that they constitute an overwhelming
majority) cannot deduct the paid VAT in accordance
with general rules, which means that this expense has
to be included in the cost of a service covered by a
donor.5 It should be stressed here that not all donors
accept the above-mentioned costs.
The lack of coherence between the limitations
and the terms of financing dictated by donors hinders
NGOs’ ability to formulate comprehensible payroll
policies. The amount of remuneration often depends
on a given donor’s terms - sometimes, employees
receive much varied remuneration for the same work
depending on the amount of money allocated for this
purpose from a given finance source.
Occasionally, restrictions imposed by donors on
the forms and the amount of employee remuneration
trigger situations where a part of the work is performed
on a paid basis, while other tasks are performed (by the
same person) on a voluntary basis because it has been
impossible to obtain financing for full remuneration
for the work performed for the NGO’s benefit. Such a
solution can be partially justified, however, it is
unacceptable for this to become a general rule and such
voluntary work must always be the free decision of the
employee, which, unfortunately, is not always the case.
Recruitment in NGOs is also influenced by
requirements concerning the experience and
qualifications of people engaged in a given project. A
great number of donors pay close attention to this
issue, making this particular restriction a key criterion
when allocating funds for a project. Again, from the
donors’ point of view it seems quite obvious: they
expect that the initiatives they finance will be of the
highest quality, which means that the people involved
in those undertakings will have invaluable experience,
qualifications and predisposition. However, from the
practical point of view of NGOs, these exorbitant
requirements pose a serious problem: NGOs are
frequently unable to use (or build) their own team, as
they are forced to employ highly-qualified specialists
from the outside, often from the public or business
sectors.
The above-mentioned practice also affects the
employment of the disadvantaged on the labour
market. Strict requirements with respect to the
experience, qualifications, and predisposition of
employees set considerable restrictions upon the
employment of youth (lack of experience), the
unemployed (poorly qualified) and the disabled (low
availability). In view of these facts, it is senior citizens
that have the best chances for employment (wide
experience, full availability) but they often lack
sufficient knowledge and experience in the area of
project management or are not familiar with the new
technologies widely applied in the third sector
(computers, the Internet, mobile phones).
Summing up, it should be emphasised that -
despite all the external factors - the model of
employment (the terms, forms, and remuneration) in
an NGO depends mainly on the organisation itself. It
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is its management that defines its employment policy
and has the most say as regards its final shape.
However, it should be noted that donors (grantors) still
influence the choices and decisions made by specific
organisations and the employment requirements
which they set exert an enormous impact on the forms
of employment in NGOs benefiting from their
financial support. The donors’ role is quite significant
in this respect and, bearing this in mind, it is extremely
important for the donors to undertake initiatives that
would improve their instruments of providing
financial support for NGOs. Such a process of self-
criticism has already begun - it has been initiated by a
number of organisations integrated by the Polish
Donors Forum.6
Recommendations
In conclusion, I would like to present a number
of recommendations addressed to both the
management of NGOs and donors (and grantors)
pertaining to the external financing of NGOs and their
employment policies.
Non-governmental organisations should:
● Pay greater attention to long-term planning as well as
to defining their vision and to developing a 3 or even
5-year strategy that would allow them to pursue this
vision. This would enable them to choose and apply
adequate solutions with respect to recruitment;
● Create and reinforce their own financial sources,
which constitute a key factor in stabilising NGOs’
ability to function, especially as concerns
employment issues; and
● Develop their own standards of recruitment and
remuneration, combining paid and voluntary work,
etc., regardless of the conditions stipulated by donors.
It should come as a rule that each and every newly
employed person should know well the terms, the
scope, and the principles of work they are taking on.
Donors should:
● Not restrict their financial support to short-term
projects, but adopt other forms of support as well,
e.g., different sorts of institutional grants which foster
an NGO’s development, as well as its employment
rationale, and 2 or 3-year projects;
● Apply greater moderation in placing restrictions on
financing various costs, in particular, the payroll costs. In
my opinion, it is highly unacceptable that payroll
expenses in general, as well as indirect payroll costs
(accountancy, director’s supervision, etc.), cannot be
financed in adequate proportion to the employee’s
actual level of involvement, of course. It can be hardly
expected that the quality of initiatives would be
exceptionally high if there were no funds for the costs
incurred in the course of their implementation; and
similarly, one cannot expect to receive satisfactory
financial statements if it is impossible to pay the
accountant’s fee for their preparation;
● Consider thoroughly the requirements and
restrictions imposed upon recipients of their support,
taking into account in particular the effects these can
have on the employment policy and long-term
development of NGOs, instead of solely focusing on
the single short-term project;
● Strive in the future to introduce a unification of
standards in providing financial support and some
form of co-ordination or co-operation among various
finance sources, thereby increasing the stability of
NGOs’ employment policies;
● Examine the mechanism of mark-ups present in
the business sector, which could prevent a
situation where a part of remuneration is set aside
to cover other costs. Mark-ups (on an adequate
level) could be worked out as a percentage
calculated from the project’s budget and would not
need to be itemised thus allowing NGOs to
allocate such amounts for administrative costs or
raising staff qualifications;
● Consider promoting effective approaches to
employment issues, e.g., approaches that will
encourage NGOs to attain greater employment
stability and formulate a set of regulations
concerning work and recruitment as well as promote
the employment of the disadvantaged, etc.;
● Recognize that the VAT issue mentioned above has
a wider, extremely important meaning for the third
sector. However, as long as the existing legal
regulations remain unchanged, donors are advised
to regard the VAT as a qualified cost; and
● Most certainly, both donors and beneficiaries,
protecting their common interests, should promote
new legal solutions which would improve the
functioning and financing of the initiatives
undertaken by Polish non-governmental
organisations.
Tomasz Schimanek is a deputy director of the Academy for the
Development of Philanthropy in Poland.
6 More detailed information on the Forum can be found on their web page: www.forumdarczyncow.pl
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1. Taxes
Irena Ozóg, Andrzej Nikończyk
VAT in the Third Sector
This article is devoted to the topic of taxation of non-governmental organisations with the tax on goods and
services and the changes that have taken place in this area as a result of Poland’s accession to the European
Union. The text is a comprehensive overview of the rules regulating third sector taxation, starting from the
legal and tax subjectivity of non-governmental organisations through general taxation principles, the rules
regulating the taxation of individual activities and ending with a discussion of tax exemptions. The article
also presents a general evaluation of the compliance of Poland’s VAT provisions with the VI EU Directive.
Public benefit non-governmental organisations are subject to VAT on the same principles as entities
conducting typical business activities. Pointing out the specific nature of social benefit activities,
representatives of these organisations sometimes propose the introduction of special tax rules for such
activities. As the article shows, these special solutions aren’t necessarily beneficial for non-governmental
organisations or their donors. The authors pay special attention to the taxation of goods and services donated
for the benefit of those in need, stressing that in the new system these activities are treated as consumer
activities. In addition, the authors discuss such changes as the deterioration of the conditions for the taxation
of the donation of deficient goods, reduction of the burden on the donation of new goods, the taxation of
services provided gratuitously and taxation of the “transfer of foreign services.” They also explain the
premises determining the obligation to tax subsidies based on their type and their relation to the price of the
goods or services. The article also discusses individual exemptions of delivered goods, provided services and
imported goods. Pointing out overall compliance of national regulations in this respect with EU guidelines,
the authors highlight that the state has to work out methods of supporting public benefit activities outside
the area of tax law as well.
Radosław Skiba
VAT privileges for Non-governmental Organisations in European Countries
Should the state offer legal privileges for non-governmental organisations and should they be reflected in
the tax system? There is no single answer to this question. Practically all European states offer preferential
treatment either for specific types of non-governmental organisations or for specific types of activities they
perform. The most common are income tax privileges, which include both income tax exemptions for
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NGOs and tax relief for entities supporting NGO activities. Regarding VAT, which is the point of focus
of a major part of the article, application of tax privileges is particularly difficult due to the construction
of this tax, and paradoxically, quite often VAT exemption is not a beneficial solution for taxpayers. In
addition, the application of tax exemptions is seriously limited due to the harmonisation of VAT systems
in European Union states. Unwillingness to offer VAT privileges may also result from the fear of loosening
the system and creating opportunities for illegal tax evasion. Despite the above difficulties, many European
countries offer VAT privileges for non-governmental organisations. The article presents examples of such
solutions.
Ireneusz Mirek
Corporate Income Tax in Third Sector Entities
The interpretation of regulations pertaining to CIT exemptions applicable to third sector entities has caused
numerous problems and the latest amendments to the Public Benefit Act have not dispelled them. The
author analyses the most controversial questions in this matter: the scope of exemptions; the discrepancy
between allocation and spending of revenues; the taxation of companies established by associations and the
tax exemption for public benefit organisation income and membership fee income. In particular, the author
presents concerns arising from the incomplete synchronisation of the Public Benefit Act and the Corporate
Income Tax Act. The new laws regulating taxation of revenues of non-governmental organisations can
hardly be called clear. The matter is additionally complicated by the controversies concerning the auditing
powers of tax authorities with regard to such organisations, particularly with regards to auditing their statutes.
At the same time the author notes that the new regulations limit the possibilities of using tax relief by third
sector entities against the intentions of the legislation only to a limited extent. Upholding the exemption
from Art. 17, Item 1, Point 4 of the CIT Act, applicable to taxpayers allocating their incomes for preferred
statutory objectives effectively makes any efforts in this respect futile. The legislation clearly lacked
consistency in this area. Positive changes include removing exemptions pertaining to revenues from
membership fees in political, professional and social organisations and introduction of a new exemption for
public benefit organisations. The latter regulation is particularly valuable as it shifts, to some extent, the
weight of exemption regulations from the objective plain from Art. 17, Item 1, Point 4 of the CIT Act to the
subjective level, which compels numerous organisations to subject themselves to additional verification and
tighter supervision.
Jan Jakub Wygnański
PIT and Philanthropy
This article starts off with the thesis that although the tax system may support or hinder pro-social activities,
tax relief and exemptions should not be treated as a primary attribute of non-governmental organisations.
The author demonstrates that the real significance of donations from private donors for non-profit
organisations’ budgets is relatively limited. Donations gain importance in poorer countries and in countries
where the non-governmental sector is poorly developed. Tax allowances for donors seem not to affect the
decision to make a donation but have a significant influence on the donation amount. Hence for this reason,
if for nothing more, they should be a permanent element of the tax system. However, a public debate
concentrating on the following questions should be carried out: To whom? Towards what objectives? and
How much should private donors be allowed to donate to take advantage of tax relief? The text contains a
short overview of tax incentives used in different countries to stimulate philanthropic behavior. The author
also presents an analysis of parameterisation of tax incentives in the Polish PIT tax. From the data presented
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in the text, it appears that in the current form of the Polish tax system, measurable tax benefits from
philanthropy are obtained primarily by more well-off persons. They are also the most important source of
donations. In 2003, taxpayers from the highest tax tier (5% of all taxpayers) donated more than other groups
for philanthropic causes. The analysis focuses also on the 1% mechanism introduced in 2004, which
constitutes an additional source of revenue for non-governmental organisations that enjoy the status of public
benefit organisations. The author also ventures to answer the question of what benefit this mechanism brings
both to the state and to organisations, since it is not obvious whether the net incomes of organisations do in
fact increase as a result of the 1% mechanism. There is a real danger that this mechanism may in fact deter
priceless genuine philanthropy.
2. The Social Economy
Witold Kwaśnicki
The Social Economy from the Liberal Economics Perspective
The concept of the “social economy,” although very popular in recent years, has yet to be defined in an
unequivocal way. Kwaśnicki opens his discussion by reviewing the different working definitions of this term,
devoting particular attention to the meaning generally assigned to it in the European Union. He emphasises
that efforts to define this elusive “social economy” go hand in hand with work on standardisation of its
different manifestations, e.g., in the issue of co-operatives. From here, the author maintains there is but one
short step to special privileges for entities associated with the social economy and to central control over such
entities. This, he believes, would not be a desirable outcome, in that development of the social economy ought
to be, to the greatest extent possible, the result of spontaneous, grassroots activities undertaken at the local level.
As he analyses the need to create some privileges for the social economy, Kwaśnicki cautions against an
artificial juxtaposition of the social economy with the “normal” market economy - the latter, he maintains, also
fills an important social mission. Kwaśnicki also argues that the effective function of social economy entities
can only be possible in a market environment, on a par with private sector entities. Kwaśnicki’s text cites data
illustrating the scale, potential, and principal areas of activity of the social economy.
Ewa Leś
The New Social Economy and Social Entrepreneurship
In Europe and in other regions of the world social economy institutions, also called institutions of civic
economy, have constituted an important sector providing both commercial and non-commercial goods and
services for almost two centuries. For more than a quarter of a century, however, in many Western European
countries, Canada and Australia one can observe a clear renaissance of social economic initiatives called
“the new social economy movement.” It is the latter phenomenon which Leś concentrates upon, analysing
the factors contributing to the development of this new social economy and its hallmarks. She proposes
definitions of the social economy, of the new social economy and of social entrepreneurship, and presents
an overview of typical areas and forms of the new social economy in European Union countries. Particular
emphasis is placed on the innovative value of the new social economy, such as the introduction of new
activities and new quality of services, of new methods of organisation and producing goods and services, as
well as the changing roles of volunteer work and of paid labor.
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Monica Loss
Social Co-operatives in Italy
While the first social co-operatives sprang up in Italy towards the end of the 1970s, it wasn’t until 1991 that
legislation was enacted which created a special legal framework allowing for the social and productive
objectives of such entities. The Italian statute No. 381, which comprises the definitive regulation of this
matter in Italian law, distinguishes between two types of social co-operatives. The first of these, type A co-
operatives, provide social and educational services, while type B co-operatives pursue agricultural, industrial,
or commercial activities while furthering the work integration of persons who face problems entering the
labour market of their own accord. Thus, the first type is more of a business enterprise, even if it can only
operate in the area of social services, and the second is concentrated on vocational integration of the long-
term unemployed. Loss discusses the incidence of social co-operatives in Italy and the rate at which they have
been developing, positioning her comments against the context of comparative wealth of the different Italian
regions. She is most interested in the potential for employment offered by social co-operatives and in the
strategy for their development, particularly as regards combining the social mission with economic
efficaciousness.
Mike Aiken
Social Enterprises in the Social Economy. The UK Experience in the Context 
of the European Tradition
The role of social economy institutions in the creation of new jobs and in fostering the democratic and
economic potential of civil society is increasingly acknowledged within individual member states of the
European Union as well as by the European Commission. Aiken offers an analysis of the various concepts
and definitions of the social economy and gauges its impact on the national economy of the United Kingdom;
he then takes these deliberations as a basis for discussing the social enterprise - its tradition, its forms and
the perspectives for its growth. Aiken inquires as to the possibilities of combining social thinking with a
more hard-nosed business logic in practice. He also discusses the different risks faced by social enterprises,
such as degeneration of the social mission, fading away against the backdrop of the market or of the public
sector and economic failure. Aiken also notes the great heterogeneousness persisting among social enterprises
in terms of their origins and of the conditions under which they operate, from a purely commercial
environment to the public sector. At the same time while pointing out the inevitable risks of the social
enterprise, the author extols the benefits promised by continued development of this form of economic
activity. Aiken views support of social enterprises by the government as a valuable investment in social capital
and in the local infrastructure.
Anna Królikowska
Financial Resources for Social Economy Institutions
Social economy institutions conduct activities conducive to the public good. Accordingly, it would seem
natural that they should benefit from the support of public authorities at different levels. The most popular
instrument by which such support is extended is constituted by grants, whose basic advantage - from the
perspective of the beneficiaries - is in their free nature, that of gifts which need not be returned. Yet grants
have certain significant weaknesses as an instrument for financing social economy entities, such as the fact
that they tend to be earmarked for a specific purpose and must be utilised in a specific way, their short-term
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timeframe, and the considerable time expenditures entailed in seeking grants and in reporting on their
usage. For these reasons, Królikowska argues, social economy institutions would do well to consider seeking
repayable financing from the private sector. Yet social economy institutions, she argues, often suffer from
lack of expertise in assessing the consequences of assuming such financial liabilities; more importantly, the
typical social economy institution does not have a steady flow of income or sufficient assets which it could
offer as collateral. Conversely, many banks frown upon social economy institutions seeking loans. The
author analyses foreign experiences in the area of financing activities of social economy entities through
loans and equity investments, and explores the possibilities for securing the underwriting and guarantees
necessary for development of the sector’s financing.
3. Partnership or Competition?
Grzegorz Makowski
Inter-sector Cooperation as Regulated by the Act on Public Benefit Activity and
on Volunteer Work
State subsidiarity, effectiveness, transparency, independence, partnership and fair competition – these, in a
nutshell, are the principles for cooperation between public administration and the non-governmental sector,
as set forth in the Act on Public Benefit Activity and on Volunteer Work. These principles may seem fairly
obvious and state subsidiarity has been enshrined in the preamble to Poland’s constitution as adopted in
1997. In promulgating the Act, the legislature was seeking to enrich these principles with an operational,
practical aspect in hopes that this would make for more precision in consummation of a vision for relations
between institutions of the state and social organisations, with respect to purely technical solutions as well
as at the axiological-normative level. Has this objective been attained? Do general principles of this sort have
any place in a statute? What is the understanding of the principles for cooperation among NGO personnel
and public officials of various ranks? Do they know how to apply these principles in practice? Makowski
discusses these questions in light of the results of Institute of Public Affairs studies concerning
implementation of the statute.
Tomasz Kasprzak
Does the Law Help in Helping Out? Volunteer Work in Light of the Act on Public
Benefit Activity and on Volunteer Work
This text was written on the basis of materials obtained by the Institute of Public Affairs during the
preparation of a report for the Ministry of Social Policy entitled Cooperation between the Public
Administration and Non-Governmental Organisations Following Enactment of the Act on Public Benefit
Activity and on Volunteer Work. The author analyses the practical operation of the statute’s provisions
concerning volunteer work in NGOs and public administrative bodies. He discusses two visions of volunteer
work presented by NGO and public sector representatives participating in the study – volunteer work as
community service and volunteer work as an activity facilitating entry to the labour market. The article also
endeavours to assess the statutory issues, dwelling on some problem areas pointed out by the study’s
participants. In addition the author considers the question of whether we are witnessing an “over-regulation”
of volunteer work.
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Tomasz Tracz
Certain Aspects of Cooperation between the Public Authorities and the NGO 
Sector – Missed Opportunities and Systemic Failures
This text attempts an assessment of some elements of the state’s policies with respect to cooperation
between public administration and the non-governmental sector. The author concentrates on those
aspects of this cooperation which, in his view, require change; throughout, however, he works with the
basic premise that the system instituted in 2003 will, in its essence, remain in place and that,
accordingly, any realistic discussion about changing it must refer to small adjustments rather than
major overhauls. In particular, Tracz dwells on what he considers to be inadequate incentives for
developing inter-sector cooperation for local governments, the lack of mechanisms which would
guarantee social consultation and foster a system for civic dialogue, and the problem of the
representativeness of the Public Benefit Works Council. He also weighs the question of whether the
legal solutions now in place will not bring about a state of affairs where the public utility organisations
are more a convenient front for business activities rather than a selfless advocate for local communities
and their citizens. Tracz also posits a re-organisation of the governmental structures responsible for the
system of cooperation between the state and the third sector by increasing the clout of the Ministry of
the Interior and Administration and of the Office of the Prime Minister of the Republic of Poland at
the expense of the Ministry of Social Policy.
Jan Herbst
New Rules for Old Problems. Cooperation between NGOs and the Administration
in Light of Quantitative Research
Most non-governmental organisations (roughly two out of three) are in regular contact with local
government authorities and/or with central administration units, and half of them draw financial resources
on this account. Such contacts notwithstanding, the term “partnership” continues to be something of an
overstatement in describing the relationship between the third sector and the public administration. Herbst
blames this situation on ignorance of the laws conducive to mutually beneficial cooperation, as well on the
disadvantage at which NGOs find themselves when dealing with state and local officials, with the latter
often wielding the power of life and death over third sector entities. Against this background, Herbst analyses
some basic data describing cooperation between non-governmental organisations and the public
administration, including the quantitative results of recent studies by the Klon/Jawor Association and by
other research centres.
Agnieszka Rymsza
Partners of the Social Services? Challenges of Cooperation between the 
Non-Governmental Sector and the Public Administration in Light of American 
experiences.
The basic problem of most non-governmental organisations operating in Poland is posed by an endemic
shortage of funds. Most third sector activists believe that the state ought to earmark more financial resources
for their public benefit activities and also to enable them to play a greater role in the field of public utility
work. The United States, generally viewed as the cradle of civil society, is often cited as a model worth
emulating - it is a country where the discharge of public tasks by non-governmental organisations is a
widespread phenomenon which contributes to growth of the non-profit sector. Rymsza discusses three views
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of the consequences of cooperation of the public administration and the non-governmental sector from the
American literature, as set forth by Lester Salomon (the concept of third party government), Peter L. Berger
and Richard J. Neuhaus, and by Michael Lipsky and Steven Smith. She then takes these American
experiences, and particularly the empirically rooted ideas of Lipsky and Smith, as a basis for commentary on
the Polish debate concerning increase of the third sector’s role in performance of public duties. She also
points out the necessity of paying due heed to the negative effects (for the third sector and for society at large)
of the system of farming out public services, especially the risk that non-governmental organisations will
lose their autonomy.
4. Employment and Volunteer Services 
in Non-Governmental Organisations
Tomasz Schimanek
The Influence of External Financing on Recruitment and Employment in NGOs
The author analyses employment models occurring in the third sector and demonstrates the considerable
influence exerted on this realm of NGO operations by the principles instituted by donors. Schimanek then
takes these conclusions as a basis for recommendations addressed to the institutions contributing finance for
NGOs as well as to the NGOs themselves. The NGOs, as Schimanek sees it, face the challenge of somehow
reconciling the requirements laid down by external donors with the need to build and maintain a stable
team - one of the basic strategic goals of any NGO.
Ewa Bogacz-Wojtanowska
Forms of Employment of the disabled in NGOs - Results of Empirical Research
The author discusses the results of empirical studies concerning the most frequent and the most desirable
solutions for employing disabled persons at NGOs, and also the working time organisation schemes favoured
by disabled NGO workers. She also sets out recommendations concerning the employment of disabled
persons in the third sector.
Ewa Giermanowska
The Third Sector: Permanent or Fleeting Youth Employer?
The author presents the results of empirical studies concerning employment of young people at NGOs. She
analyses the expectations of these young people and considers to what extent young people may be willing
to regard NGOs in terms of their careers either for the long run or in terms of a place where they can spend
a few years gaining experience and improving their skills before moving on - hopefully with improved
prospects - to careers in the private sector or in government.
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Ryszard Praszkier
Plain Folk or Heroes? The Motivations of Social Entrepreneurs
The popularity and significance of social enterprises have been engendering increased interest in people
who undertake work of this sort. While their numbers are small, their contributions to resolving pressing
social problems are often critical. The author ponders what motivates such individuals to act and to devote
themselves to their ideals in the face of what must often seem insurmountable odds, what gives them the
strength to overcome successive obstacles. The author posits that their main motivation can be described as
a joy drawn from creating and from the attitude that an obstacle is not so much a problem as a fascinating
challenge. The article also expounds the “optimum experience” theory of Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, which
has it that, as they go about the performance of tasks, people are motivated by the quality of the experience.
Praszkier also discusses sets of traits which, while seemingly contradictory, tend to exist side by side in creative
personalities.
Witold Toczyski
Laying the Foundations for a Community Economy
The social market economy model devised in Germany and adopted in Poland takes as its basis the
coexistence of freedom and of social solidarity. This principle of solidarity provides the basis for social
cohesion policies which, as the model has it, should be characterised by subsidiarity, fostering initiative at
local community level rather than amassing power at the central level. The cohesion policy now pursued in
the European Union (financed out of the structural funds) is focused on institutions and programmes for
external assistance, and does not do enough to stimulate civic activity. As the author sees it, new impulses
for building up civil society and for strengthening local bonds can be derived from the doctrine of
communitarism. One such impulse is presented in the proposal for development of community economy as
the third branch (the other two being the public sector and the private sector) of the local community’s social
economy. In this respect, a priority task for the community is presented in supporting initiatives for
activisation of residents pursued within the third sector. Growth of the community economy is also assisted
by the creation of inter-sector partnerships; such networks, in the author’s belief, ought to benefit from
assistance out of EU structural funds.
5. The Image of Non-Governmental Organisations
Sławomir Nowotny
The Image of the Non-Governmental Sector among the General Public 
The author presents the thesis that the public image of the Polish third sector is a poor one in two essential
aspects. First, the public’s knowledge about the sector is generally limited to loose scraps of information
and attitudes adopted towards the sector on the basis of this knowledge are, at best, ambiguous. Second,
the data available on the subject is very scant, leaving us with a situation where a discussion of the image
problem must also rely on inaccurate information. That said, secondary analysis of this data provides a
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basis for the formulation of certain hypotheses which may be taken as a point of departure for further, more
systematic study of social attitudes towards non-governmental organisations and the third sector. The
most important conclusions refer to the distinct trait of Polish society presented in a deficit of personal
experiences with civic commitment, and likewise of direct reference to civil society institutions. It is only
the occasional Pole who is personally involved in social/charity work of any kind; the predominant part
of the population derives any and all knowledge about NGOs from mass media coverage. As a result, the
average member of the Polish public perceives the third sector as comprised of a number of charity
organisations familiar from high-profile events covered on television, such as the Great Holiday Aid Band
or the Polish Humanitarian Organisation.
Barbara Iwankiewicz-Rak
Image Power for NGOs
The author discusses basic concepts from the realm of public relations in the context of the activities of
NGOs and elaborates on the mutual dynamics of internal and external PR. She explains why non-
governmental organisations should devote some conscious effort to their image and discusses the most
important functions of that image: identification of the organisation, partnership building and integration
of the organisation, all serving the ultimate purpose of successful operation.
Tomasz Schimanek
Dilemmas of Promotion at NGOs
The author points out that promotion is becoming more and more of a current topic in the NGO
community. He then draws on experiences from practice to discuss the major dilemmas which promotional
activities bring, such as keeping true to the NGO’s mission, the financing and professionalisation of
promotional activities, and the need to reconcile truthfulness of the message with its appeal to the target
audience. The article also considers the possibilities for NGOs liaising with entities involved in shaping
their image (especially the mass media and public relations agencies).
Barbara Fatyga
Exchange and the “Theatre of Charity” - Some Remarks in Hindsight
In this discussion, the author is drawing on her own experiences gleaned during cooperation with the SOS
Food Bank in Warsaw and with other non-governmental organisations. She posits that the third sector in
Poland has not taken advantage of the opportunity presented in the “ideology of exchange” (built around
the principle of reciprocity). Polish charities, and social organisations in general, are permeated by the
“ideology of social aid” and by technocratic talk of “managing social problems.” Against this background,
Fatyga discusses exchange in the operation of NGOs as an ideological postulate and, at the same time, as a
basis for building social relations within these organisations as well as between the organisations and other
public actors. The author then proceeds to characterising - in reference to the drama theories of Erving
Goffman - the different roles played by participants in the work of NGOs (the “coryphaeus” and the “choir,”
the “officials” and the “staff,” or the “favoured guests” and the “supplicants”) and how it combines, on the
designated “ideological basis,” into a species of “theatre of charity.”
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Grzegorz Makowski
The Missing Link, or Where is the Place for Local Council Members in the System
for Cooperation Between the Public Administration and NGOs?
In this article, Makowski discusses some of the results of the research project entitled “Opinions of Local
Council Members About NGOs and Inter-Sector Cooperation” carried out by the Institute for Public Affairs
on instructions from the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy in 2005. These results seem to indicate that,
while local council members generally take a positive view of the third sector, their knowledge about what
NGOs actually do and how they operate is scant and draws heavily on stereotypes. By the same token, the
council members’ knowledge of the legislative Act regarding public utility activities and volunteer work also
leaves much to be desired. The author explains that a local council member’s mandate as “local
parliamentarian” positions her or him at the nexus of the public administration and the local community and
that, accordingly, this mandate can and should be used more extensively towards propagating cooperation
between the sectors.
Magdalena Dudkiewicz
Perceptions of the Polish Third Sector and of Its Social Environment 
by NGO Personnel
The author summarises for the benefit of our readers some of the results of research carried on in
preparation for her PhD thesis entitled Self Awareness of NGO Employees in Poland. She analyses the view
taken by active participants in the Polish third sector of their role in society. As it turns out, the self-
identification of her respondents is rooted in perceived confrontation with an inefficient state and with an
aggressive, demand-minded approach among many beneficiaries of support programmes. The article also
features a methodology note in which the author discusses the semantic field analysis employed in
processing her research data.
6. The Advocacy and Lobbying of Non-Governmental 
Organisations
Marek Zubik
The Legislative Act Regarding Lobbying in the Legislative Process – Comments
with Respect to the Situation of NGOs
This article discusses the consequences of the coming into force of the legislative Act regarding lobbying
activity in the legislative process, with special attention paid to the situation of NGOs. The author
summarises the thematic scope and its application to specific groups of entities, and he presents the most
important regulations laid down in its executory instruments. He casts a critical eye on the definition of
lobbying activity adopted in the statute, pointing out a series of problems relating to the register of
professional lobbyists on the one hand and to the activities pursued by non-professional lobbyists on the
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other. In his conclusions, Zubik formulates some comments about the possible impact of the new statute on
transparency of the legislative process.
Julia Wygnańska
Advocacy by Non-Governmental Organisations
Wygnańska points out that it is with increasing frequency that third-sector entities take it upon themselves
to pursue advocacy work. In her article, she tries to organise the terminology used to describe advocacy work
by non-governmental organisations, which, as she sees it, is undertaken in order to occasion social change
through influence on the policymaking process. The article also discusses the basic toolbox of advocacy
instruments and strategies – campaigns, social consultation, lobbying, monitoring – and their potential
influence on the successive stages of decision-making.
Olga Napiontek
Civic Dialogue in Poland – Experiences From Consultation 
of the National Development Plan for 2007–2013
This article recounts the social consultations carried out as the cabinet of Prime Minister Marek Belka (of
the Democratic Left Alliance, or SLD) was drawing up the National Development Plan for 2007–2013. The
author emphasises the point that organising consultations contributes to popularisation of the social
dialogue idea - in line with the new modes of governance, whose tenets include the need for social
legitimisation of decisions made by the authorities. Yet institutionalisation of social dialogue requires a
high level of political culture. As the author illustrates with the example of the National Development Plan,
the pressures of partisan politics give rise to the temptation for the ruling coalition to use social consultation
of government drafts to shore up its own political position and, in consequence, carries the risk that the
results of the consultation will be wasted in the event of any shift in the political balance of power.
Mateusz Fałkowski
Institutionalisation of Social Dialogue in Poland After 2001
This text deals with operation of the Tripartite Commission for Socio-Economic Affairs in Poland and
with relations between the government and the social partners over the years 2001–2005. The author
points out that, according to the programme of the cabinet in office at the time led by Leszek Miller of
the Democratic Left Alliance, social and civic dialogue were to contribute to legitimisation of the planned
social reforms. But the government used the negotiation and consultation instruments at its disposal on
a very instrumental basis, moving the debate from one forum to another depending on which way support
for its pet concepts cut. Fałkowski argues that activities of this sort bring grave side effects. Trilateral
negotiations between the government, the trade unions, and the employer organisations prove to be of
little effect; no agreements of note are reached, and the social partners use Tripartite Commission sessions
as something of a moot during which they can test their strengths and weaknesses before the real battle
- lobbying in parliament. As a result, the author argues, trilateral negotiations are shunted off to the
sidelines of real policymaking, a phenomenon described by him as “shallow institutionalisation of social
dialogue.”
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Justyna Rutkowska
Public Hearing – Listening to Public Opinion – A Case Study
Rutkowska presents the public hearing procedure which enables the citizenry and the organisations
representing it to voice their opinions with respect to planned legislative changes. She also discusses the
progress and the results of the first public hearing ever held in a central government authority in Poland, in
February 2005 at the Ministry of Health. This watershed event dealt with the controversial idea of
decriminalising dealing in “soft” drugs. The public hearing revealed clear fault lines in public opinion on
the issue at hand and members of Polish parliament, having reviewed its results, decided to reject the changes
proposed in this respect by the government. Rutkowska notes that the public hearing at the Ministry of
Health was very well organised, and also, regretfully, that to date it was an isolated instance in which this
social dialogue procedure was employed in Poland.
7. Financial Issues of Non-Governmental Organisations
Hubert Izdebski
Social Co-operatives and NGOs – the Anticipated Results 
of the Social Co-operatives Act
This survey constitutes an all-inclusive analysis of the effects of the Social Co-operatives Act in force since
July 6, 2006. The author describes the circumstances in which the Act was created and compares the
solutions provided by it to those that had previously been in force. The survey makes an attempt to define
the effects and significance of the changes both for the social economy in Poland and the functioning of
the third sector, and indicates the beneficiaries of the Act. In particular, the survey shows that social co-
operatives have become a form of organisation dual in character, which combines the features of enterprise
and NGO.
Andrzej Juros
Social Co-operatives and the Third sector
This survey regards the legal and social prerequisites for the development of social co-operatives in Poland.
This is a comparative analysis, which takes into account both the historical perspective (the origins of social
co-operatives in this country and the stages of legislative work on the Social Co-operatives Act) and the
international perspective (the development of the social economy in the EU). The author focuses on the
role of social co-operatives in local communities, defines the beneficiaries and members of social co-
operatives, and describes the situation of disadvantaged persons on the job market and the actions of local
partnerships for the development of social entrepreneurship established under the EQUAL Community
Initiative. 
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Alicja Dawidowska, Jerzy Boczoń
Absorption of EU Funds by NGOs in 2004–2006
This article describes the increasing role of NGOs in obtaining EU funds. The authors emphasise the
importance of social engagement and civic organisations for social development and of the necessary changes
in the functioning of different social institutions. Doubt is raised, however, as to whether the system of access
to EU funds created in Brussels and Warsaw really enhances the development of civic activity and use of the
potential accumulated during 17 years of freedom, and whether the level of co-operation between sectors is
sufficient to win the unique chance to bridge civilisation gaps. Looking for an answer to these questions, the
authors point to barriers which restrain and sometimes render impossible full participation of the non-
governmental sector in repairing and strengthening the state in the context of Poland’s membership in the EU.
Marcin Rechulicz
Non-governmental Organisations - Alternative for Business or Business Activity?
The author analyses the business performance of NGOs. In his opinion, the third sector does conduct
commercial activities (without the social adjective). From the author’s point of view, there is competition
between the business sector and NGOs, which means they are each others’ alternatives. By investing available
resources in new initiatives, entrepreneurs can create a new organisation both in the business sector (a company)
and the social sector (non-governmental organisation). They can also create frontier institutions which combine
the features of both sectors. In his analysis of the factors which influence such decisions, the author notes that
one of the advantages of the third sector is operational flexibility, also in the commercial sense.
Magdalena Arczewska
Philanthropy Test – the 1% Mechanism in Poland
This survey presents the genesis of the 1% mechanism adopted in Poland as well as the consequent practical
questions of filling the tax statement forms. The solutions used in Poland are discussed in the context of the
experiences of two other countries which apply this system of allocations, Hungary and Slovakia. The author
describes both the legal grounds of the 1% allocation and the actual implementation of this mechanism by
providing a step-by-step analysis of the procedure of allocating money to NGOs. In the end, the article
mentions possible changes in the functioning of the 1% mechanism in Poland and explains potential
misunderstandings connected with the perception of the 1% donations as a form of philanthropy. The author
says giving 1% of your tax to public benefit is a symptom of pro-social attitude rather than charity.
Barbara Hermak, Joanna Krasnodębska
Projects’ Clearance in Practice
This survey gives examples taken from the authors’ experiences in training and guidance. The examples
refer to problems met by NGOs during financial clearance of private and public grants. Each situation
described in the survey is given additional commentary.
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8. The Debate about Non-governmental Organisations
Jane Lewis
Relations between the State and the Voluntary Sector in the United Kingdom
An insightful study of the history and present state of inter-sector relations in the United Kingdom, beginning
at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries (when public social aid and charity work constituted two distinct
realms). The discussion goes on to the mid-20th century, when volunteer work was perceived as
supplementing and augmenting the public services, and then to the rolling back of the state initiated by
Margaret Thatcher and the growing importance of the voluntary sector as an alternative provider of social
services. The author devotes particular attention to the shift in state policy in the mid-1990s with the coming
to power of Tony Blair’s Labour Party, associated with the increasingly popular idea of the inter-sector pact.
Jane Lewis includes in her article numerous references to the most important documents regulating inter-
sector cooperation in the UK as well as discussing the influence exerted by figures such as William Beveridge,
Anthony Giddens and Tony Blair.
Máté Szabó
Non-Governmental Organisations in Hungary – The Legal 
and Political Environment
This article discusses the recent development and present situation of the civic sector in Hungary. The
experiences of Hungary and insights gleaned from them may well be of relevance from the Polish perspective,
not only for purposes of general comparison, but also thanks to the Hungarian trailblazing efforts with
regards to the “1% mechanism” under which taxpayers may allocate 1% of their income tax to an qualified
charity of their choice. The author summarises the Hungarian situation as one of “constant experimentation”
and expatiates on the influence of the non-democratic past of the former Eastern Bloc on the fostering of civil
society. The article also discusses the dilemmas presented by cooperation between the sectors, for instance
the question of whether the national government can limit itself to financial assistance for non-governmental
organisations, and ponders the new problems and challenges posed by Hungary’s accession to the European
Union.
Maksym Latsyba
State Policy and Development of Civil Society in the Ukraine
The author presents an analysis of the current situation of civil society in the Ukraine, citing ample numerical
data and discussing the basic areas and forms of civic activity in the country both before and after the Orange
Revolution. The basic questions presented in the elaboration include the role of third sector organisations
as representatives of citizens’ interests and state policy vis-à-vis civic sector institutions, replete with an
assessment of the legal regulations, the means of finance, possibilities for participation in decision-making
processes and of the inclusion of civil society institutions in providing social services. Latsyba also discusses
the question of cooperation between non-governmental organisations and business enterprises, political
parties, and media organisations. The article concludes with an analysis of the perspectives for future civil
society development in Ukraine.
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Jan Herbst
Third Sector at the Crossroads – The Condition of Non-Governmental 
Organisations in Poland in Light of Research Results
Analysing the results of a study carried out by the Klon/Jawor Association in 2006, the author points out
that, contrary to expectations, Poland’s accession to the European Union and the track record of the practical
implementation of the legislative Act regarding public benefit activity and volunteer work following its
coming into force have, at least for most Polish NGOs, failed to produce a strengthening of their economic
and social potential. Of course, accession did provide a boost to the largest organisations best positioned to
meet the requirements associated with access to EU funds; at the level of the “average statistical NGO,”
however, the overall situation of the third sector has clearly deteriorated. This becomes particularly manifest
in light of the data regarding social support for the organisations’ work and their financial potential. Having
summarised the study results, Herbst adopts them as the basis for some general postulates for development
of the third sector, such as his call for the creation of programmes geared at development of the sector’s
institutional potential, particularly of small initiatives in regions lacking activity of this sort.
9.The Social Economy, Social Entrepreneurship, 
Non-Governmental Organisations
Mike Aiken
Non-Governmental Organisations and Social Enterprises: Their Role in 
Employment
This article discusses the role played by the third sector and social enterprises in the creation of jobs for
marginalised persons with Great Britain taken as a case study. It presents the different types of organisations
dealing with social integration through work, including employee co-operatives (such as social co-operatives),
local enterprises, social companies, job centres, social enterprises with state participation and volunteer
organisations working to foster employment. The article puts all this information in perspective by discussing
the broader context, i.e., the British labour market, describing the nature of unemployment in Britain and the
policies adopted for counteracting it. It also includes a critical presentation of the key problems and dilemmas
entailed in the operations of third sector organisations working towards integration in the job market.
Izabela Rybka
The Social Aid System in Poland vis-à-vis the New Wave in the Social Economy:
Opportunities and Barriers
The author takes a critical view of the operation of social aid, pointing out how social service institutions are
altogether ineffective - particularly with regards to curtailing mass poverty and long-term unemployment. Instead
of supporting their beneficiaries in the process of their reintegration, the social services fuel their dependency on
hand-outs, ingraining the wrong kind of assertiveness. A chance for independence and activisation of persons
at risk of social exclusion is presented in a rearrangement of the social aid structure in favour of more work
pursued on the ground with the use of social economy policy. The author argues that, in their essence, social aid
and the social economy subscribe to the same values and principles as well as setting themselves the same goals,
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and that resorting to solutions from the realm of social economy improves the effectiveness of social aid as well
as enabling its clients to rejoin the workforce. This, however, requires not only educational efforts vis-à-vis the
social and job services and local self government bodies, but also reform of the social aid system.
Witold Toczyski
Incohesion of the Social Economy? The Role and Place of the Social Economy 
in Operating Programmes
The author discusses the basic premises in the development of the social economy in Poland and the hopes
placed in this process. He speaks of the three pillars upon which the sector’s activities are based: the unique
approach to business activity, placing social objectives ahead of profit (first); the concept of involving the local
population and fostering social economy (second); and acknowledging the immanent value of work - the
antithesis of passivity - vocational and otherwise and of the social destruction wrought by unemployment
(third). The main conclusion drawn by the author is that much of the hope vested in the social economy has
been thwarted. This unhappy outcome, he believes, was caused by the lack of cohesive solutions in the
operating programmes through which social economy initiatives are financed. Documents such as The
Strategy for National Development 2007–2015, The National Cohesion Strategy 2007–2013, or the Human
Capital Operating Programme are cast in an unflattering light.
Dominika Skwarska
The Social Enterprise Culture in Spain – Traditions of the Autonomous Regions
The co-operative movement in Spain has a rich history, particularly in the autonomous regions such as the
Basque Provinces or Andalusia. Even the dramatic changes of political systems and the economic crises
experienced by Spain failed to seriously undermine its co-operative culture, and co-operative forms are once
again in full bloom there. The author presents a characterisation of this culture and discusses the basic forms
of the contemporary co-operative management in Spain. One of the examples cited by her is the Mondragón
Corporación Cooperativa, a Basque association of co-operatives which is the largest co-operative organisation
in all of Spain (and an object of much international esteem). The philosophy of the Mondragón co-operative
movement and the success into which it has been translated continues to be a major inspiration for the social
economy sector. Andalusia, meanwhile, is taken as an example of the turn towards co-operatives in evidence
as of the 1980s in Spain’s autonomous regions, with social entrepreneurship adopted as a strategy for dealing
with structural unemployment and instability in the job market at the grassroots level.
10. Non-Governmental Organisation Partnerships: 
Germany and Poland
David Kramer
The Third Sector in Germany
The author discusses the problems faced by German non-profit organisations in the context of the economic
and demographic challenges arising in Germany after the country’s unification. He concentrates on the key
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features of the German social and economic model - the concept of state subsidiarity and corporationism;
at the same time, he notes how contemporary Germany seems to be abandoning the classical corporationist
model. The article then proceeds from these broader comments to a description of the German third sector
as it is today, referring to the “long tail” analysis by Chris Anderson. The article also discusses a number of
specific issues such as the process of generating national support for the non-profit sector or development of
cooperation between NGOs on the one hand and the public and private sector on the other. In his summary,
Kramer points to the role played by non-governmental organisations in the social policy of Germany.
Krzysztof Balon
Cooperation of Polish and German Social Non-Governmental Organisations 
as of 1990 – Selected Aspects
This article focuses on the development of cooperation between Polish and German NGOs active in the broadly
defined area of social services. Among the issues discussed by the author are the conditions for this cooperation
and the motivation for initiating such contacts and cultivating them. Krzysztof Balon also refers to selected
examples to analyse the substantive scope and forms for cooperation between social NGOs from the two
countries and the participation of public partners in this cooperation. The article concludes with an attempt to
identify the perspectives for cooperation between Polish and German partner organisations in the future.
Aldona Wiktorska-Święcka
Polish-German Cooperation in the Youth Policy Field after 1989
– Current Status and Perspectives for Growth
This article endeavours to provide a synthetic presentation of experiences to date in fostering cooperation of
Polish and German non-governmental organisations and public entities dealing with youth issues based on
a case study of the Polish-German Youth Cooperation, an organisation established by the two countries’
governments in 1991. The author presents the ensuing 15 years of the organisation’s work in supporting
cooperation between social entities (NGOs) and public entities (local self government bodies, schools) alike.
Wiktorska-Święcka views the development of joint Polish-German youth initiatives as a factor which
strengthens civil society in both the countries concerned and, more broadly, as an element in the shaping of
the European identity.
Ksenia Naranovich
German-Belorussian Cooperation: The Third Sector Perspective
This article presents the origins of cooperation between German and Belorussian NGOs and its future
trends, the form and scope of joint undertakings, an assessment of the programmes being pursued, and an
analysis of the reasons why this cooperation has been largely successful. Naranovich discusses different
aspects of German-Belorussian cooperation in a historical setting as well as citing examples of contemporary
social initiatives. Her discussion of the current state of Belorussian social organisations draws on a
compendious bibliography of studies and statistical information. The article also presents an account of the
unique bilateral undertaking comprised in the Programme for Support of Belorus pursued by the federal
government of Germany. Naranovich shows how the German models and support have been put to use in
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nurturing Belorussian social organisations in an environment which is quite hostile to any manifestations
of civil society.
11. The Experiences and Future of Non-Governmental 
Organisations in Poland
Adam Mielczarek
Is the Third Sector in Poland an Heir to the Dissident Movement of the 1980s?
This article refers to the results of the author’s research into the present whereabouts and doings of low-
ranking staff of the underground publishing movement active in Warsaw in the 1980s. The author draws a
connection between work for the Solidarity-inspired publishing underground after the imposition of martial
law in 1981 and social and cultural work taken up in newly democratic Poland. In doing so, however, he
notices that, while many text runners did in fact commit themselves to civic work after 1989, they do not
necessarily regard their present occupations in terms of a continuation of their dissident activities. Mielczarek
makes the point that the current discourse generally classifies Solidarity as a pro-independence activity in the
waning days of the People’s Republic of Poland and not as civic activity. As a result, the Solidarity tradition
is often viewed as a closed chapter of history which has little direct bearing on the democratic civic culture
of today. The third sector’s own civil society ideologues display little interest in rebutting this interpretation
and the same holds true for the former dissidents. Mielczarek, for one, counters this general trend - he argues
that the “original Solidarity” had civic roots.
Wojciech Modzelewski
A Great Grassroots Civic Movement, or Mass Rebellion?
This is a critique of Adam Mielczarek’s Is the Third Sector in Poland an Heir to the Dissident Movement of
the 1980s? While acknowledging the significance of the research discussed by Mielczarek, Modzelewski
takes issue with his interpretation of the assembled empirical material. The most important point of
contention refers to Mielczarek’s proposition that the “original Solidarity” and martial law underground
should be regarded as manifestations of civil society. Modzelewski is wont to view at least some of the
underground activities of the 1980s not as a grassroots civic movement, but as acts of rebellion.
Kazimierz Z. Sowa
Civil Society and Politics – Some Comments on the Historical Conditions 
and the Perspectives of Civil Society in Poland
At the outset of his article, Sowa hypothesises a close interrelation between civil society and the political
sphere, discussing ontological and epistemological correlations between the two and emphasising that a
modern civil society could not function outside a democracy. He also discusses the dependence of a vibrant
civil society on a public sphere developed to an appropriate level. Sowa then proceeds to a review of Polish
historical experiences which impacted upon the development of civil society from the first Republic to the
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“parallel society” subsisting in the Polish socialist system, and analyses the perspectives for civil society
development in the democratic Poland of today.
Ilona Iłowiecka-Tańska
Project Culture
The author analyses the project work culture which has entrenched itself in the reborn Polish third sector
during the 1990s. She considers the inspirations informing the shift in working styles at Polish NGOs which
legitimised a value system prioritising effectiveness over commitment and rationality over emotions. She
demonstrates how rules for the execution of projects, initially viewed by many organisations as a cumbersome
body of procedural minutiae, gradually came to precipitate essential changes in the civic service ethos, first
and foremost as the means of regarding and evaluating one’s own work as well as the role of NGOs in society
at large
12. A Profitable and Useful Business Sector 
and Non-Governmental Organisations
Iwona Kuraszko
Cooperation between the Business Sector and NGOs with Respect to Corporate
Social Responsibility
This article presents areas of potential cooperation between non-governmental organisations and private
business and discusses the prerequisites for expanding such cooperation. The author considers the
organisational changes and the changes in perception necessary for better development of this cooperation.
She also analyses the question of whether NGOs look to the business sector solely for cash or whether they
are also willing to work with business entities as partners in all the successive stages of project management.
Why is it that only 10% of Polish NGOs maintain contacts with companies? Could it be that cooperation
between the civic and business sectors is impeded by lack of trust, insufficient transparency with regard to
finances and by the fact that non-governmental organisations do not measure the effectiveness of their work
as a business would, preferring to juxtapose it with overall success - or otherwise - in resolving a specific
social problem?
Maciej Kozakiewicz
The BI-NGO 2007 Index. How Quickly is the CSR Virus Spreading?
The author discusses the values of the BI-NGO index, a newly devised tool for assessing on-line
communication about the social commitment of companies. The index examines the quality of Internet
communications in five areas - company leadership and policies, commitment strategies, relationship
building, effects assessment, and communications. The index captures qualitative shifts in relations between
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companies on the one hand and NGOs and public institutions on the other. In 2007, the BI-NGO index
attained the level of 1,368 points, which is 18.24% of the ideal value of 7,500 points. The study will be
repeated annually.
Grzegorz Makowski
Of Clothes, Consumption, and (Ir)Responsible Business
The author ponders how it is possible that, in this era of corporate social responsibility, leading clothes
companies clamour for the destruction of counterfeit garments rather than donate them to charity. Makowski
adopts this issue as a point of departure for a broader thesis to the effect that CSR practices should be analysed
in the wider context of changes in Western consumer culture because, in its essence, CSR is a marketing tool
used for image-building and for communication with customers-cum-consumers and the substance of this
communication depends on the cultural context. That said, the commitment of any business to social or
community causes has its practical limits – these are delineated by its strategic orientation towards
maximisation of profit and towards safeguarding the reputation of its brand.
Agata Stafiej-Bartosik, Paweł Łukasiak
The K4 Method of Corporate Social Responsibility in Poland – A Practical 
Approach from the Perspective of the Four Capitals
The authors posit a new means for putting the concept of CSR into practice, one which is suited to realities
prevailing on the ground in Poland. This K4 method, as they call it, provides for planning CSR initiatives
and presenting their results from the perspectives of the four different kinds of capital (in Polish, kapitał) at
the disposal of the enterprise: human capital, social capital, financial capital, and “eco capital” - natural
resources. Citing specific examples of activities by Polish companies, the authors endeavour to demonstrate
the extent to which benefits accruing to the business entities themselves from implementation of growth
strategies with CSR components can be assessed.
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Building a friendly social and legal 
environment for NGOs.
GOAL
The goal of the project is to disseminate information and knowledge on the legal regulations and institutional
solutions that have an important impact on the current condition and future development of the third sector
in Poland.
ACTIVITIES
The Kompas Project has been in operation since 2003.
As part of the project we:
● have been monitoring  the laws on NGOs on an on-going basis
● began monitoring civil dialogue in 2007
● carry out research projects
● order and disseminate expert analyses (studies)
● organise expert seminars and conferences
● publish the Third Sector Quarterly
● run a website and issue an electronic newsletter
The MONITORING OF LAW involves systematic analyses of the changes in the legal provisions regulating
the operation of NGOs. We monitor the legislative process (draft amendments to existing laws or new bills)
and law implementation practices. We obtain information from legislators (mainly government officials,
MPs), NGOs, as they report problems that hinder their statutory operations, and from secondary sources
(including, for example, parliamentary documents, on-line legal information services and specialist media).
In 2007 the MONITORING OF CIVIC DIALOGUE comprised an analysis of different public participation
procedures and institutions of social and civic dialogue, such as public hearings, the activities of selected
regional commissions on social dialogue, the Council on Public Benefit Activities and the Tripartite
Commission.
RESEARCH PROJECTS carried out as part of the project have included:
● Monitoring of the implementation of the Law on Public Benefit Activities and Voluntary Work - serial
research: 2004/2005, and 2007
● Councillors and co-operation between NGOs and public administration – 2005
● Employment patterns in the third sector – 2005
● Assessment of the development capabilities of the third sector - 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007
LEGAL AND PROBLEM-ORIENTED EXPERT ANALYSES deal with the problems identified during the
monitoring of law, as well as other problems connected with the wider context of NGO activities. Some of
the analyses have a strategic character. The analyses are presented during seminars or conferences and, in
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most cases are published. We also co-operate in this field with the Department of Public Benefit, Ministry
of Labour and Social Policy.
EXPERT SEMINARS are intended to integrate experts concentrating on NGO problems and to attract
individuals and organisations interested in participating in research, educational and publishing projects.
Expert resources have been gradually developed that are capable of helping NGOs participate in the
development of solutions regulating their own operations and consciously influence the practice of law
implementation. Besides expert seminars we organise CONFERENCES where annual summaries of project
activities and their results are presented to a wider audience.
The “THIRD SECTOR” QUARTERLY is a scholarly journal on civil society. The quarterly targets NGOs,
academia and public administration. Each issue has a monographic character and is devoted to a single
problem. It contains the following sections: Prism (articles and an expert analysis on the leading theme),
Viewpoints, Law, Management, Varia and Reviews. To date, 12 issues have been published:
No 1 – Autumn/Winter 2004 - Taxes
No 2 – Spring 2005 – The Social Economy
No 3 – Summer 2005 - Partnership or Competition?
No 4 – Autumn/Winter 2005 - Employment and Volunteer services in Non-Governmental Organizations
No 5 – Spring 2006 – The Image of Non-Governmental Organisations
No 6 – Summer 2006 – The Advocacy and Lobbying by Non-Governmental Organisations
No 7 – Autumn 2006 – Financial Issues of Non-Governmental Organisations
No 8 – Winter 2006 - The Debate about Non-Governmental Organisations
No 9 – Spring 2007 – The Social Economy, Social Entrepreneurship, Non-Governmental Organisations
No 10 – Summer 2007 – Non-Governmental Organisations Partnerships: Germany and Poland
No 11 – Autumn/Winter 2007 - The Experiences and Future of Non-Governmental Organisations in
Poland
No 12 – Winter 2007/Spring 2008 – A Profitable and Useful Business Sector and Non-Governmental
Organisations
WEBSITE of the project: http://www.isp.org.pl/kompas is where we publish news, the legal calendar, policy
briefs and analytical texts based on  information from monitoring activities. Here one can also find expert
analyses and information on the contents of subsequent issues of the Third Sector Quarterly.
e-NEWSLETTER is an electronic news service which sends out automatic notifications on current
developments as discovered through monitoring activities. The subscribers receive a news brief and a link
to the website where they can find the full text of the particular news item. The subscribers are notified as
soon as the news item is uploaded onto the website.
MAJOR PUBLICATIONS (available in Polish only)
M. Rymsza (ed.), “Co-operation of the Civil Sector with the Public Administration,” Instytut Spraw
Publicznych, Warsaw 2004 
M. Arczewska, “Not Only One Law. The Law on Non-Governmental Organisations,” Instytut Spraw
Publicznych, Warsaw 2006
M. Rymsza, G. Makowski, M. Dudkiewicz (eds.), “The State and the Third Sector. Law and Institutions
in Action,” Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warsaw 2007
M. Rymsza (ed.), “Non-Governmental Organisations. Civic Dialogue. The Policy of the State,”Instytut
Spraw Publicznych, Warsaw 2007
T. Schimanek, “Civic Dialogue Poland 2007. Assessment of Selected Institutions Enabling Citizens to
Influence Public Decision Making,” Instytut Spraw Publicznych, Warsaw 2007. 
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